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St.

John's Senminary

Perryville, Missouri, October, 1939.

Number 1

NEW SAINT JOHN'S SEMINARY OPENS
FATHER PAT FINNEY SUCCUMBS SEPTEMBER 5
NEW SUPERIOR, NOVICE DIRECTOR ARRIVE
St. John's Seminary

Hail

There is a new seminary in
California. The conductor on
the Southern Pacific coast
line train calls the passengers'
attention to it, as the trains
roar by not a hundred yards
from the property limits. Approximately fifty miles each
way from Los Angeles on the
south and from Santi Barbara on the north, it lies
about ten miles in from the
coast but at an elevation of
three hundred feet in the
foothills of the Sierra Madre
Mountains.
Juan Camarillo, prominent
rancher who made a fortune
on walnuts, oranges, and
beans, has his family name
attached to the nearby Village of Camarillo. This pious
gentleman about ten years
ago gave the land to the then
Bishop Cantwell as a site for
the diocesan seminary. In the
meantime a large elevated
spot was leveled off for the
buildings, an orange grove
was planted on the surrounding slopes, and an irrigation
system installed before the donor died.
The people of the new archdiocese
of Los Angeles donated generously to
the funds for putting up the buildings.
These were practically completed when
the cornerstone for the beautiful St.
John's chapel was laid in great ceremony by Archbishop Cantwell on
March nineteenth past.
On the memorable afternoon of
August twenty-third, vigil of another
great apostle, St. Bartholomew, the
first contingent of the faculty moved
into the seminary. The total faculty
for the current year will include Father
(Continued on page 5)
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And Farewell!

SUPERIOR ARRIVES

Sunday afternoon, September third, the Community assembled in a body in front of
the priests' house to welcome
our new Superior, Very Reverend Cyril LeFevre, C. M.
Just before supper, Father
LeFevre was formally inducted into office, in the presence
of our Very Reverend Visitor
Father Winne, by making the
profession of faith and taking
the oath against Modernism.
Father LeFevre was at St.
Thomas' Seminary, Denver,
for a year after his Ordination. Since 1935 he has successfully filled the position of
Director of Students at the
Kenrick, St. Louis. .
NOVICE DIRECTOR

.Shortly after Father
LeFevre's arrival, Wednesday,
September sixth to be exact, a classmate of his arrived to take up the duties of
Director of Novices. This

I

...........

FATHER PAT
At midnight of September 5th the
Reverend Patrick Finney, C. M., of the
faculty of St. Mary's of the Barrens
died at Providence Hospital in. Waco,
Texas. He was in the sixty-fifth year
of his life and the forty-sixth of his
vocation. It was a heart ailment, from
which he had been suffering for a
number of years past, that finally
wrought an end to his life. Friday,
September 8th, the Solemn Requiem
Mass for the repose of his soul sung by
the Student's choir was celebrated by
Father Thomas Finney; Fr. Marshall
Le Sage, a close friend since Seminary
(Continued on page 3)
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Darby, who was an exemplary
Director of the Novices for
the past six years, is Father John
Zimmermann, recently returned from
Rome with his Doctorate in Canon
Law.
Father Zimmermann taught
Canon Law and Ascetical Theology,
and acted as Assistant Director of
Students here for the two years previous to his departure for Rome .
PASTOR

..Other changes in the orangization at the Barrens here, are Father
Oscar Huber, as pastor of the Church
of the Assumption, Father Graham,
pastor of St. Vincent's Church Brewer,
Father Whooley, pastor at Crosstown,
and Father Cortelyou at Highland.
(Continued on page 6)
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EDITORIAL
On September twelfth, the new seminary at Camarillo,
California, opened its doors to the eager young aspirants to
priesthood of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. This opening
marks not only a step forward for the Congregation of the
Mission, insofar as it now has charge of the complete sacerdotal training of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles (as also
that of St. Louis), but more especially it marks the culmination of the hopes and plans of His Excellency Archbishop Cantwell over a period of fifteen years or more.
It was in September 1926 that Los Angeles College (the
preparatory seminary) was opened. Los Angeles was then
merely a diocese, suffragan to San Francisco. But, even
then, it was Bishop Cantwell's hope to have his own major
seminary as soon as possible. Small wonder, then, that as
soon as Los Angeles was erected into an Archdiocese late
in 1936, the Archbishop's first thought should be for the
building of a major seminary to make Los Angeles autonomous in its sacerdotal training facilities.
It is indicative of the desire of the people-clergy and
laity-of the Los Angeles Archdiocese for a native-trained
clergy, that they stood whole-heartedly behind their beloved Archbishop in his intensive drive for funds, and unselfishly pledged him something like a million and half dollars.
With this money they have built and equipped a seminary
"second to none in the country."
The students themselves were indeed anxious to take
up their studies at their own seminary, as we know from
personal knowledge. It was our privilege to receive our
preparatory training with many of the men there now. For
this reason we take this opportunity to express our own
personal congratulations and well-wishing, together with
those of the Community, for the successful fulfillment of
the priestly aspirations of all those attending St. John's
Seminary. And we take distinct pleasure in dedicating this
issue of The DeAndrein to them and to the Seminary.
With this issue of The DeAndrein we begin the tenth
year of publication. We hope to make it the most success-

ful year; and we can easily do this with the help of each
and every reader. It is only with the consistent support
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of many of our readers-priests and sisters of the Double
Family of St. Vincent and St. Louise-that the paper has
grown from the small Seminary paper that it was, to the
present Provincial publication. But the support of many
is not what we want. We want the support of all!
We have the approval and kindly help of our Very Reverend Visitor. We appeal for complete universal Provincial solidarity supporting our publication, which proposes,
with such support, to provide you with not only feature articles of various personalities and activities of the Double
Family, but also with every bit of available Community
news. Unfortunately, however, there are many excellent
sources of news to which we do not have access. We hope
you, our readers, can and will help us in this regard by
acting as unofficial reporters for The DeAndrein, and sending whatever items of Community interest you can find,
even the most insignificant. Moreover, any suggestions or
criticisms you may have to offer will be greatly appreciated. We are trying so hard to publish a paper that you
will like. Please! Let this appeal not go in vain!

COUNTESS DOHENY
Towards the end of May, His Holiness Pope Pius XII
bestowed the noble title of Papal Countess on Mrs. Estelle
Doheny of Los Angeles, California. This title, granted only
to those concerning whose Faith and Virtue there is no
doubt, is one of the highest titles of nobility bestowed by
the Pope as a temporal sovereign. Such a title is offered
in recognition of outstanding services to the Church and
society.
Mrs. Doheny's many benefactions to the Community
are too well known and appreciated to need mention here.
Moreover, during her visit to the Barrens in 1936 her ardent
Catholicity and integrity-the other requirements for her
recent honor-were evident to those who saw her.
We regret The DeAndrein was unable to print a notice
of this sooner. Word did not arrive until after the final
issue of the paper had been published. But, it is not now
too late to congratulate our kind benefactress on the noble
title she has received, an honor for which she will be remembered in years to come.

Condolence
The DeAndrein wishes its condolences and those of the
Community to Father Schorsch upon the death of his
Mother, Father (Denis Lane upon the death of his sister,
Father Flavin upon the death of his sister, and Father
Vincent Walsh upon the death of his Father. Please pray
for the repose of their souls.

VOWS--GOOD

PURPOSES

September eighth we witnessed the Vow Mass at which
the following new Students pronounced their vows: Messrs.
Welter, E. Roche, Bogetto, North, White, P. Connors, Piacitelli, D. Ryan, Garrity, Burroughs, Wesner, Falanga.
Also that of Mr. W. cDicharry on September 18. Congratulations to these men, and may their Scholasticate be a happy and successful one.
At the same time, Messrs. Hogan, Gillespie, Virgets,

Sullivan, Salih, IMartin, Ripberger, Welnick, Persich pronounced Good Purposes.

October, 1939.
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FATHER PAT MOURNED
(Continued from page 1)
days, was deacon; Fr. O'Dea, pastor of the Vincentian
house in Dallas, Texas, where Fr. Pat labored so zealously
for twelve years, was sub-deacon. Bishop Winkelmann,
auxiliary bishop of St. Louis, conducted the obsequies and
Fr. Winne, C. IM. V. spoke an inspiring eulogy. There were
very many priests of the Community and secular priests of
the diocese here to pay their last respects to their dearly loved friend. Laid to rest in the Community cemetery at the
Barrens he reposes next to his brother, Father Peter Finney, who died just five years ago. Surviving him are his
three brothers, Fathers Thomas and Joseph Finney of the
Congregation of the IMission and Mr. John Finney, and
his two sisters, Sister Margaret Finney and Miss Mary
Finney.
New Orleans was the place of Father Pat's birth and
early youth. When adolescent yearning fixed his vision
on the high goal of the priesthood the Apostolic School received him and prepared him for the Novitiate, which he
entered on May 1st, 1893. Two successful years on the
Novitiate merited for him the privilege of taking the four
vows of the Congregation of the Mission. During his Scholasticate he was missioned to Chicago for a year of professional work at an embryonic De Paul University. The
year 1899 witnessed his ordination to the priesthood.
Teaching at the Preparatory Seminary in St. Louis was
one of his first duties as a priest. While he was there he
established strong bonds of friendship with many of the
future priests of the diocese and the presence of Bishop
Winkelmann at his funeral was the outstanding testimony
of this friendship. St. Vincent's College in California, later
to become Loyola University under Jesuit supervision, was
the locus of his next teaching assignment. Thence he was
sent to Dallas, Texas, where he labored zealously from 1905
to 1917 in the interests, of secular education. In the midst
of his untiring efforts he was stricken with the first attack
of the disease that was later to take his life. Only necessity forced him to retire from the class room to a room in
a hospital at El Paso.
But convalescence in the hospital was for Father Pat an
opportunity to study a difficult field of sacerdotal activity,
the regulation of hospital ethics. The fruit of his intensive study is his book, Moral Problems in Hospital Practice;
all the hospitals of the Daughters of Charity, some of those
of other religious orders, and a number of individual doctors are now using this book as the ethical guide of their
professional lives.
When his physician gave him permission after nine

years to return to the class room again he went to teach at
the diocesan seminary at Denver. He worked with his usual
inspiring earnestness until his endeavors were interrupted
once again by a second attack of the disease. This time his
Superiors thought that a change of climate might prove
to be the element needed to prolong his dearly valued
life. And so, he came to the (Mother House at Perryville.
For five years he gave expert advice in Moral Theology
to classes of young men who were later to guide souls by
the knowledge that he helped them acquire.
Though he
did not want to quit when he felt himself growing weaker
under his infirmity he was in 1936 forced to retire from
the class room for the last time; yet he left with hopes
for a healthful return within a year. The years that he
then spent confined to his room were not uneventful. He
translated extensively; he constantly devoted himself to
reading the classics; he advised priests in difficult cases of
Moral Theology; he continued to guide wisely the spiritual
lives of many of the students, novices and priests. All
these things only his devoted will enabled him to carry on
while his physical actions were performed with a steadily
decreasing amount of vigor. The end finally came at
Waco, Texas, where he had removed during this summer in
the hope of partially regaining his health.
While he was in the hospital at El Paso Father Pat
translated a book, St. Vincent, Model of Men of Action.
Anyone who knew him would say that it is appropriate that
Father Pat should be the one to interpret this particular
book for us. For most of his life he c'onstantly struggled
that he might keep himself actively and effectively engaged
in the works of the Community despite the tremendous
handicap of a sick and suffering body. Well did he succeed, much to the edification of the priests and students
of all the houses in which he was stationed.
Winston Churchill, noted American author and ex-ambassador to Italy and Russia, once said that the reason for
his frequent visits to the Vincentian house in Dallas was
the fact that he wanted to hear Father Pat Finney talk.
He never in all his life had heard the equal of Father Pat.
This conversational gift came to be acknowledged so well
by the students of St. Mary's Seminary that they treasured
the sympathetic words of acutely reasoned advice that he,
amidst spells of labored breathing, always managed to
speak to them. For this kindly interest and wise counsel
many students ,and priests of the Community will remain
ever grateful to the learned man whom they familiarly
but reverentially called "Father Pat".

NECROLOGY
26. FRANCIS PAROLINI, priest. Died at Turin, age
58, voc. 42.
27. WILLIAM GONZALES, priest. Died at Tardajos,
a. 81, v. 65.
28. SALUSTIANO DIEGUEZ, priest. Died Oviedo, a.
48, v. 30.
29. BLAS GARCES, priest. Died at Dighy, a. 27, v. 11.
30. DANIEL HURLEY, priest. Died New Orleans, a.
73, v. 52.
31. KARL KULLMAN, priest. Died Turrialba, a. 27,
v. 8.
32. JAMES MULLINS, priest. Died at Cork, a. 60, v. 39.
33. EMMANUEL REGNEJO, priest. Died Madrid, a.
64, v. 8.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

JOHN OUANG, priest. Died at Pinghu, a. 45, v. 25.
JULES CANDAU, priest. Died at Paris, a. 53, v. 33.
JOHN CANDL, priest. Died at Graz, a. 75, v. 48.
THOMAS McDONALD, priest. Died Brooklyn, a.
71, v. 48.
FRANCISCO GONZALEZ, priest. Died Cebu, a.
70, v. 54.
ADALBERT GRABOWSKI, priest. Died Cernauti,
a. 66, v. 48.
CANUTO GDOATE, brother. Died at Madrid, a.
73, v. 50.
MATTHIAS HEINZ, brother. Died Schleiden, a.
84, v. 60.
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C. S. M. C. CONVENTION
Delegates to Washington
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he Dendrei
with the C. Si M. C. Unit of Kenrick Seminary, a joint display was made of these two modern methods of instructing
the non-Catholic. Throughout the Convention the work
was explained to interested passers-by and explanative
literature was given out. Most of the attending delegates
and visitors were astounded to hear what has'been accomplished 'already and all of them found the ideas intriguing.
The Eleventh Convention of the C. S. M. C. has helped
tremendously in furthering these two now famous missionary endeavors-God willing, they will continue Ito spread.

At the Catholic University of America in Washington,
D. C., from August 22nd to the 25th, there was held the
Eleventh National Convention of the Catholic Students'
Mission Crusade. To represent the Stephen Vincent Ryan
Unit of the C. S. (M. C., there went two delegates from St.
Mary's Seminary, Rev. Messrs. George Brennan, C. M., retiring president of the Mission Society, and Glenn Zoellner,
C. M., retiring director of the Correspendence Courses. The
reports brought back are encouraging to zealous hearts for
Father Lloyd at Washington
they reflect a strong enthusiasm displayed by Young America to make their country Catholic-minded.
The Rev. Paul Lloyd, C. M Director of the Vincentian
In conjunction with the C S. M. C. Convention, there
met also the organization of the Missionary Union of the Foreign Mission Society, represented our Western Province
Clergy in order to give those priests an opportunity to at the 11th National Convention of the Catholic Students
benefit by the Catholic Youths' display of Catholic Action Mission Crusade held at the nation's Capitol city, on the
grounds of the Catholic University of America. In the
and also to permit Catholic Youth to profit by the ideas of
mission exhibit hall Father Lloyd erected a simple booth
those experienced in mission labor.
The hundreds attending the Convention came from the with a background of Chinese draperies. The theme of
ranks of the Hierarchy, Bishops and Monsignori, priests, the booth was a large multicolored circle showing graphicalseminarians, and nuns from almost every religious order, ly the number of Catholics taken care of by the various religious orders in China. The Vincentians are second to
young high school boys and girls, college men and women,
none. Much to the surprise of many the Vincentians asfrom all over the United States. It was an inspiring specsist one-third of all the Catholics in China. Literature 'and
tacle to witness so many of the Church's leaders gathered
together with but one purpose: to discuss methods and to small attractive pins were distributed to the delegates. No
devise new means whereby God's kingdom on earth might money was accepted at the convention. But 'already we
have experienced some of the results of Father Lloyd's exbe spread among the prejudiced and ignorant at home and
abroad.
cellent work at the convention.
With this before them, our delegates went to WashingRepresenting the Eastern Province was Father McCliton with this idea in mind: to acquaint the Conventionmont, C. M. Father McClimont's booth was one of the
goers with the Vincentians' work in the fields of the Cormost outstanding at the convention. It was a large map
respondence Courses and the IMotor Missions. The first opshowing the many places in which the Vinc'entians were
portunity for putting this idea into view came when the established. A large portrait of Holy Founder mounted the
National C. S. M. C. Secretary, Monsignor E. A. Preking, booths; on the left wing was a picture of the martyrdom of
invited Rev. Mr. Zoellner to address the attending seminarBlessed John Gabriel, the right wing was a picture of a
ians and some of the priests on the work of the CorrespondDaughter of Charity. Among the literature passed out by
ence Courses.
Father McClimont and his helpers was an attractive pamThe first part of the discourse concerned itself with phlet entitled: "Shall I be a Vincentian".
clearing up objections levelled against the use of a correRev. Lawrence Curtis, C. M, Superior of the Vincentian
spondence course as a means of study, and described the Missionaries in Kanchow, China, (Eastern Province),
gave
Vincentian Motor Missions in Southern Missouri, pointing a very interesting talk on: "The Future of Christianity
in
to them as the starting point for the correspondence plan.
China." There were a number of other interesting talks
The details of the actual working of the Course were
given on the Chinese missions. It wa:s also interesting to
made clear and the seminarians heard explained the pracnote that a great many of the mission exhibits had to do
tical value which this work holds for them in their seminary
with the foreign missions. If only the interest which the
days. It was pointed out to the priests how the Course
high schools, colleges and seminaries showed in the foreign
has come many times to the aid of pastors who were unable missions
could be put into action, what great steps could
personally to contact people who needed and wanted inbe made in the spreading of Christ's kingdom in the Orient.
struction. Finally, an appeal was made for more seminaries
to take up the correspondence work since the field is great
enough for everyone.
That the listeners were intensely interested in the work
was evidenced by the many questions they asked after the
discourse. Whether "more seminarie,s will 'adopt this method
of teaching God's religion remains to be seen. That the
enthusiasm is present in the seminarians is certain. The
rest is in the the hands of their respective authorities.
But there was also another way that the Convention
delegates were informed on these home mission projects.
Many weeks before August 22nd it was decided that an
exhibit, displaying the work of the Courses and the Mis-

sions, would be put up in the Washington exhibit hall so
that attending people could get a glimpse of the work in
concrete form. Arrangements were made and, together

SCHOOL YEAR BEGINS
A Solemn Mass in the Community Chapel, following
which the members of the Faculty swore the oath against
Modernism, and all assembled sang the Veni Creator Spiritus, marked the formal inauguration of the scholastic year
1939-1940.

VOWS AND RECEPTION
On July 19, Brother Joseph Wakeman, C. M. pronounced his holy Vows. He is the sixth brother of the
"new generation" to be professed. . . . On the same day

Messrs. John Burleson and Edward Danagher, both of Los
Angeles, were received into the Novitiate.

October, 1939.
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ST. JOHN'S SEMINARY

NEW APPOINTMENTS
Seminaries

(Continued from page 1)
Barr as Rector, Father O'Connor of the Los Angeles archdiocese as seminary procurator, and eight confreres to complete the teaching staff: Father Brennan, Vice-Rec'tor,
Dogma and Sermon; Father Conroy, Community procurator, History and Philosophy; Fathers Reynolds, Spiritual
director, Spanish; James O'Malley, Moral; Kirschenheuter,
Scripture, Hebrew, and Greek; Richardson, Prefect of Studies, Librarian, Canon Law; Battle, Philosophy and Biology; Roden, Director of Students, Liturgy. . . . Arrived the

Eame day were a staff of the Dominican Sisters of San Jose
to manage the kitchen department.
The doors of the completely furnished seminary swung
open on September twelfth to some seventy-odd students,
who began classes the following day. (The present capacity is one hundred and four students, but already thought
has been given to more extended housing.) Thirty strong
from St. Patrick's Seminary, Menlo Park; nine from St.
Thomas', Denver; in ones and twos from St. IMary's of
Baltimore, Mount St. Mary's of Emmitsburg, St. Meinrad's
of Indiana, St. Paul's of Minnesota, St. Patrick's of Carlow,
Ireland, St. Patrick's of Thurles, Ireland, etc.; about a dozen college men from the Los Angeles preparatory, others
from the Tucson and Fresno suffragan dioceses, and other
college men-they come in expectation of an ecclesiastical
training after the spirit of the beloved apostle St. John.
Before the scholastic year is well begun, ground will be
broken for the magnificent new library building which
Mrs. Estelle Doheny is generously providing.
SWell might the keynote for the opening of this
seminary be struck with the opening words of St. John's

St. John's, Camarillo-Frs. Barr. Brennan, Conroy, Reynolds, J. O'Malley, Kirschenheuter, Richardson, Battle,
Rodin.
St. (Mary's, Perryville-Fls. C. LeFevre (Superior),
Huber (pastor), J. Zimmermann (director of Novices),
Winn, Stamm, Bagen.
St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau-Frs. J. Lewis,
Rebenack, Cunningham, O. Miller.
St. John's, Kansas City-Frs. Monaghan, E. Cannon,
Rice.
Los Angeles College-Frs. Matthews, J. Smith, S. Smith,
Ready.
St. Louis Prep-Frs. L. Walsh, Mullins, P. Zimmermann,
D. Martin, Fassbender.
Kenrick, St. Louis-Frs. W. Flynn (director of Students), Darby (spiritual director).
St. Thomas', Denver-Fr. Wm. Hoctor (Eastern Prov.)

Churches
St. Vincent's, Los Angeles-Fr. Koeper.
St. Vincent's, St. Louis-Frs. McCoy, E. Cashman.
St. Stephen's, New Orleans-Fr. Harvey.
DePaul University, Chicago-Frs. H. (Moore, Kammer.
Rosati Hall, Chicago-Frs. Fitzgerald, Barrett.
Mission Band, Headquarters, Kansas City-Frs. P. LeFevre, Daspit, Mullarkey, Roche.
Louvain University, Belgium-Frs. Beutler, Eberhardt.
De Paul Hospital, St. Louis-Fr. Flavin.
Providence Hospital, Waco, Texas-Fr. Leonidas Moore
(chaplain).
St. Vincent's Hospital, Sherman, Texas-Fr. Steele.
Frs. Rootes and Sheldon are patients at De Paul Hospital, St. Louis.
St. Vincent's Institute. St. Louis-Fr. McIntyre.

China
Peking-Frs. C. Murphy, Glynn, Stein, DesLauriers,
Kunz.
Kiangsi-Frs. T. Mahoney, P. Ou, J. Kwei.

Gospel:-In principio erat Verbum . . . May the Word of

God. Eternal and Unchangeable Wisdom, be for the new
scholastic body and the faculty :a foundation stone of their
first efforts

STUDENT-NOVICE GAME
SEPTEIMBER 4
NOVICES
Persich, 3b

AB R H E
.... 4

0

0

0

Virgets, ss, p .. 4 0 0 1
Ganel, c ...... 4 0 2 0
Welter. If ...... 4 0 0 1
Welnick. cf .... 2 0 0 0
D. Ryan, lb .... 2 0 0 0
Hartigan, 2b ... 2 0 0 0
Burroughs, rf .. 3 0 0 0

--1

Gillespie, Arp,7 --ss

3 0

0 0

STUDENTS

AB R H E

Newsum, c ... .. 5

2

Degan, 3b ..
Johnston, lb
Winters,D .
Gieselman. If
Casey, 2b ....
R. Kraff. rf
McHardy, cf
W. Ryan, ss

21

d4

.. 5
.. 2
.. 4
.. 4
.. 5
.. 4
.. 4
-

28

0

2

2

Novices.......... 000 000 000Students..........522 100 02x-

2
3
2
1
0
0
0
-

2

0

3
1
3
1
1
1
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
-

37 12 13 2
0
12

SUMMARY

Home-run: Gieselman; Triple: Degan; Dc iuble: Winters. Errors: W. Ryan, Winters, Welter, Virg(ets. Walks:
Winters 4, Gillespie 5, Virgets 1. Strike-outs: Winters 6,
Gillespie 4, Virgets 4. Wild pitch: Winters. Hit batter:
Casey. Stolen bases: Newsum 2. Innings pitc:hed: Gilles
late) Duf
pie 2 2/3, Virgets 5 1/3. Umpires: Gaughan (p late), Duffy
(bases). Time: two hours.

LETTERS FROM CHINA
Extract from letter from Father Charles Quinn, C. M.
(July 1939)
S. Near the end of last month (June) a blockade of
sorts was made by the Japanese at the ports of Wenchow
(Chekiang) and Foochow (Kukien) through either of which
ports confreres would ordinarily enter the Vicariate. Father
Moore had a hard time reaching Shanghai for it took him
over thirty days to make it. However, our American mail
and Shanghai papers are arriving regularly.
. . Our Vicariate is still unoccupied and the people
quietly going about their everyday business. IMy assistant
Chinese priest in the parish got typhoid and died June 26th.
He was buried next to Bishop Misner in our new cemetery
that was consecrated at the time of Bishop Misner's death.
He was one of five who were ordained by the Bishop just
before his visit to America two years ago.
. . . In the last month there have been some air-raids

in different parts of the Vicariate, but with two exceptions
Mission property has not been damaged. In one place,
where two Chinese seculars are stationed, the women's
catechetical school was burned to the ground, and three
were killed and three seriously wounded. A country chapel
in another place, where some Catholics from Nanchang
Vicariate had taken refuge, was partially destroyed and
seven refugees killed.
...

There are seven graduates from the preparatory

seminary who will start philosophy in the fall. The difficulty now is finding a seminary to which they can go.
I wrote to Ningpo (French Lazarists) but have not yet received an answer.
(Continued on page 6)
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COMMUNITY NEWS
PERRYVILLE, MO.
On June 20, Fr. Burgio of the Eastern Province visited here. Fr. Burgio
addressed the Students and Novices on
the Papal Conclave which he had recently attended as Secretary to Cardinal Dougherty, and also on the cause
of Mother Seton of which he is the
vice-postulator.
ST, LOUIS, MO.
Fr. Philip Le Fevre recently, received, through Fr. Foristel of Poplar Bluff,
a letter from the State Secretary of
Missouri, Dwight H. Brown, commending the efforts of the (Motor Missionaries and enclosing a little donation.
In closing his letter, Mr. Brown wrote:
"I think I have said to you before now
that as a non-Catholic that it was my
opinon that the igreater need in America was to have the laity of the nonCatholic communities know the history,
faith and practices of the Catholic
Church". . .
The entire three story building at
14th and Park Ave. has been taken
over by the Rev. Robert Power for the
Vincentian Press 'and henceforth all
activities will be centered in this
building. To compensate for the taking over the third floor of this building, formerly used as a parish hall by

Letters From China
(Continued from page 5)
Excerpts from letter from Father
Stephen Dunker, C. M., Dated
Shanghai-August 12, 1939.
...

The boat trip was very nice.

No

trouble at all getting into Shanghai,
not even with Customs. Fathers Kwei
and Ou were still waiting for me.
. We intend going south from here
to Ningpo, then across Chekiang 'and
into Kiangsi. The way is still open
though the travel is difficult. Father
Ou and I are going on and Father
Kwei is going to wait for Father Mahoney.
.. We are going to send the other
five priests to Peking to 'a language
school. They are to live there with the
Irish C. Ms. Father Quinn, myself and
all whom I have consulted think this
is the best possible arrangement. It
would be ideal even in the times of
peace as Peking is the best possible
place to study Chinese. So with the
difficulty in traveling to Kiangsi and
the disturbed conditions there, I think
it is a prudent move. No doubt the
padres would rather go to the Vicariate

St. Vincent's parish, he is building a
new hall at the rear of the Church
property.

On June 25, thirty-five years after
the introduction of his cause, Justin
De JacobiT, C. M., was accorded the
honors of the altars with the title of
Blessed. Born in 1800, he was ordained a priest of the Mission in 1824. So
great was his zeal in the missions of
Italy that he was proposed to the Holy
See 'as a 'Bishop and it was in order
to avoid this that he desired to be
For twenty-one
-ent to Abyssinia.
years he labored in this country and
finally, in 1860, worn out with labors
and persecutions, he gave up his soul.

EASTERN PROVINCE
At the earnest suggestion of Bishop
McGuinness, the Eastern province has
recently taken over the colored parish
of St. Mary's in Greensboro, North
Carolina. The Daugh-ers of Charity
also have a hospital and two schools
there.
Fr. Thomas J. McDonald of the
Eastern Province succumbed to a
heart attack in St. Mary's Hospital,
Brooklyn, on June 27th. At the time
of his death he was seventy-one years
of age and had recently celebrated his
forty-first year in the priesthood.
CHINA
The Japanese have put 'a price of
$15,000 on the head of Fr. Lebbe, C. M.,
from Belgium, who is an honorary general in the Chinese army. Fr. Lebbe,
a naturalized Chinese, is working behind the lines of the Chinese force
and is everywhere received as a national hero.
The Most Rev. Jean de Vienne, C.
M., Vicar Apostolic of Tientsin, has
been appointed 'assistant to the Apostolic Delegate of China, the Most Rev.
Mario Zanin. Since it is impossible
for the Apostolic Delegate to visit the
northern missions, these have been entrusted to Bishop de Vienne for the
present.

and get with the crowd, but there is
no doubt they will iknow more Chinese
next year at this time by going to
Peking.
. . . Father Theunissen, our DutchAmerican confrere, had a slight stroke
with the result that his right arm is
paralized. I shall write again after I
reach Linchwan.

Sept. 17, 1925. Mr. Frank Murphy
still working-out on his dumb-bells in
his private gym on the third floor.
Sept. 9, 1926. Mr. Huber pronounced his vows this morning, 'and was received royally at noon by the students
S. . The Novices picked grapes this afternoon in preparation for resumption
of wine-making tomorrow.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Frs. Paul Ou, C. M., and Joseph
Kwei, C. M., took Bachelor's degrees
at De Paul University Commencement
last June. Soon after this, they left
with Fr. Stephen Dunker for their
homeland.
The Twenty-eighth Summer School
Commencement took place 'at De Paul
University on August 2. One hundred
and sixty-four degrees were granted.
Over thirty religious communities were
represented in the enrollment this
summer.

00R
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Sept. 29, 1909. Feast of St. Michael
-JMessrs. Walter Case and Martin
O'Malley were received on the Novitiate today. Both gentlemen are graduates of St. Vincent's College and both
are from Chicago.
Sept. 8, 1923. Mr. George O'Malley
succeeds Mr. Cahill as Doyen; Mr.
Schmucker succeeds Mr. Brennan as
assistant. Mr. Flannery succeeds Mr.
Sheldon as head sacristan.
Sept, 19, 1923. Father Barr, our new
superior arrived at noon today.

The new Student officers for the fall
semester are: Mr. Kavanaugh as Dean
and Mr. Gaughan as Assistant Dean
.. . Mr. Wm. Ryan is new President
of the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit,
with (Mr. Pat O'Brien, Vice-president,
and Mr. Dyra, Secretary.

Hail! !-And Farewell!
(Continued from page 1)
On Tuesday evening, August 29, the
Community here at the Barrens tendered its departing Superior, our beloved Father William Brennan, a formal
farewell entertainment. He left here
several days later. Our sincere wishes
for success go with Father Brennan
to his new field of activity at new St.
John's Seminary

...
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ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE, CAPE GIRARDEAU, MISSOURI

"I WAS IN PRISON AND

YOU CAME TO ME."
Two members of the Legion of Mary
visited the city jail of one of our West
Coast cities. That was in the middle
of July, this past summer.
Since that time request after request has come to the Crusade Office
from these unfortunate men and women asking for this opportunity of
learning something about religion. Because they can't go out to get their religion they appeal to us to bring it to
them. It is the Legion of Mary who
first "feels out" the prisoners. These
Apostles of Charity outline the general
teachings of the Catholic Church, and
if the prisoners wish further instruction their names are sent to us. One
Legionnaire writes: "We find the Crusade Courses invaluable help, and
many times bless the Vincentian
Fathers for instituting the work. In
fact, we would be lost without the
Courses to back us up, because there
are not enough priests here to take on
the work of instructing everyone we
contact."
Condemned prisoners, long-termed
prisoners, whites, negroes, trusties, and
(Continued on page 2)

"Cape"-- Alma Mater MOTOR MISSIONS
Though over one hundred years
have passed since the first stones were
laid in the foundations of St. Vincent
College, yet this institution still stands
and continues its work of education
and training. Frequently during these
years it has been found necessary to
make repairs, to patch up and mend
what time and the elements destroy.
Great as were some of these improvements in the past yet none seem to
equal those which have recently been
completed at the "Cape".
Begun in the first years of Father
George O'Malley's superiorship, the rejuvenation has gone on apace sinc'e
then. First came those repairs which
are so necessary but yet so hidden
from the casual observer. The roof
had to be reslated, the hot water
heater modernized, new beds purchased for the dormitory, etc. Then during the following years came the work
of beautifying the chapel and the
grounds. Through the generosity of
one of the confreres, new statues were
obtained for the sanctuary and entire
new furnishings set up in the sacristy.
The beautiful oak vestment cases and
(Continued on page 6)

THIS SUMMER

Having in mind the words of our
Lord, "Other sheep I have, that are
not of this fold; them also I must
bring, and they shall hear my voice,
and there shall be one fold and one
shepherd", the Motor Missioners embarked on another summer's activity.
Into five dioceses they went, bringing
the teaching of "the one true Church"
to those who had never heard it before; and giving a better knowledge
of their religion to appreciative
Catholics.
There were six units working in the
archdiocese of St. Louis. Fr. McIntyre, C. M. and Rev. Mr. B. Render
formed one unit; Frs. P. Le Fevre, C. M.
and G. C. LeFevre, another; Fr. Richardson, C. M. and Rev. Mr. L. Dierker,
the third; Frs. G. Lodes, 0. iMiller, C.
M., and P. Mullins, C. M., the fourth;
Fr. J. Dreisoerner and Rev. Mr. J.
Brauner, the fifth; Fr. A. Leibenger
and Rev. Messrs. R. Schuermann and
T. Sullivan, the sixth. In the diocese
of Denver there were two units. These
were made up of secular priests. The
diocese of Leavenworth also had two
(Continued on page 4)
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FATHER MAHONEY ARRIVES IN YUKIANG
Father Tom Mahoney, accompanied by Father Jos.
Kwei, C. M. from Shanghai to t)he interior, arrived at our
Mission at Yukiang, Kiangsi, about the middle of September, according to a letter just received from him.
His journey' to the interior was more or less uneventful,
but full of new and interesting experiences for him . . .
We present herewith a digest of his rather lengthy letter.
... Left Shanghai on morning of September 1, aboard
German freighter Elbaff-my first experience sailing under
the Nazi flag. Arrived Ningpo about 11:45 that night. We'
four (Fr. Kwei, two Canadian priests, and myself) stayed
at the French Vincentian's house. Bishop Defebvre, C. M.
makes his headquarters here. Visited hospital and orphanage conducted by Daughters of Charity; also Major Seminary, run by Vincentians. ... Left the second day, early in
the morning. Never will forget how hospitable Bishop
Defebvre and the priests at Ningpo were to us. Certainly
a grand bunch. Traveled by boat from five-thirty A. M.
until about one o'clock in the afternoon. Passengers; packed in like sardines. No privacy.
....

Disemlbarked about one, and traveled all afternoon

by rickshaw to Taichow, where we stayed overnight at a
Chinese hotel. Had first taste of Chinese food. All the little kTas of the village gathered around to watch me, and
I must have put on a good show, as they were certainly
laughinge at me. ... Got up at four A. M. to go to bus station to get tickets. Big lineup already. Not able to get
four tickets in first bus, so Fr. Murphy (the Canadian
priest) and I left on the seven o'clock ,bus, while Fr. Kwei
and the other priest followed about 10:30. The busses are
anything but Greyhounds. Have a seating c'apacity of 18,
but I counted forty in our bus. Being the last two to get

tickets, had to stand up. Rode from seven to 2:45. Talk
about a bumpy road!!--the camp road was like a paved
highway compared with it. And as for the bus-well Brewer's old coal truck is a Rolls Royce beside Chinese busse's.
Nevertheless it was a lot of fun.
. Had to lay over in Yungkong for two days until
our baggage came through. ... After resting up two days,
proceeded by bus to Lis'hui, where the Central house of the
Canadian Missionaries is located. Their organization is on
the order of the Maryknollers in the States. Here I met
about eight young priests' who had just come over to China
last" October They took me all over. Fr. Kwei had arrived
and, after spending• two days there, we set out for Kinhwa
by bus. Stopped overnight with two members of the Canadian Society. Then took train for Yukiang.

Traveled all night and arrived next morning at
..
Yingtan, one of our missions, where we were met by Fr.
Tom Smith. Walked up to Fr. Vandenberg's mission there.
It was a regular home-coming for Fr. Kwei, as that is where
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he lived before entering the Seminary. Also Fr. Vandenberg's birthday and the Christians put on a Ibig celebration
fo& him. The Chinese sure love the priests. Frs. Teng and
Ou came down from the Seminary for the occasion. Experienced first Chinese Banquet-salted watermelon seeds,
peanuts, several kinds of fish, shark skin meat, c'entury
eggs, water lily roots and sprouts, chicken, etc. Had about
eleven different courses. The first piece of chicken I grabbed out of the platter was a chicken's foot. That stopped
me. Some of the things I just tasted. . . . Ordinarily the

priests have American style food. Pretty good grub here at
Yukiang. Haven't visited the other missions yet, so can't
say how they eat. But Fr. Quinn tells me they eat practically the same. After dinner Frs. Smith and Vandenberg
went with me by boat to Yukiang. Arrived about 11:30 at
night and received royal welcome fromn Fr. Quinn. Fr.
Altenberg came in the next day, and Fr. V. Smith yesterday.
They all look fine. Fr. Vandenberg is as big as a house.
. . Swell residence here. Certainly a big plant-orphanage, boys' primary school of about 220 kids, girls' school of
160, also ,girls' high school of about 47. I believe they just
opened the high school last year. Place is like a big boarding school. Kids are sure crazy about Frs. Quinn ,and Tom
Smith. . . The priests over here are certainly a jolly bunch.
Have to go a long way before you'd find a better crowd.
. Believe it or not, I played basketball. Frs. Tom
Smith, Vandenberg, Cheng, and I challenged some of the
older Iboys to a game, and they trounced us. This place is
the Notre Dame of China. Even the little orphans are
good athletes.
. . Haven't as yet started to go around the vicariate.
Probably start in a few days. . . . Regards to all the Students and Priests. ... Frs. Ou and Kwei send their best re-

gards to all the Students. Both are teaching in the Seminary this year.
ADDRESS: Fr. Thos. Mahoney-Catholic Mission-Yuikiang, Kiangsi, China.

"I WAS IN PRISON AND YOU CAME TO ME"
(Continued from page 1)
even the jailer have asiked to take the Correspondence
Course. But perhaps the most interesting of all these is
a young girl, a non-Catholic of twenty years, who is related to the "gun-toting moll" recently written up in our
Middle West papers. Although she gave signs, of wanting
religious instruction we were' warned that she was likely
to be a "hard case". But, quite the contrary! ! She even
learned to say the rosary of her own accord, and is now
truly converted. She believes God allowed her "to go to
prison in order to become a Catholic".
And so the Correspondence Course fulfills another of
Christ's counsels: "I was in prison, and you came to me".
O God, bless our endeavors among the prisoners as fruitfully as You have in other fields!!

Late Appointments
Fr. Norman-chaplain

at DePaul Sanitarium,

New

Orleans.
Fr. Navin--spiritual director at St. Louis Prep.
Fr. Sharpe-spiritual director at Los Angeles College.
Fr. Edw. Cashman-St. Vincent's Church, Los Angeles.
Fr. B. McCoy--secretary to the Very Reverend Visitor.
Pr. Fassbender-p--rocurator at St. Mary's Seminary.

Amateur Radiogram
W9ZGE-Kansas City, Mo.-4424 St. John St.
Radio message received October 14 at Kansas City:
No. 59 - XU2MC - ckl5 - Peking, China
October 8-To Deacon Class, St. Mary's Seminary, Perryville, Mo.

. Congrats we are all praying for you here and all fine
in Peking. Come on over.
Peking Vins
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Sheehan Museum to Celebrate Fourth Anniversary
It is pleasant to look back upon the four years of life
which the Bishop Sheehan Memorial Museum 'will celebrate
with its birthday on November 19. Constant progress has
signallized those four years, and no one can deny that it
was progress made possible only tby a loyal and devoted
group of friends and benefactors. Before any project can
-ucceed, it must have backing and support. True friends
and kind advice coupled with unfailing cooperation have
always been foremost in our list of blessings. To all those
friends, for their advice and help, this resume is dedicated
in gratitude and deep appreciation, for without them, there
would be much less cause for our present sudcess.
If ever there is question of the wisdom of setting up a
foundation of the type of the Museum, our experience will
stand to show that the action was entirely justified. As
has so often been said on these pages, the prime reason
for the very existence of the Museum is to awaken interest
3nd pique curiosity on the subject of the Chinese missions,
especially those of which our confreres have charge. We
of the Museum staff, who have watched visitors as they
came by twos and threes and dozens during the last four
years, can say that what we saw in their faces as they left
wa., the realization of the ambition the founders had the
day they drew up the Museum's constitution. This is no
ordinary museum of cold stone and inanimate objects, without meaning. This is no mere collection of curios that have
come from a far country to amuse for an hour and then
be forgotten. This Museum has a spirit!
There is about the Bishop Sheehan Memorial Museum
a warm vitality that seems to come from the very man to
whom it owes its name. The things that are on view are
not assembled out of mercenary interest-they come with
a Iblessing from men with whom we have lived and studied.
Something of them is here, too, and it pervades the whole.
Leave you cannot without taking a deep-cut consciousness
of their labor and the sacrifices they have made and do
make for love of God and neighbor.
Will we preserve that spirit in the Museum? We certainly want to. It is the second aim of the Museum, an-

other of its holds on life, a firm grip on our interest.
Mementoes of the Bishop are everywhere in the Museum.
When you first enter you see his glowing purple robes; his
portrait dominates the room; you take away his likeness
on your souvenir when you leave. Keep up his spirit?
There are always a few Students in the Museum. Because
interested staff members keep it gleaming and presentable,
it is the showplace of the building. "You've got to see the
Museum!" has come to be a first principle for visitors.
But is the Museum progressing in a material way? Are
the exhibits the same as they used to be? Are we expanding? Yes, yes, yes,-we are doing all that and more. We
would move to more spacious quarters tomorrow if we could
enlarge our exhibits and widen our scope. The best we
can do now is keep our objects of interest circulating by
changing displays. All the departments of the Museum are
in smooth operation. One member of the staff has his
duties in cross indexing letters from China, articles of interest in Catholic magazines and periodicals, and pertinent
'bits of information. Another is constantly arranging and
keeping up to date a dozen photograph albums on China.
Somebody recently expressed the wish for more time to devote to research on matters that are always leading one off
on interesting tangents. Students of jade-its history and
worth-would be able to give our visitors a worthwhile
comment on our collection. Chinese fabrics, painting and
mythology could keep us busy for years before we came to
a just appreciation of what we already have on exhibition.
Going forward? We only wish we had more time!
There is a pool in front of St. Peter's in Rome where a
tradition rules-pitch in a soldi and you will see Rome
again. We have no pool in the IMuseum to fling soldi into,
but there is something about it that makes a visitor happy
to be back. It is an interesting place, brought to life by
toil on the part of past Staffs and unremitting cooperation
from our friends. For that help we are grateful, and we
beg it repeatedly for the future with an invitation to come
and see us often!

Growth of Bishop Sheehan Memorial Museum
From a few cases and hangings, occupying one end of the Students' recreation hall, in 1935 (below left) to a
whole room of its own, which is incapable of housing all of the several hundred exhibits at once (below right.)
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THE MOTOR MISSIONS THIS YEAR

FORTY-EIGHT HOURS IN JAIL

(Continued from page 1)
units. Frs. W. Darling, C. M., M. Hall, O. S. B., and A.
Haverkamp, O. S. B. formed one; and Fr. J. Daspit, C. M.
and twc Franciscan Fathers made up the other. The Marquette diocese was the scene of activity of Frs. Coupal, C. M.
and P. Murphy, C. M., who made up a unit. In thei diocese
of Omaha, Fr. P. Le Fevre, C. M. and Rev. Messrs. R.
Schuermann and R. Hupp worked together.

A bundle of white surplices, a few shiny French coins
and a chart recording the business of Tientai's mission
school formed the pretense of evidence with which an
avaricious Chinese chief of police posited the accusation
of espionage against confrere Vincent iDjing and his two
traveling companions. They were on their way from Taichow to Haimen recently when they were arrested at Tongdai by soldiery under the police official. Reasons given for
the arrest were, "The sous can flash messages in the sunlight. Yesterday the enemy launched an attack at Taichow,
where we had passed a person dressed in white. A card
with daily marks is something which spies ordinarily
keep".
Neither the aged director of our school at Haimen nor
the catechist from Tongdai could turn the brazen police
chief from his unjust purpose. Indeed, it was only when
these had paid the exorbitant price of sixty dollars that
the priest and his two companions were even allowed to exchange their assigned sleeping quarters in the common jail
for a few feet of room on the hard floor of the police station. All three spent the night huddled together under
one blanket.
The next morning's letter from His Excellency Msgr.
Hou failed to impress their captor. To the interdeding
school director and catechist he would concede only evasive
answers; in despair they saw that money was his sole objective, that the espionage charge was mere pretense. Sixty
more dollars were paid him. And then proceedings slowly
began to evolve toward a seemingly cautious release. The
next evening when Father Djing and his companions were
allowed to resume their journey they took with them the
bundle of surplices and the record chart,-but the other
third of the evidence they left to jingle in the pocket of
the crafty police captain.
(Digest from Le Bulletin Catholique de Pekin.-Sept.)

(Many of the towns to which they went had been visited before. In most of these encouraging results were in
evidence, either in the form of an increased awareness and
pride of their religion on the part of Catholics, or in a
changed attitude on the part of non-Catholics. In regard
to the latter, many had been prejudiced against the Church
and seemed little interested in hearing the Church's story.
Now they are interested, and show this interest by asking
questions, questions that indicate sincerity.
Other towns were visited for the first time. As a general rule the citizens of these towns were courteous, friendly, and helpful. They listened .attentively to the talks, made
requests for Catholic literature, and some asked to be enrolled in the Catholic Correspondence Courses. Their enthusiasm is proof that the Missioners' work is not in vain.
But the Motor Missioners do not always find the people
so receptive. In one town, where the population is entirely Protestant, a citizen told one of the priests that there
still existed strong anti-Catholic sentiment. This despite
the fact that the Missioners had been there twice before.
In another town, the mayor sent a policeman, twice during
the week's stay, to tell the speakers to turn down the public-address system, as it was disturbing radio reception for
a radius of seven blocks. There were also other obstacles,
such as that of a medicine show, which at one place competed with the Missioners during the entire week's stay.
Then there was the weather man to contend with. For the
most part, though, he was considerate.
The Missioners expect to meet up with a certain amount
of opposition, however, and when they do, they feel that,
in a small way at least, they are following the path of their
leader, Christ, who was confronted with hostile crowds at
almost every step, and with obstacles of every kind. They
rejoice that they are privileged to take an active part in the
work of establishing "one fold and one Shepherd".
I
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42. SEBASTIAN HANDZEL, priest. Poland;
age 29, voc. 13.
43. JAMES MILNER, priest. Ireland; 37, 13.
44. PAUL TENG, priest. Turin; 57, 35.
45. PATRICK TUOHY, brother. Australia; 76, 50.
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A new organ is being installed in St. Stephen's Church,

the condolences of the Community to these men.
I

Peru, Panama Canal Zone, and Puerto Rico? .. . Total en-

The Holy See has named Fr. Salvador Pane, C. M., of
the Province of Naples, Prefect Apostolic of Tigre in Northern Ethiopia? . . . Fr. Andrew Windels, C. M., of the Province of Belgium, had been appointed, by the Holy See,
Ec'clesiastical Superior of the Mission sui juris at Bikoro,
Eelgian Congo?

brother, Fr. Chas. Connor's Mother, Mr. Thomas Con-

· II

U. S."? . . DePaul and Niagara U. are among the many

colleges :and universities offering Civilian Pilot Training
Courses for the U. S. Army Air Corps?
Niagara University, staffed by Confreres of the Eastern
Province, numbers students from as far away as China,

Most Reverend Florencio Sanz, C. M. was formally installed as first Bishop of the diocese of Cuttack, India, last
June?

Your prayers are requested for the respose of the

I

Library is "one of the most outstanding collections in the

House of Studies for the Eastern Province,
September 11? (More anon)

souls of Fr. Gerald Mullen's Father, Fr. McCabe's

IL

DePaul has an excellent collection of Irish-Americana
and purely Irish historical works? . . . DePaul's Napoleonic

rollment at Niagara this year is 1361, an eleven per cent
increase over last year?
Mary Immaculate Seminary, Northampton, Pa., new

Necrology

nolly's aunt, Mr. Dimond Ryan's aunt.

DID YOU KNOW THAT .....

d

New Orleans? ArchbishoP Rummel i- to visit the church
soon to bless the organ.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
What The Confreres Are Doing
DE PAUL U.-Fr. Fred IMartinez returns to Uptown
School-history dept. . . . Fr. Sherlock returns to D. P. to

resume Chair of Latin Dept.-continuing studies for doc-

-Latin; Fr. Brosnan-Latin; Fr. C. Cannon-FirstPrefect,
Advanced Math, History Research; Fr. O. Miller--Second
Prefect, Physics, Religion; Fr. Cunningham-Fundamental
English, History V, Religion. . .. Fr. T. Murphy is pastor
of St. Vincent's Church here.

tor's degree. . . . Fr. Barrett, former DePaul student, sub-

stituting in religion classes for Fr. T. Powers, who is ill.
Also organizing Glee Club and acting as CISCA head.
Fr. Foulkes engaged in parish work at St. Vincent's
Church.
Fr. Nichols' eye operation 'was successful, we hear.
Fr. Michael O'Connell to give the annual retreat for
the seminarians at Kenrick Seminary.

LOS ANGELES COLLEGE (Prep.)-Fr.Mathews Prefect of Discipline and teaching mathematics. . . . Fr. John

Smith has advanced English classes. . .. Fr. Ready teaches
English, religion, and history. ... Fr. Si Smith, Latin and
religion, and math. . . . 158 students enrolled, including

58 freshmen.
ST. JOHN'S, CAMARILLO-Fr. Barr reported to be in

BARRENS-Fr. Alt away on vacation during past
month .... Following Student-professors included in faculty
here at St. Mary's: Rev. Mr. Gieselman-Master of the
Chant, Chant, Organ; Mr.. L. Zimmermann - Chant (II
Nov); Mr. R. F. O'Brien-Organ (Nov); Mr. KirschtenGerman .... Brother Lawrence Hunter pronounced his Vows
on Saturday, October 7.

very good health. . . . Seventy-one students (forty theologians, thirty-one philosophers). . . . Annual Retreat held
last four days of October. . . Chapel nearly completed. ...

Sunday, October 8, marked the elevation to the Diaconate of Reverend Messrs. Gieselman, J. Connors, G.
.Brennan, Hymel, R. Kraff, Zoellner, R. Cortelyou, Gagnepain, J. Danagher, C. Barr, Lohr, McDermott, N. Miller.
Ordinations were conferred in the Kenrick Seminary chapel
by the Most Reverend Christian H. Winkelmann, Auxiliary
Bishop of St. Louis.

to THE PREP, student publication. . . . Fr. J. Murphy,
CISCA moderator. . . . Fr. FitzGerald, religion classes and
assistant registrar. . . . Fr. Lynn-Spanish classes.

KENRICK-Fr. M. O'Malley to give the principal address at the Holy Name Rally, St. Louis, on the Feast of
Christ the King, October 29. ...

F.r.

C. orcorail re-elected

President of the St. Louis Catholic Organists Guild on
October 8. . . Fr. Tolman to conduct the annual retreat
for the seminarians at the Cape. . . . Fr. Lester Fallon, who

underwent an operation at Barnes Hospital, has recovered
and -will be back at his classes beginning in November.
ST. LOUIS PREP-Fr.F. Zimmermann teaching Latin,
religion, Greek, and liturgy. . . . Fr. Mullins has Greek, religion, and English. . . . Fr. Dan Martin teaches Hebrew),
Scripture, Church History. . . . Fr. L. Walsh, physics and
chemistry. ... Mr. Winkelmann, C. M. is teaching German

at his Alma Mater.
ST. LOUIS-F-r. Lavelle conducted the Day of Recollection, the last Sunday in October, for the Sodality members at the Guardian Angel Settlement in St. Louis ..
Fr. Walter Quinn conducted the October retreat for the
Daughters of Charity at Marillac Seminary. . . . Beginning
November 12, Fr. F. X. McCabe will conduct lay retreats
every Sunday in the chapel at St. John's Seminary, Kansas City. . . . Fr. John Roche has been appointed to the
Mission Band. . . .
"CAPE"-The assignments of the College Fac'ulty embrace the following: Very Rev. Walter Quinn-Superior and
Religion V; Fr. J. McWilliams-Spiritual Director; Fr. La'elle-Advanced English; Fr. J. Lewis--Director of Studies,
Mathematics, Religion; Fr. Frommell-Procurator; Fr. W.
Vidal-History; Fr. Darling--Greek, French; Fr. Rebenack

His Excellency, Archbishop Cantwell visited the Seminary
on September 27 and 28; said Mass for the students, and
gave them a conference.
DE PAUL ACADEMY -

Fr. D. Flynn faculty advisor

FOREIGN NEWS
FRANCE-Sister Marguerite, D. C., heroine in World
War I, and now Superioress of the Military Hospital at
Gaujot Field, recently was decorated with the insignia of
the Legion of Honor, receiving the title of "Knight" for
her services in that War. The whole garrison turned out
to see her receive this enviable honor. During the war she
had also merited and received the Croix de Guerre.
CUTTACK, INDIA-The death of Fr. Blas Garces, C.
M., last May, resulted from a fall which occurred on one
of his missionary journeys to his flook-the Kondos, an
aboriginal tribe in the mountains of Padangui. The diocese
of Cuttack and the mountain people, of Padangui weep disconsolately at the death of their beloved Fr. Garces. who
was familiarly known as "King of the Kondos".
Although no word has come to us regarding members of
the Congregation and the Daughters of Charity, laboring
so zealously in the martyr nation of Poland, we hope for
the best. The Congregation had 18 houses, 132 priests, 130
students, 28 novices, and 62 brothers-a total of 352 members. Unfortunately, we do not have definite information
as to the numlbers of the Daughters of Charity there.

DOMESTIC NEWS
ST. LOUISThe new parish hall, at St. Vincent's Parish, St. Louis,
will be formally opened this month (November). One of
the first entertainments will be Father Hug's minstrel show
produced by the boys of the parochial school.
The new offices of the Vincentian Press now occupy
the entire building, formerly the Brother's School, at 1405
S. Ninth Street. The retail and display salesroom is on the
first floor. Executive offices of the Vinc'entian are on the
second floor. The third floor is used exclusively for mission
goods. So far this year Father Power has supplied over
forty missions.
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"CAPE"--ALMA MATER
(Continued from page 1)

cabinets will long remain in tribute to
his kindness.
It was this same year, also, that the
statue of the Sacred Heart was placed
on the grounds in the setting previously built for it. During the last years
of Fr. O'Malley's superiorship, the recreational facilities were improved and
enlarged. Two new all-year-around
tennis courts were laid out making it
possible to play this sport late into the
fall and again in the early spring. Finally, the crowning glory of Fr. O'Malley's efforts was the erection of the
new and long-awaited gymnasium, directly behind the chapel.
In

FATHER QUINN'S WORK
1938 Fr. Walter Quinn came to

the Cape to take over the position of
Superior and president of the College.
Under his administration the rejuvenation has continued and to such an
extent that the building has taken on
a different appearance. To begin
wit h, the classroom s' were repainted. In June of this year, the exterior of the building was completely
gone over, the stucco removed and the
old brick building laid bare.

After

cleaning this thoroughly, a coat of
filler was applied and then several
coats of buff color given to the bricks.
The windows were trimmed in white.
The result has been to give the buildings a new prominence which has
caused people long resident in Cape
Girardeau (so the story goes) to inquire about the "new institution" on
the corer of Morgan Oak and Spanish Streets.
Inside, also, several improvements
have been made. The priest's refectory and the boy's refectory have been
completely redecorated. All the hardwood floors in the building have been
refinished. The priests have a newly
furnished chapel with prie-dieus replacing the old benches and a very
,beautiful liturgical altar replacing the
old one. Except for the refinishing
of the floors, the only improvements
in the boys' department of the house
was the redecorating and modernizing
of the infirmary and the installation
of the new heating plant.
Truly, this is a remarkable record
for the first year of Fr. Quinn's administration and a tribute stronger
than pen and ink is capable of depicting. Thus Cape seems to have

completed her rejuvenation due to the
untiring efforts of its former and present superior. Our congratulations go
first to Fr. O'Malley, who manifest-
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NEWS FROM CHINA
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Fr. Kunz, and the other four neomissioners, last heard from "in quarantine a mile and a half outside Tientsin", aboard the S. S. Ting Sang. He
says, among other things:
First entries in the diary:
1890
Sept. 1-Messrs W. J. Gorrell, D. J.
Hurley, and W. H. Musson began the
study of Sacred Theology. Mr. Musson
-Doyen.
Sept. 9-First Day of Triduum in
Honor of Blessed Confrere (Bl. Perboyre). 8 A. M. Solemn Mass - Fr.
Remillion (cel.), Fr. Hueber (deac.),
Mr. Musson (subd.). Fr. McCarthy
preached on the Boyhood of our Blessed Martyr.
Sept. 10- Solmen Mass: Fr. Barnwell-C., Fr. Hueber-D., Mr. McNeil
Fr. Weldon preached on the
-Sd.
Friesthood and Missionary Life of Bl.
Perboyre.
Sept. 11-Solemn Mass: Fr. Leyden
-C.,

Fr. Bertke-D., Mr. -orrell-Sd.

Separation from after Mass till after
Supper. Visit to Bl: Perboyre's chapel
at 3 P. M. Triduum ended.
Oct. 10-Very Rev. D. McCarthy, C.
M. died this morning at 12:50 .
Solemn Requiem Mass at 7:45-Fr.
Leyden-C., Fr. Hueber-D., Mr. Mus-

son---Sd., Mr. Schlereth-M., Messrs.
Gregory and McNally-Ac. Fr. Leyden spoke a few words. After the
blessing we proceeded to the community graveyard where our deceased
Superior was laid to rest.

Nov. 1 -

1895
The Feast of All Saints.

Messrs.. Levan and John J. Martin
made their vows at 4:45 A. M. in the
community chapel. Two more faithful souls are now pledged to Our Dear
Saviour, forever.
Dec. 8--Mr. Peter Finney, N. C. M.
made his Good Purposes at a private
Mass in our community chapel. His
two brothers were present. . . . Dec. 17
-Rev. Fr. Nichols returns to the Kenrick Seminary to resume his classes.
. . . Fr. McDermott is carrying on
things in the grandest style. He is as
..
clear as crystal ...
ed the initiative and the first zeal in
this regard and under whose administration so much was done to niake
Cape the pleasantest place possible to
live. Congratulations especially to the

present superior who has carried on
and completed the program of rejuvenation.

". ..

We have three

motorcycles

aboard this ship and believe you me
we are going to guard them with our
lives! Of course, needless to say, mine
is the finest of them all and the fastest! Fr. Murphy has a British Model-a "Royal Enfield". I have a British
model, "a bit larger", called a "Norton". Fr. Stein has a small Hercules
two stroke cycle, very light and not
so fast, but nice. Fr. DesLauriers has
invested his shekels in a British
bike!

". .. At this moment Fr. MIurphy
is below pounding the pillow, since
there is nothing of greater interest to
attract our fond attention-outside
of a lot of junk at the mouth of this
river... "
ADDRESS:

Catholic Mission

Peiping, Tungtang, Hopei
China
Fr. Paul Ou, C. M., writes he and
Fr. Kwei, C. M. have been assigned

important posts since their recent return from America. Fr. Ou is director
of the Minor Seminary, while Fr. Kwei
is director of the newly erected Major
Seminary.

SPORTS NOTE
Biggest upset so far of the 1939 Golf
Tournament, now being played here
at the Barrens, is the elimination of
Mr. DeWitt by Mr. L. Kraff in the
first round of the final match play.
. . . Our top-ranking golfers this year,

as determined in the preliminary
rounds of the tournament, are:
1.

Rev. Mr. R. Kraff

2. Mr. DeWitt
3. Mr. Diliberto
4. Mr. Minogue
5. Rev. Mr. Lohr
Mr. L. Kraff
7. iMr. L. Zimmermann
8. Mr. E. Brennan
Mr. E. Roche
10. Rev. Mr. Gieselman
Mr. Newsum
SAVE STAMPS FOR THE VINCENTIAN FOREIGN MISSION SOCIETY. SEND FOR SPECIAL STAMP
COLLECTOR ENVELOPE - V.F.M.S
MO.-IT'S FREE!
-PERRYVILLE,
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NEW SCHOLASTICATE IN EAST PROVINCE
FATHER LILLY HEADS BIBLICAL ASSOCIATION
Mission

Father Joseph Lilly Is Elected
President of Catholic Biblical
Association

Education, Parishes, and Missions,
constitute, in general, the works of the
Congregation of the Mission in the
Eastern Province.
In the field of Education, the confreres conduct three seminaries, the
minor seminary of the Congregation,
located at Princeton, N. J., with an enrollment of 75 students for its six year
course, the major seminary of the Congregation, situated at Northampton,
Penna., with its 34 students, and the
seminary of Our Lady of the Angels,
a seminary for secular priests, associated with Niagara University. In addition to seminary work the Vincentians
have charge of St. John's University,
Brooklyn, N. Y., with an enrollment
of 6,556 (including the preparatory
school), and Niagara University, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
A total of twelve parishes, distributed throughout seven states and varying in size from the large city parish
to the small country mission, engage
the Fathers in parochial work. Of
these twelve parishes, two are devoted
to the care of the colored people, St.
Catharine's, Germantown, and St.
Mary's Mission, Greensboro, N. C.
Mission work, embracing apostolic
labors in distant China and Panama
as well as home missions, plays an important part in community works. In
China, tiwenty Amieric'an Vincentians,
led by the intrepid Bishop O'Shea, are
braving the hardships of the war to
advance the cause of the gospel among
a pagan people in the Vicariatie of
Kiangsi. At present three youthful
missionaries are marking time, awaiting a favorable turn of events that will
enable them to make a safe journey
to join their confreres in Kanchow.
Fifteen priests are engaged in work in
Panama, both on the Canal Zone and
in the less densely populated region of
Bocas del Toro. The home missions
are entrusted to the zeal of eight bands
of missioners, who traverse the eastern
states spreading the Word of Truth.
This in brief summarizes the works
of the Vincentians in the East. While
stressing the major works, it is meant
in no way to minimize other sacerdotal
(Continued on page 3)

Convening at Cincinnati on November 4 and 5, the Catholic Biblical Association of America elected, as, its
president for the coming year, the Rev.
Joseph A. Lilly, C. M., S. T. D., S. S.
Lic. To our honored confrere, we offer
our sincere congratulations. May his
term of office greatly benefit the Association and the world at large.
Father Lilly, as his election testifies,
is a master in the Scriptural field. After studying !at Paris, he obtained his
degree of Licentiate in Sacred Scripture at Rome and supplemented his
study with research work in Palestine.
For the past six years, he has taught
Sacred Scripture at St. Thomas Seminary, Denver, Colorado. He has, moreover, played a prominent role in the
brief history of that association which
he now leads.
The Catholic Biblical Association of
America is an adjunct of the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine. It was
founded in October 1936 to promote
scientific work on the Sacred Scriptures and auxiliary sciences, with a
view to the popularization of solid
scriptural knowledge. Among its active members are most of the Catholic
Scripture scholars in America and a
number in other English-speaking
countries. It is actually engaged in
publishinig a new English Text of the
New Testament, which is now in press
and may be ready for sale next spring;
and in preparing a similar one of the
Old Testament,
In the Association's work of revision,
the Congregation of the Mission is
well-represented. Besides Father Lilly,
who prepared the Epistle to the Romans and Ecclesiastes, there are Father Leo Foley, C. M., who is revising
the Pastoral Epistles; Father Gilmore
Guyot, C. M., the Book of Numbers;
and Father James M. McClinchey, C.
M., (of the Eastern Province) the
Book of Proverbs. Several other confreres are members of the Association:
-athers Leddy of Niagara University,
Schmucker of St. Mary's Seminary
here, and :Cox of Australia.
Catholic America expects great
things of its Biblical Association. And
its expectation seems to be well-justi(Continued on page 4)

The Eastern Province of The
Congregation of The

FRONT TOWER FACADE

MARY IMMACULATE SEMINARY

THE NEW SEMINARY
OF MARY IMMACULATE
By E. J. Burke, C. M.

If the little band of Vincentians that
set out from St. Louis in 1867, bound
for the new St. Vincent's Seminary in
.Germantown, Pa., c'ould have pierced
the haze of the future to behold the
present-day scholasticate of the eastern province, what would have been
their impressions? True, the answer
to this question belongs in the sphere
of the purely speculative but without
much effort we can all agree that our
confreres of yesteryear would have been
very much astonished. The monumental proportions of the present seminary would have awed them and its
completeness of detail would have elicited expressions of admiration.
The seminary in Germantown was
to serve its purpose long and well. For
almost three quarters of a century
scholastics were to be instructed there.
But the progress of time makes no exception in the case of seminaries. The
pioneers from Missouri arrived in a
Germantown that was a suburb of
(Continued on page 3)
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Th De ndxei
it a point to be at home for New Year, and some of the
ot her feasts of the year, even when work and other affairs
call them far away from the home. They are faithful to
that annual Confession and Communion for on account of
distance they may see the priest only once a year, or at
most twice. And where there is ani opportunity you see the
gradual increase in the number of Communions, each one
going more and more frequently throughout the year.
This type of Christiani looks not fof his own praise but
follows with child like trust the practises of the church.
He is ever ready to help a fellow Christian especially in
time of sickness, and will often go to much trouble to see
that the priest is called for The Last Sacraments, and this
at a time when he is really needed at his own work. : He
looks upon priests and bishops as representing the church
which he believes. Faithful and unnoticed he carries on at
home with his family and in 'his dealings with others. He
gets no publication and wants none. It is the steady practise of the old standbys that gives stability to the work.
There are the things frequently spoken of in missionary
countries, wars, bandits, floods, famine, pestilence and
many others of a lesser violence, but the church carries
on, is needed, and the faithful look up to her earnestly in
these times. But there are ordinary times as well, when
schools go on as usual, when there is no flooding the gates
of the church with new Christians, but a gradual growth,
a steady increase. Priests often wish more could be accomplished, and there is always place for disappointment, but
when numbers are faithful, live and die as Catholics,
churches are filled on Sundays, priests are long hours in
the confessional, the Holy Table is :approached frequently,
a little more frequently than last year, these and many
other signs of Catholicity being present there is little reason for complaint.
Conditions seem to change like the weather, but your
faithful Christian goes about his duties, and this is the
consolation of the church.

On the evening of November 22, the Students' Mission
Society held a "gaudeamus" in honor of Fr. Leo Moore,
who is here from Ohina on a vacation. As you know, he
went to China in 1925, and this is his first trip back to
the States.
In the talk he was called upon to give, Fr. Moore thanked us for making him feel so much at home. He went on
to tell us of his priestly work in China, likening the work
there to the ordinary run of affairs in a well-organized
parish in this country. Of course, there is the language
difficulty, but, he said, he was talking Chinese before he
ST. CATHERINE' S NIGHT
knew it and when he could Ihear confessions in Chinese he
knew the days of miracles/ were not over. ... He told many
Under the competent direction of their professor, Father
interesting and humorous anecdotes, and mentioned that John Bagen, both philosophy classes of the Seminary comyou get used to the food over there the first time you are bined their talents to produce an appropriate program in
hungry.
honor of their patroness, the virgin and martyr Saint CaAs a whole, Father's talk centered around much the therine on evening of November 25th. Mr. Piacitelli in the
same theme ;as the presents in the following very edifying opening address clearly showed the power of religious, conarticle, which he wrote exclusively for the DeAndrein.
victions and burning apostolic zeal such as the early Chris*
*
*
*
*
tians and Saint Catherine possessed. With the specific
instances of Brown, Harvard and Yale, Mr. Riley proved to
What frequently is a great consolation in China, is not
us the existence of Scholasticism in the early colonial colso much the extraordinary, but rather the ordinary run of
leges; significantly he pointed out the fact that the greater
things. Along with the opening of new schools, the gainmajority of the Fathers of our country, wherein Godless
ing of new Christians, and other signs of expansions, there is education is now the vogue, were schooled in philosophy afthe constant practice of their faith by the faithful Christer the manner of the Catholic Middle Ages. In the debate
tians. For you will find families faithful year in and year
Mr. North syllogized a compact proof for" the immortality of
retheir
practising
one,
no
bothering
work,
out, doing their
the human soul, thrusting lethal syllogisms against objecthe
at
and
souls,
their
saving
ligion, and it is to be hoped
tor
Mr. Roche's fallacies and calmly explaining satisfactory
it.
about
same time making little outward show
answers to Mr. Kraff's extra formam objections. Praise for
These faithful Christian families can be counted on to a scholarly program was given to the philosophers by the
bring their children early to baptism, and if there is no Very Reverend Superior in his allocution. Such an expriest at hand, a Christian will ibaptize the infant. The emplary show of learning made this: program a worthy
parents are faithful in seeing that the child is in school at
commemoration of the philosopher's patroness, St. Cathan early age preparing for first confession and Communion.
erine.
to
is
bishop
the
Iknow
they
when
No urging is necessary,
of
marriage
The
is
there.
child
come for confirmation, the
this type of people is sure to be that of a Christian family,
banns published, confession and Communion and the Nup
tial blessing. There seems reason to believe a blessing will
be on this kind of people.
"May we ask you to our house," the priest hears, "There
is some one sick at home,". and the priest finds a sick room
AND A
prepared, other Christians there to recite prayers, the sick
Sacraments,
the
receives
person understanding and resigned
and the affair before the patient's eyes seems as natural as
any other Christian duty. Requiem masses are requested,
and a Christian funeral takes place, and the family gives
not away to needless sorrow. And what more can the
church hope for in any land!
Often there is a large family living together in harmony,
FROM
children respectful to elders, charitable among themselves,
strong
are
there
sharing both in labor and festivity. For
family ties in China. A small brother or sister gets lots
of attention from the larger brothers and sisters. All make

A Very Merry Christmas
Most Happy New Year
to all our readers
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McGlinchey, C. M. Liturgy and Pastoral Theology are
taught by Father James Halpin, C. M.
OF MARY IMMACULATE
In this splendid edifice, then, future generations of
priests will be trained spiritually, physically and intellectually. Here every convenience of modern progress will be at
(Continued from page 1)
Philadelphia. A vast sweep of country-side surrounded the their disposal in happy combination with the traditional
new home of the Vindentians. As years moved on and the seminary spirit of Germantown. In truth the new will not
city expanded, Germantown found itself incorporated into supplant the old; it will supplement it. As His Eminence,
the city of Philadelphia. It was no longer the completely Dennis Cardinal Dougherty so fittingly remarked in sumrustic spot of '67. The farm land had been converted into ming up the aims of the new foundation: "Now that we- see
busy thoroughfares. Automobile horns and trolley car bells the site chosen by the Lazarist Fathers for their new semivied (with one another beneath the rooms of the students. nary, with the Blue Mountains behind in the north, and
This, indeed, was not an ideal setting for study. Then, too, the panorama of hills and valleys before us, we realize that
St. Vincent's was crowded. Something would have to be it would be difficult to find anywhere in this diocese a
done to alleviate conditions and something was done-459 location more beautiful, more appropriate for 'an institution
Here
acres of land were purchased near Northampton, Pa., and placed under the patronage of Mary Immaculate.
plans were initiated to build a new scholasticate-the Semi- students will have the advantage not only of quiet, but :also
of purest mountain and country air, and should in such
nary of Mary Immaculate. Rev. Joseph Skelly, C. M., Dian atmosphere, whilst growing in wisdom, lay up a store
rector of the Central Association of the Miraculous Medal,
supervised all plans in the construction of the new institu- of health."
tion and to him is due its realization.
THE EASTERN 'PROVINCE
On the eve of the Feast of the Assumption, 1938, in
(Continued from page 1)
the presence of a vast throng of 15,000 people, the cornerstone of the rising building was laid in place by His Emin- activities, such as retreats, chaplaincies, and Miraculous
Medal novenas. All of these would have their due place
ence, Dennis Cardinal Dougherty, Archbishop of Philadelphia. On Monday, September 11, 1939, the students form- in a more lengthy treatise of the subject.
LIST OF HOUSES
ally entered their new home and on the following day, the
feast of Our Lady's Maternity, Father Skelly celebrated the PENNSYLVANIA, Philadelphia: St. Vincent's Seminary,
Mother House, Mission Band, Novitiate (52 novices); St.
first Solemn Mass in the temporary chapel.
Vincent's, Parish and Mission Band; Immaculate Conception
SEMINARY STRUCTURE
Parish; St. Oatharine's Parish. . . . Bangor: St. Vincent's,
Rising majestically on a hill overlooking the Lehigh Parish and Mission Band. . . . Northampton: Mary
ImmaValley, Mary Immaculate Seminary commands an excellent culate Seminary (34 students:).
view of the surrounding country. The building, solidly con- NEW YORK, Brooklyn: St. John's, Parish, University, and
structed of stone, is made up of a series of wings emerging Prep School. . . . Niagara Falls: Niagara University, and
from a central unit, the front of which forms the base of Major Seminary for seculars.
the massive tower surmounting the entrance. Represented NEW JERSEY, Princeton:\ St. Joseph's College, Minor Semin limestone on the front of the tower is the Crucifixion inary (75 students).
group with a vested figure of Christ on the c'ross, flanked MARYLAND, Baltimore: Immaculate Conception Parish;
by Our Lady, St. John and the Archangels Michael and Our Lady of Lourdes Parish. .. . Emmitsburg: St. Joseph's

THE NEW ISEMINARY

Gabriel.

The front or west wing comprises the faculty section
and the Chapel, the interior of which remains to be completed. The east wing contains the power plant, auditorium, gymnasium, library, students' recreation hall and
porch. In the north wing are the sacristy, infirmary and
domestic department. The central wing is devoted entirely to student needs and houses classrooms, temporary chapel
and students' rooms. The refectory is a separate wing set
between the central and west wing, thus forming two inner courts. In the west court are to be seen seven circular
inserts of Our Lady, Sts. Vincent, Joseph, Louise, Blessed
Catharine, Perboyre, and Ghebre Michael. A third court
is formed by the lengthy cloister connecting the welst and
east wings, Statues of St. Vincent and St. Thomas Aquinas
overlook the cloister garden.
The students rooms, seventy-nine in all, are large and
airy, each) one equipped with a modern, three panelled ventilation window. Fixed in the walls of the rooms are thermostats enabling the occupants to regulate at will the heat
of their individual rooms. A porcelain wash-basin with hot
and cold running water is neatly installed in a niche in the
wall and thus the room-space is aptly conserved. Each
priest has a private study with adjoining bed-room, bath
and shower. An elevator in the faculty wing provides an
added ,convenience for the infirm.
This year there are only six priests comprising the
faculty of Mary Immaculate. This: number will increase
with the years to meet the demands of the extra classes
arriving from the novitiate. At present the total number
of students at Mary Immaculate is thirty-four, embracing
three Theology classes. By 1941 the five year course will be
in effect including Philosophy and the four year Theology
course.
The superior of Mary Immaculate Seminary is the Very
Rev. cDaniel M. Leary, C. M., who is also professor of Canon
Law and Catechetics. The assistant superior and director
of scholastics is Father John Young, C. MI. Father Young

is also professor of Moral Theology. Teaching Dogmatic'
Theology and Homiletics is Father John Garvin, C. M., while
classeg in Church History and Ascetical Theology are conducted by Father John McGowan, C. M. The courses in
Sacred Scripture and Patrology are given by Father James

Parish.

ALABAMA, Opelika: St. Mary's, Parish and Mission Band.
MICHIGAN, Jackson: Queen of the Miraculous Medal
Parish. OHIO, Groveport: St. Vincent's Mission, Parish and
Mission Band. MASSACHUSETTS, Springfield: St. Vincent's Mission House. NORTH CAROLINA, Greensboro:
St. Mary's Mission, Parish. CANADA, Toronto: St. (Mary's
Mission House.
PANAMA, Canal Zone-Balboa: St. Mary's Parish. Cristobal: Parish. Bocas del Toro: Parish.
CHINA, Kanchow: Vicariate of Kiangsi.
It is interesting to record the advance made in the
East during the last fifty years. In the personnel of 1890
only six houses are listed: St. Vincent's Seminary and St.
Vincent's Parish, in Germantown; St. John's Parish and
College, in Brooklyn: Niagara University, Niagara Falls; St.
Josephs' Parish, Emmitsburg; and the parish of the Immaculate Conception, Baltimore. Today, the personnel
registers a total of twenty foundations.
Let us all remember Our Most Honored Father Souvay
in our prayers. He is very, very seriously ill.
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NECROLOGY
46.

PATRICK FINNEY, priest.
Western U. S.;
65; 46.
47. MATHIAS SELIC, Priest. Yugoslavia; 64; 43.

MATTHEW WANG, priest. North China; 53;31.
GUSTAVE PORET, priest. France; 78; 59.
NICHOLAS HAHN, priest. Algeria; 34; 15.
JOHN TCHANG, priest. North China; 46; 24.

48.
49.
50.
51.

Your prayers are also requested for the repose of
the souls of the Mother of Fr. James Graham and
Mr. Joseph Graham; of the Father of Mr. Terrence
Duffy, N. C. M.; of the Sister of Fr. Emmett McDonnell; of the Aunt of Mr. George Dolan, and of the
Aunt of Mr. Robert Zimney. We extend the condolences of the Community to these men.
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THE PRIEST'S ASSISTANT

COMMUNITY NEWS

"Kindly send me twenty-five sets of
questions on your book, 'Fr. Smith Instructs Jackson'. I want to use these
with my convert group". That request
came from a Kansas parish priest, and
is another instance of the many good
uses to which the Crusad:e Correspondence Courses can be put.
Parish
priests, hospital chaplains, and busy
pastors have discovered the Courses to
ibe a handy instrument in convert instructing.
A Chicago priest gave us the name
of a non-Catholic who very often began !his instructions, but was unable
to complete them because of his travelings. We put this person on our roster, and now he is half way through
the Coursie. Another priest in Indiana
sent us the name of a lady- who start.ed instructions, but moved to another
place before she completed them. He
asked us to be kind enough to continue her instructions through the
,Course.
An Ames, Iowa, rector wrote in for
a set of tests and other available literature relative to the Crusade Courses.
He continues: "I have seen a couple
of the tests, and I think you are doing
a (wonderful work. I wish to examine
it more carefully, for I feel that a
great deal of good might be accomplished through the use of it in connection with a class of public high
school students which meets but once.

SPAIN-Five Daughters of Charity,
heroines of the Alcazar of Toledo during its siege in the summer of 1936,
were recently decorated with the
Grand Cross of Military Merit.
LONG BEACH, MISS.-Fr. Lang acting as Pastor while Fr. Thomas Lilley
is on a cruise of Gulf points. Latter
to be gone until December 6.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.-The new organ
recently installed at St. Stephen's
(which we mentioned last month) was
dedicated on Sunday, November 5, by
the Most Reverend Archbishop Rummel of New Orleans.
CHICAGO--DePaul Academy student
publication, the "Prep" marks its
eighteenth birthday. It is to be noted
that it was founded in 1922 with Joseph
Phoenix and Robert Elson, as editors.
Today these men are our own Fr.
Joseph Phoenix, C. M., and Bob Elson, famous sports announcer.
NIAGARA, N. Y.-On November 19,
Niagara University, under the direction of the confreres of the Eastern
Province since its foundation by Fr.
John Lynch, C. M., in 1856, celebrated
its eighty-third anniversary.
PHENIX CITY, ALA.-Several weeks
ago, some 300 people, mostly non-Catholics and Jews, gathered at a reception here for the Very Rev. William
Slattery, C. M. V., of the Eastern Province, to express their gratitude and
appreciation in permitting the pastor,
Fr. James Salway, C. M., to remain
in the South.
CHICAGO, ILL.-DiePaul U. on the air
over WGN every Sunday afternoon
from 2:00 to 2:30 o'clock, presenting
"Meditations and Melody"-a musical
program with the addition of bits of
philosophy and gems of literature. Fr.
Frank Murphy, C. M., furnishes the
gems.
"BARRENS"-Notable among visitors
over Thanksgiving (Nov. 23, -as celebrated in Missouri) were Fathers
Kearney (from DePaul), Fallon, Lloyd

a week."

In Dayton, Ohio, the pastor of a
colored church became interested when
he learned one of his parishioners was
enrolled in our Course. He asked for
material. "I -am delighted to have this
information, and am planning on making very good use of it. .... 'Tis a wonderful work you are doing, and a grand
idea! Many will adopt this method of
inquiring and instruction, who feel
embarrassed to come for personal interviews."
Thus the Crusade Courses fill another need! ! They are proving an
invaluable aid to zealous priests who,
for various reasons, find it difficult to
ubring
the word of truth to those as
yet outside Christ's Church.

Father Joseph Lilly Eledted
Pres. of Catholic Biblical Ass'n.
(Continued from page 1)
fled, for, besides the work of revision,
the Association is planning numerous
other projects to aid in the proper
understanding of the Word of God.
We are confident that, under the able
leadership of Father Lilly, these plans
will soon materialize.

SUGGESTION
You might find it handy to clip out
the Necrology and place it in your
breviary.
In order to assure yourself of this
convenience each month.

Subscribe Now
to
THE DE ANDREIN

F. Zimmermann ....

Fr. Fassbender

arrived early in the month to take up
his duties as procurator. ...

Fr. Ken-

neally is teaching Dogma and Ascetical Theology here.
Basketball season opened.with a loud
whistle on the afternoon of Nov. 27.
DALLAS, TEXAS-The priests here
have moved to 3801 Oak Lawn; Avenue.
Fr. O'Dea has purchased four improved lots on Gilberts Street, just off Oak
Lawn Avenue, to afford enough property for the erection of a new church.
Plans for the church are now being
drawn.
CAMARILLO, CALIF. - Archbishop
Marella, Apostolic Delegate to Japan,
and Bishop Ryan, of Omaha, were recently visitors here at St. John's Seminary. Bishop Ryan gave an address
to the seminarians.
Fr. James Murray is to conduct, a
retreat for Nurses at St. Paul Sanitarium, Dallas, beginning December 5.
. On the same date, Fr. Bernard

McCoy is to ibegin a retreat for Nurses
at St. Mary's Hospital, Evansville, Indiana. . . . Fr. Nuss is stationed at St.

Vincent's Parish, Kansas City.

LOO.

VER

DEC. 17, 1901 - [Messrs, S. Depta,
Hanley, Edwards, Shultz, O'Callaghan,
Steines, and Remler !went to St. Louis
to be ordained Deacons. Minor Orders were conferred on them the 19.
Sub-diaconate on the 20, and the Diaconate on the 21. On the same day
Rev. T. J. Devine was ordained priest.
Mr. Devine had been teaching at the
Petit Sem. for the last six months.
The Deacons had to stay in St. Louis
until the 27 on account of the danger
of crossing :the river which was frozen
over.
NOV. 3, 1904-The new Fire Department was tested and: behaved very
satisfactorily. The stream went t
-wenty feet over the Students' Building.
The Pipe-men enjoyed a bath owing
to itheir inexperience.
Witnesses:
Messrs. Connor, Imgrund, Lilley, Donnelly, etc.
JAN. 25, 1905-Seven below zerofierce.
FEB. 13, 1905-Eighteen below zero
-terrific.
FEB. 15, 1905-Students go sleighing;
the load was too much for the mules
to pull, several remained home after
the first trip to the R. R. tracks; while
the others went to Brewerville.
DEC. 28, 1908-Mr. Delaney went to
St. Louis for his eyes. Students and
Novices had separation and banqueted
together in Novices' recreation room.
Chief features of the banquet besides
adtable groaning under its load of good
things to eat, were music by "Students' Band," music and song, speeches
and toasts by Students and Novices.

FOREIGN NEWS
Two confreres here rec'eived very
interesting letters from Dax, France,
during the past month: one from Fr.
Eberhardt and one from M. Francois
Pl~acier, C. M., 'a French confrere. We
rgret that space does not allow lengthy quotations, but the .gist .of the
news is that the "Little Company is
conducting itself quite nobly" in the
present European conflict. -"We have
115 priests, 90 clerics, and 11 brothers
coadjutor in the army. We have not
as yet suffered the death of a single
person" (Nov. 4)., The Novices (38
first year, 29 second year) have been
transferred from Paris to Dax, for
greater security. . . . Classes began
Oct. 2, with M. Placier's class taking
De Sacramentis in Dogma, De Poenitentia in Moral, and De Prophetis V.
T. in Scripture.
*

*

*

*

*

Fr. DesLauriers writes from Peking
that he and the other four neo-mis-

ionaries started classes at the Jesuit
school, on October 14. They have to
walk three miles, and have classes
from eight in the morning until five
o'clock in the evening.
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MOST HONORED FATHER SOUVAY DIES
VINCENTIAN BEGINNINGS
IN AMERICA
By Rev. S. P. Hueber, C. M.
The Vincentians were brought to the
United States in the year 1816 by Bishop ,IDubourg of Upper and Lower
Louisiana. He assigned to them the
Upper Louisiana, which at that time
included what afterwards became the
States of Arkansas, Oklahoma, Missouri
and Illinois and all the territory north
and west of these states. When they
reached their destination there were
but four priests in the whole territory
and three of them died soon afterwards.
The Bishop had applied to Rome for
help declaring that unless he got help
he would resign his position in the almost abandoned territory. He finally
succeeded in procuring the services of
three Vincentians, Fr. Felix de Andreis,
Joseph Rosati, John Baptist Acquaroni
and Brother Blanka. They left Rome
in the early part of 1816 and proceeded to Lyons, France. There, examining their resources they found they
did not have sufficient funds to pay
their way from Bordeaux to Baltimore.
PREACHING AT LYONS
Father DeAndreis with the consent
of the Archbishop of Lyons made an
appeal from the pulpit of the Cathedral. A number of factory girls were
After Mass they
in the audience.
gathered in front of the church and
pledged themselves to take from their
scanty wages a penny a week and give
it to the Missionaries. This idea of
asking a small offering weekly from
the poor had been broached by Bishop
Dubourg in a sermon in Lyons the previous year when he was touring France
seeking help for his American diocese
which was in a precarious condition
from the time of his appointment. A certain Madame Petit whom
he had known in America and who
knew about the desperate condition of
his diocese advised the establishment
of a society which would collect funds
regularly from its members land thus
(Continued on page 3)

COMMUNITY MOURNS LOSS
OF SUPERIOR GENERAL
On the nineteenth of December,
members of the Double Family all over
the world were saddened by the death
of their Most Honored Father, the Very
Reverend Charles L. Souvay. The
Western Province, especially, wa,
shocked to learn of the death of thi'
confrere who for twenty-nine years hac
spent himself in this field of labor.
The death of Our Most Honored Father removes from our midst the eighteenth successor of St. Vincent de Paul.

I

I

I
I
OUR MOST HONORED FATHER

CHARLES L. SOUVAY,

I

C. M.

1870-1939

Born on December 15, 1870 at Saulxures-sur-Moselotte in the diocese of
Saint-Die, France, the young Charles
Souvay early evinced a desire to study
for the priesthood. He entered the
Seminary of St. Nicholas-du-Chardonnet at Paris and here made his preparatory studies. Next he entered the
Seminary of St. Sulpice at Issy and
it was while here that he decided to
become a Lazarist. He completed his
studies in Paris on May 11, 1896 and
was ordained to the priesthood. Following his ordination, he was sent to
Rome to continue his studies and two
years later returned with degrees in
philosophy and theology and a diploma
for his study of the Syriac language.
The next five years were devoted to
teaching in the seminary of St. Flour
(Continued on page 3)

CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES
AT THE BARRENS
Fifty-seven Student-actors, comedians, musicians, and singers-eighteen for the first time-entertained before the footlights of the Seminary
auditorium this Christmas Week .
"Captain Applejack"
Mr. Kirschten's colorful production,
Captain Applejack, brought to the stage
seventeenth century pirates as well as
modern gangsters. Playing the dual
role of respectable English gentleman
and swashbuckling pirate, Mr. Gaughan
(Ambrose Applejohn) entertained the
audience with a display of versatile
acting ability. Messrs. Wesner and Joe
Brennan, the conservative descendants
of the pirates, amused everyone with
their respective appearances in burlap
pants and red night shirt. Among
the numerous villians, Rev. Mr. George
Brennan as Count Valeskieu was outstanding with his fast, accented pleas
for kindness.
Modern
gangsters,
Messrs. Bogetto and Hymel, became
crafty pirates during Ambrose's adventurous dream, mingling with a motley crew of surprising seamen. Real
estate agent Mr. Joe Graham was a
"natural" as he lent moral support to
Ambrose during the climactic action
of the play. Mr. Reams debuted and
butled.
"Harlem's Gone Southland"
In a realistic roof garden setting,
Mr. Fallon's black face circle staged
a very successful minstrel, eclipsing
his last year's hit in music, songs, and
gags. Middleman Rev. Mr. Zoellner
passed cues around the circle and introduced musical numbers with practiced skill. New black faces were
Messrs. Johnston and Wesner; yet
theirs was veteran's technique when
urging a quip. Once again wittily responding to the middleman were
Messrs. Foley and Connolly, while from
the extremes of the circle, those two
experienced end men, Messrs. Kane
and Donohoe, frequently walked to the
center 'with a line and act that would
(Continued on page 4)
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A SHINING LIGHT
A note of sadness was struck here at the Barrens just
prior to the Christmas holidays. Word was received of the
death of Our Most Honored Father Souvay in Paris on
December 19. While the whole Community feels deeply
the loss of its beloved leader, the Barrens and the Western
Province feel it more in particular, for here-at Kenrick and
the Barrens-was the scene of his labors during his twenty-nine years in America.
All who knew him remark at his exemplary piety, his
profound learning, and his keen love for the Community.
His spiritual exercises-meditation, Mass, Office, Rosary,
etc.-were all performed according to regular order without
fail. . . . It has been remarked that he could discuss intelli-

gently almost every subject, for he knew not a little bit
albout it, but much. When he directed his energy toward
the accomplishment of something, he did so whole-heartedly, whether it was making a collection of butterflies and
other insects or teaching the intricacies of Hebrew and
Scripture.... His love for the Community was shown by his
acute interest in the early history of the Vincentians in
America and his excellent work on the Community Archives
in St. Louis. Besides, he served as editor for the St. Louis
Catholic Historicay Review, and contributed many articles
to the American Catholic Historical Review, the Catholic
Encyclopedia, and the Catholic Dictionary.
Small wonder, then, that he was chosen as the eighteenth successor of St. Vincent. He followed in the footsteps of Holy Founder, and was indeed a shining light, a
model for all members of the Congregation.

COMMUNITY MEDITATIONS
An English translation of the Cours de Meditations is
being prepared for publication. This; five-volume work was
originally published in 1898 at the Maison-Mere by a priest
of that house, ,at the request of Father Fiat, Superior General. These meditations, based on the Community method
of making mental prayer, embody teachings from the works
of Holy Founder and other Community literature, traditions, and customs. Four volumes are divided according to
the liturgical seasons of the year; the fifth gives retreat
meditations.
While doing the work in obedience to the wish of Very
Reverend Visitor, Father Winne, the translator, Father
Prindeville, is sincerely grateful to the Very Reverend Visitor of the Eastern Province, Father Slattery, for the assist-

ance he and the Eastern confreres generously furnished in
getting the work under way. At the present time the first
volume is nearing completion.

January--Father F. V. Corcoran, President and Superior
of Los Angeles College, dies in Los Angeles on
January 28.
February-Crusade Correspondence Courses celebrate first
birthday.-Brother Andrew Gremaud pronounces
his Vows.-Six new missionaries appointed to China: Rev.
Messrs. Glynn, C. Murphy, Stein, DesLauriers, Kunz, and
Mahoney.
March-DeAndreis-Rosati Memorial founded to gather and
preserve the Community monuments of this Province.-Father Lloyd appointed director of Vincentian Foreign Mission Society.--Father Martin O'Malley appointed
Provincial Consultor to replace Father Barr, who is to be
Superior of the new St. John's Seminary.-Father W. Dunker returns to his post in China.-Father Julian Layton dies
at Denver, March 18.-St. John's Seminary, Camarillo,
California, dedicated March 19.
April-Father McNeil appointed President and Superior
of Los Angeles College to succeed the late Father
Corcoran.-House purchased in Kansas City for Mission
Band. Located on Paseo Blvd., behind parish rectory.
May-Cape boys rounce Students in annual ball game,
5-2. First time in fourteen years. Students "take
it out" on Novices a few days later, 6-1.-Father Hurley dies
in New Orleans.-Eight new Novices received on May 31.
June Twenty-two men ordained to priesthood here at
the Barrens on June 4. Largest class in history of
the Seminary.-Messrs, V. Graham and G. Barr pronounce
Vows.-Province Assembly meets here June 13. Father Wm.
Brennan elected to represent Western Province at Paris
Assembly in July.-Father Burgio visits Barrens.--Justin de
Jacobis Ibeatified June 25.
July_--Students' camp season begins July 6.-Brother
Joseph Wakeman pronounces Vows July 19; two
Novices received.-Frs. S. Dunker, P. Ou, J. Kwei, depart for
China.-Frs. Beutler and Eberhardt to Dax, France, in
preparation for Louvain.
AugustjSix neo-missionaries embark from Vancouver
for China.-Fr. Lloyd and Mr. Minogue represent
V.F.M.S.; Rev. Messrs. G. Brennan and Zoellner represent
S.V. Ryan Unit at C.S.M.C. convention at Washington, D. C.
September---ather W. Brennan relieved by Father C.
LeFevre as Superior, September 3.-Students shutout Novices 12-0 in second ball game of the year, September 4.-Father Pat Finney dies at Waco, September 5.
-Father
John Zimmerman succeeds Father Darby as
Novice-Director.-Scholastic year begins here September 11.
-New St. John's Seminary opens September 12.--On same
day, Eastern Province opens new House of Studies-Mary
Immaculate Seminary-at Northampton, Pa.
October_-Five neo-missionaries at Peking begin classes

Octdber 16. (Fr. Mahoney went on into Yukiang
in September.) -- Father Kwei is director of newly erected
Major Seminary in our Vicariate. Father Ou dierctor of
Minor Seminary.
elected President of
November _Father Joseph Lilly
Catholic Biblical Association of America.-Mr.
Diliberto, a "dark-horse" contender, noses out Mr. Minogue
for the golf championship with Mr. F. O'Brien a close third.
The deciding match went 12 holes.--Father Leo Moore, vacationing here from China, gives inspiring talk to Students
November 22.-Frs. Beutler and Eberhardt to Rome, instead
of Louvain, due to war conditions.

Decemrber-_Father Alton dies in New Orleans December
8.-Community bereaved at death of Most Honored Father Charles Souvay in Paris, December 19.-Three
fine plays and a "hit" minstrel, together with other customary Christmas Week festivities wound up the year in great
style.

January, 1940
JanuarV, 1940

Three
Three

VINCENTIAN BEGINNINGS IN AMERICA
(Continued from page 1)
establish a permanent fund to support the poor missions.
PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH

Later on in the same city a Madame Pauline Jaricot
received a letter from her brother, a student at the Seminary of St. Sulpice in Paris, in which he described the extreme poverty of members of the foreign missions. So, following the suggestion of the factory girls, she advocated the scheme of forming an association whose members would give one cent a week for this most worthy
cause. In a short time the memnbership rose to one
thousand. In 1822 Pr. Inglesi, Vicar-General of New Orleans was sent to Lyons by the Bishop to visit his benefactors and reanimate their zeal and extend it to other cities.
Seeing the success of Madame Jaricot, they thought at
first of establishing a society for the American Mission
in the Mississippi Valley exclusively, but finally decided to
unite instead of dividing their efforts. A meeting of their
friends was called by Fr. Inglesi which was attended by
twelve priests and laymen. And on May 3,. 1822, the society
of the Propagation of the Faith was formally established.
In 1823 a delegate was sent to Rome and Pius VII
heartily approved the new undertaking and granted many
indulgences and other spiritual privileges that permanently
enriched the Association: which judgment has been ratified !by all his successors.
In 1840 Gregory XVI placed the Society in the rank of
Universal Catholic Institutions. Pius X on March 4, 1904,.
recommended it to the Charity of\ All the Faithful throughout the whole world. Today it receives and distributes vast
sumis from every Country in the world. In 1822 the infant
society collected over $4000.00. The sum was divided in
three parts: one-third went to the Missionsl of the East and
two-thirds to the Missions of Upper and Lower Louisiana.
Since that date the Association has collected and distributed more than $150,000,000.00 for the propagation of the
Catholic Faith in all Lands.
The Vincentians proceeded on their 'way and took shipping at Bordeaux, June 12, 1816, on an American brig bound
for the United States. In due time they arrived at Baltimore July 26, Feast of the Octave of St. Vincent de Paul,
when they were most cordially received by the Sulpicians
at St. Mary's Seminary. On their way to St. Louis they
stopped all winter at Bardstown, Kentucky, where Fr. DeAndreis taught Theology in St. Thomas Seminary. He had
already taught it with great success at the College of the

ZAKI BAHRI, priest. Syria; 73; 53.
EMMANUEL DZIEWIOR, priest. Poland; 68; 49.
ANTHONY MUR, brother. Madrid; 71; 50.
MICHAEL GALATOLA, priest. Naples; 69; 51.
ALEXANDER INNOCENTI, bro. Rome; 75; 51.
RENE RAECKELBOOM, priest. Aquitaine; 58; 40.
ANTHONY OZMEC, priest. Austria; 56; 34.
SEBASTIAN FRANZ, brother. Austria; 69; 45.
JOSEPH SICCARDI, priest. Turin; 91; 73.
PETER MONTIANI, priest. Eastern U. S.; 62; 47.
RAPHAEL GRIESE, bro., Germany; 61; 44
JOHN B. MOLINARI, priest. Turin; 85; 63.
*

*

*

*

Your prayers are requested for the repose of the
soul of the Father of Mr. Edward Brennan, C. M.
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The Indians at that time roamed over the country from
Detroit to the Rockies. Only four years before the Vincentians came, 135 whites were butchered near Fort Dearborn Aug. 15, 1812. On Jan. 8, 1818, the Vincentians, with
the venerable and saintly Fr. Felix DeAndreis at their head,
took up their quarters in the then little village of St. Louis.
He had been appointed Vicar-General of this territory before leaving Rome. He writes: "it will not be easy to establish our Missionaries on the same footing as at Rome.
Here wie must be like a regiment of cavalry or flying artillery, ready to run wherever the salvation of souls may require our presence."
Several of those who came from Europe at Bishop
Dubourg's invitation joined the little Vincentian Community. As soon as possible they opened a Latin school in St.
Louis, which was given over to the Jesuits in 1828. This
infant school had for its first recruits Fr. Joseph Cosetti
who died on the eve of his reception into the Internal Seminary, Fr. Andrew Ferari, F. X. Dohmen, Subdeacon, and
Joseph Tichitoli, a Subdeacon, who were admitted to the
novitiate on Dec. 3, 1818, at St. Louis. Early the same year
the beginnings of an establishment were made at the Barrens,
Perry County, Missouri, and thither the novitiate was transferred and placed under the able direction of Fr. Rosati.
In 1820 a small log house 18x25 feet was occupied by the
priests, Seminarians and Brothers. In October 1820, shortly
after writing to Fr. Rosati of his joy at the near prospect
of going to work among the Indians, Father DeAndreis
died in the odor of sanctity.

BISHOP WINKELMANN OF WICHITA
Word was received on January 5 of the appointment
of our good friend Bishop Winkelmann as Bishop of Wichita. His jovial personality, so familiar here at the Barrens
for the past five years, will be keenly missed. We hope
that he will remember us as `we remember him-as a friend.
And our sincerest wishes for success go with him. May God
bless his labors in his new field of activity!

OUR MOST HONORED FATHER DIES
(Continued from page 1)
but in 1903 he was forced to leave this seminary when the
teaching congregations were expelled from France.
Fr. Souvay was sent to the Western Province of the
United States and came to Kenrick Seminary where he
was made professor of dogmatie theology. In 1905 he he gave
up his dogma classes and began to teach Scripture and
Hebrew. In the year 1912 he ,was awarded his degree of
doctorate in Sacred Scripture 'and this at a time when only
thirteen other men in the world held this honor. Pope
Pius X personally conferred the degree. From 1912 to 1932,
Fr. Souvay continued to teach his classes at Kenrick although in 1926 he had been named Rector of the Seminary.
In 1932, Fr. Souvay was called back to Paris and here was
made one of the Assistant Superiors General. During the
Council in the following year he 'was named Superior
General.
The death of Fr. Souvay leaves a gap in the ranks which

NECROLOGY
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Propaganda in Rome. He was, however, eager to go to
preach the Gospel to the poor savages, and with this design
in view, he and his companions studied the Indian language.

-

will be hard to fill. Such a combination of learning, charm,
piety and prudence as found in Fr. Souvay will be hard to
be duplicated. May his soul rest in peace.
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COMMUNITY NEWS

CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES

POLAND-Most of the Polish Province
is comparatively safe, since about ninety percent of the men are in Lithuania
or Germany. Of the confreres in Russia, no news has come. They may be

(Continued from page 1)
bring gleeful shouts of delight from
the audience. As the man with every
sentence a "punch" line, Mr. Walker,
with his Ned Sparks tactics, amused
everyone but the middleman, who was
the constant object of his heckling.
The "Gaucho" orchestra excelled all
their former performances of the year
with greatly appreciated renditions of
the minstrel songs-twenty-three of
them.
Outstanding vocalists were
Messrs. Fallon, J. Graham, D. Ryan,
Connolly, Diliberto, and Minogue; popular novelty numbers were rendered by
Messrs. DeWitt and Kane.
"Queen Amen-He-Tep's Royal
Headdress"
A murderous attempt was made by
Ulema agent Mr. McHardy to steal
mummy Queen Amen-He-Tep's recently discovered headdress; and therein
lies the striking title and baffling plot
of Mr. Gibbons' play. As owner of the
headdress, Mr. Roche masterfully played the role of a disabled Egyptologist
and head of the household. In his portrayal of an adopted son afflicted with
a "blue-phobia," Mr. McOwen was very
convincing. Mr. Riley, chief detective,
covered all possibilities by accusing
the whole cast, including faithful butler Mr. Tackaberry, neurotic houseman Mr. Cook, the Egyptologist's
gambling son Mr. Diliberto, and cub
reporter Mr. Rice. Up to a certain
point the murder victim's slinking
Egyptian servant Mr. G. Barr, was the
logical choice as murderer. Though
given only a few lines, Mr. Winters,
"detective," and Mr. Burroughs, "another detective," evoked roars of mirth
from the spectators.
"Wood to Burn"
The executive office of a canning
factory was the scene of this comedy
rewritten and produced by Mr. Fischer.
Two worried business men were plant
president Mr. Ed. Brennan and brother-secretary Mr. Piacitelli. In Mr.
Falanga they had a loyal under-secretary. Leading the cast with a ream
full of humorous lines was the "working man's Lincoln," Mr. Welter. Industrial Democrat Mr. P. O'Brien
"idealized" his father, the plant president, into the precarious position of
heavy debtor seeking a moratorium
from the nasal demands of Mr. Fischer, a tight banker. After satisfactorily
proving his sanity, millionaire Mr.

safe. . . . Only five of the eighteen

Houses in Poland fell within the Russian partition. The rest are believed
to be intact for the most part, with the
possible exceptions of the two Houses
in Warsaw.
There are about 3000 Daughters of
Charity in Poland. The only news
concerning them is that the bodies of
eighteen Daughters were discovered in
Warsaw.
SPAIN-Father Romero, Vice-Visitor
of Puerto Rico and our Spanish correspondent, writes us concerning the
double family in Spain:
Some 3000 of the 5000 Daughters in
Spain were in the Red zone during the
civil war. Only forty were killedsome of them confessing their faith
as real martyrs. Many others escaped
death miraculously. In many instances,
the Reds kept our Sisters in charge of
hospitals, for lack of lay nurses, but
naturally would not permit the wearing of the habit or the hearing of
Mass.
Others, who were not recognized
as "nuns" and thus escaped persecution, were either sheltered by good people, who guessed they were Sisters, or
lived together in small groups in separate areas.
Those on the White side were in
charge of 240 emergency hospitals not
far from the different war fronts.
Now it is not unusual to see Daughters
wearing military decorations. Their
old Novitiate was destroyed, and all the
furnishings of the beautiful church
But the
were stolen by the Reds.
present government returned the stolen property when our Sisters showed
the proper documents.
As to our confreres, 28 priests and 18
lay brothers were killed. Inquiries are
being made about the particulars in
every case. The others, (about sixty)
went through almost every sort of
hardship.
PEKING, CHINA-Our Peking missionary students seem to be enjoying
themselves, according to Fr. C. Murphy.
They play quite a bit of basketball with
some Chinese high school boys, by way
of recreation from their studies.
ST. JOHN'S, CAMARILLO-On the
Feast of the Miraculous Medal-Nov.

27-ground was broken here for the
new E. L. Doheny Memorial Library.

JAN. 1, 1904-The New Year was ushered in last night at 12 o'clock by the
village orchestra to the tune of "Pop
Goes the Weasel." A grand serenade
was given through the corridors of the
Students' house, and each of our confreres was visited in his room.
JAN. 7, 1907-Fr. Donovan departs for
New Orleans where he will teach in the
Seminary.
JAN. 18, 1908-Skating is still good
so the morning classes are again dismissed.
JAN. 28, 1908-Oral exams for theologians and philosophers. Frs. Barr,
Cronin, Powers, Gregory constitute the
examining board. The work was cone
up in a day as there are only five
theologians and ten philosophers.
JAN. 7, 1909-First skating this year.
Whole house out of studies all day for
skating.
JAN. 25, 1909-Novices made candy
for themselves, the priests, and students.
JAN. 26, 1926-Exams begin. Repose
according to custom for all examination days.
JAN. 31, 1926-Septuagesima Sunday.
Repose-"whereby hangs a tale." A
little explosion oc'curred in the vicinity of the chapel 'about five-thirty, but
when the smoke cleared away no one
was hurt-only a few students missing.
JAN. 29, 1927--Fr. Quinn gave Deo
Gratias in honor of "Uncle" St. Francis de Sales.
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D. C.-Frs. Phoenix, Kammer, and Lehane are pursuing higher
studies here. Fr. Phoenix has successfully passed his written comprehensive
examination in his major field, Educational Psychology, and is now working
on his thesis. When that is finished
and approved, he will be eligible for
the oral comprehensive examination
for the Ph. D. .... Fr. Kammer is work-

ing for his Ph. D. in Sociology, after
getting the M. A. in History. ...
Fr.
Lehane is studying for an M. A. in
English.
ST. JOSEPH'S, PRINCETON, N. J.At St. Joseph's Apostolic School (Eastern Province) a celebration was held
on November 15 to commemorate the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the opening of the institution.

Zimmermann settled all difficulties by
hitching his golden chariot to the star
of Industrial Democracy.
To Mr. Coerver congratulations for
his humorous and accurate Log.
Orchids to everyone who made this
Christmas Week what -suceess it was,
particularly to Mr. Johnston for his experformcellent "show-must-go-on"
ance in the minstrel; to Messrs. Pansini, Degan, D. Ryan, and Garrity,
stage hands and semi-professional "extras," for their artistic work on the
scenery, as also to "gadgeteer" Mr.
Fischer and sound technicians Messrs.

J. Graham and North; and to the four
hard working production managers,
who did fine jobs.
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CRUSADE COURSES TWO YEARS OLD
That's right! You guessed it! It's
the sedond anniversary of the Crusade
Correspondence Course. Just two years
ago this month, on the feast of the
Purification of Our Blessed Lady, the
worki of the postal apostolate was commenced here at the Seminary.
An earnest conversation about home
missions, ten letters written to prospective students, and only four replies!
-that's a thumb nail sketch of the
inauguration of the Crusade Correspondence Courses. A bit discouragmng to say the least! But we were confident, confident -that our heavenly
patrons, the Blessed Mother and the
Little Flower, would enlarge our roster
of correspondents land see our school
of religious instruction firmly established.
Nor was our confidence misplaced!

Two of the four charter students persevered with the tests. More names
poured into the office. Graduates began to swell their ranks. Catholics,
aon-Catholics, converts wrote in asking for the Course. Expenses mounted--and the growing pains of the new
born organization were very much in
evidence!
But, like all things in a formative
stage the Crusade Courses soon after
took on a definite shape, and developed into a smooth-running, efficient,
capable correspondence school! That
it became such is conclusively proved
by our files. There you'll find all kinds
of letters from all kinds of people.
Letters of praise, encouragement, appreciation, commendation, suggestion,
wonderment, conversion from nearly
every walk of life-from poorly edu-

dated folk to Protestant Ministers, from
exiled royal personages to traveling
show people!
Above you'll see a chart that gives
a panoramic view of what the Crusade
Courses have accomplished in the past
two years. The results are most gratifying, and clearly reflect the smile of
Divine favor. But, by itself the Crusade Courses could have 'accomplished
nothing. First, then, to our generous
benefactors, our gratitude and deep
appreciation for services rendered! To
our staff of instructors, a most sincere
"thank you" for whole-hearted cooperation and ,genuine interest! Finally,
to God Who gives the increase, an
earnest prayer that this grain' of
hwhich
He has planted
mustard seed
in His field of Catholic Action may
continue to grow and become a great
tree.-O. F. North, C. M.
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Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms and
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We have given prime consideration
in this issue to the Crusade Courses,
in honor of the second anniversary
of their inception. While considerable
space has been devoted to the institution, its excellent work, and some
of the results-as evinced in the letters and cases cited-nothing has been
said of the Staff. We think the Staff
deserves particular commendation for
keeping the machine running smoothly and efficiently. This would not be
possible, of course, without the wholehearted, enthusiastic co-operation of
the instructors and supervisors.
For those interested, we present a
brief sketch of the personnel of the
Staff, with respective duties.... Father
McCarthy is Prefect. Mr. Dolan, as
Director, holds exedutive position, appoints instructors, handles finances and
general informational correspondence.
Mr. Fallon, as Assistant Director, assists in correspondence, etc. Mr. North,
First Sub-Director, distributes corrected tests to supervisors for approval;
returns approved copy to instructor,
who prepares final copy. Mr. Roche,
Second Sub-Director, checks in testsdistributes them to instructors, who
correct and explain mistakes; checks
outgoing mail for right test, books, or
other matter. Mr. Diliberto, Third
Sub-Director, files all questions asked;
also card index to letters containing
answers to questions missed in tests.
Mr. Bogetto, Fourth Sub-Director,
sends out introductory letters; files
letters written to correspondents; records information gained from introductory questionnaires.
Various priests of the house serve
as supervisors, and some las instructors
also.
All of the instructors are theologians.
Fathers Prindeville, J. Zimmerman,
and Whooley are the supervisors.

THANKS !
To you, our benefactors, who made
possible our library, and to all whose
generosity, kindness, and cooperation,
make possible its progress, we are
grateful. We can only express our
gratitude by praying for you and by
using to the best advantage the instrument you have placed at our disposal
-our library. This we promise to do!

Library of
the Barrens
MARCHING ON ....
If an apology were needed for writing this article we might advance the
fact that February has been named Catholic Press Month. It is mostly through
the mediation of our library that we view the excellent work of the Catholic
Press as it sets forth the eternal truths of the Church and carries on a bitter
conflict against forces that would un-

dermine and destroy Christian principles. But no apology is needed for
writing about an institution that is

More than thirteen thousand books

valued so highly (by every confrere,
and is the fruit of many years of plan-

have been entered on our accession
list .and this number is steadily in-

ning. Such lan institution is the library of St. (Mary's Seminary.
It would be interesting to trace the
history of the library from its foundation, but until comparatively recent
times sources from which matter for
such a history might be drawn: are
few and at best rather sketchy. Like
Topsy of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" it
would seem that the library at the
Barrens just "grow'd."
Several years ago, however, there
was recognized the necessity of improving library facilities. Some of the
confreres interested themselves in the
problem and the valuable instrument
we boast of today is the result of their
untiring efforts and unstinted generosity. It embraces a new location,
readily accessible frofn the classrooms;
modern furnishings: receiving and filing desk, steel shelves, Venetian blinds,
ample
sturdy chairs
and tables;
sturdy
chairs and
tables; an
an ample
space for expansion as the number
of books increase. The passing of time
has not diminished the interest kindled by these men; improvements anded by these men; improvements and
additions are still being made in the
liibrary.
irary.
For a long time a Ibulletin board
hung on the wall outside the main entrance of the library, but when this
corridor was remodeled the bulletin
board had to give up its time honored
place and make room for improvements. A new bulletin board was
needed. A student volunteered to "remake" the old one. His finished land
artistic w:ork was recently installed in
the library. Here the list of new books
is displayed as well as any announcement pertaining to the library,

NEW BOOKS
creasing. During the past year over
eight hundred books were acquired.
Some of them are old, some of them
new; some were given to the library,
others were purchased Iby means of
donations.
The most valuable of recent additions is the Loeb Classical Library-a
donation. This series of books (there
will be some three hundred and fifty
volumes when the set is complete)
contains all that is important in Greek
and Latin literature. The books themselves are well printed and of a donvenient "pocket" size. On one page
is found the text of the original, facing it on the next page is the best obtainable Eglish translation.
It has become common in this our
the
in
"Age of Progress" to minimize the
value of, if not entirely disregard, the
literary treasure of the ancient world.
The absurdity of such an attitude becmes olbvious hen a lis of he liecomes obvious
drawwhen
a list of
literucthe
Such
ary "Greats" is drawn up.
names as Plato, Aristotle, Homer, Vire
and Cicero
Horace, Demosthenes, and Cicero,
gil,
will lay claim to a position near if not
at the very top of any such enumeration.
Tne editors of this monumental work
have taken into consideration studens
of many subjects. Consequently, authors whose names are not as familiar
as the above mentioned but whose
work in a particular field is equally
important have not been slighted.
Thus we find in the section devoted
of the Fathers as well as the works of
the Jews, Philo and Josephus.

I
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FROM THE CRUSADE COURSE FILES
Dear Father:

Dear Reverend Father:

"I want to take this opportunity to
thank you for enrolling me as a pupil
in the Crusade Courses, and to tell you
how much I enjoy these instructions.
During the past few years I have belonged to several Study Clubs, but have
never found any method of studying
the truths of the Catholic Church

"You'd smile if you could see the
enthusiasm generated by your Courses
among our Study Club members. These
folk out here get together in little
groups and study and .discuss! They
tell me that some of the Protestant
husbands and friends have even drawn
up a chair and joined in!"

quite as effective as this one. .. . I am

enclosing a donation to help take care
of some of the expenses which I know
must be incurred in carrying on there
Courses. .. ."
*

*

*

*

Dear Instructor:
"I am sending my thanks right away
for my diploma. I feel so proud of it!
And I want to tell you that this Course
has given a deeper appreciation of my
holy faith. Many things which had
bothered me were cleared up, and I
feel that I am now capable of answering some of the questions that my
non-Catholic, and even Catholic,
friends ask me. I take it for granted
that if I do stumble across something
I cannot answer I am free to consult
you. . .

Off The Record
A youth of seventeen in a state reformatory read about the Courses and
applied. . . . Studied hard, made good

marks, interest mounted with each
test. . .. Became so thoroughly imbued
with Catholic ideals that his outlook
on life changed completely. . . . Though

he gets a ribbing from other inmates
and guards, he is a frequent communicant today. . .. Has even succeeded in
getting some companions to take the
Courses. . . . Graduated now, he still

corresponds with his instructor weekly.

*

*

*

*

Dear Instructor:
". .. My first test reminds me of a
sore thumb. I thought I could answer
the questions without looking at the
book! The low mark I scored was just
what I needed to put me in my place.
Your replies to my questions are so
satisfactory that I am keeping all my
papers, and letters for future reference.
I shall continue to review the studies
from time to time in order to keep
the knowledge fresh in my mind. I
have received so much from the Fr.
Smith study that I would like to continue in an Advanced Course .. ."

Where Do We Get The Names?
From:
*

Pastors

* Chaplains
* Sisters
*

Seminarians

I

Motor Missions

N Legion of Mary
Dear Father:
"I am delighted to have this information you sent me, and am planning
on making very good ue of the material here in my colored parish....
'Tis a wonderful work you are doing,
and a grand idea! Many will adopt
this method of inquiring and instruction, who feel embarrassed to come
for personal interviews."
*

*

*

I

Study Clubs

* Personal Applications
*

The Vincentian Magazine

* Enrolled Pupils

Again

I say no one can fully appreciate my
supreme happiness, unless he has
found a new friendship with God as I
have. Both of my sisters and a friend
of theirs are interested in taking your
Course. I'll send you their address
later ..
"
*

*

*

*

Dear Instructor:
"You will find enclosed the last lesson, and I have now completed the
Course. . . . I want to thank you for

the Course, and for the privilege you
have given me of learning the truth
about the teachings of the Catholic
Church. I wish to tell you that it has
opened up new vistas of thought for
me, and has already proven an aid in
my everyday life.

Deathbed Conversion
A young couple, engaged to be married, enrolled in and studied the Course
together. Frequently, they read the
text-book aloud to the girl's blind
mother. A lively discussion ensued after each lesson among the three of
them, all non-Catholics. When the
mother, several months later, became
gravely ill, she asked for a priest. She
was baptized, given conditional absolution, made her first and last Holy
Communion, received Extreme Unction, and died on Christmas morning.
The young couple are now preparing
to enter the fold.
I also wish to thank you for the
personal interest you have taken in my
work, and for the helpful way you
have corrected my mistakes as well as
answered my questions. I think the
Crusade Office is doing a great work
in offering its Course to the, unin:structed, and you have my prayers that
your good work may continue with
God's help. .

*

"Tomorrow I must send out some

my first Holy Communion! ....

.

. I will look forward to

receiving my diploma and will be
proud to possess it, knowing that I
have really earned it."

Reverend Father:
letters to those negroes whose names
I sent you several months ago. We
want to make another effort to get
them out to Friday night meetings.
We hold our meeting regardless how
many or how few attend, for we feel
that persistence will bring results.
Some people are inclined to get discouraged, but when one is thinking in
terms of eternity, even years, much
less weeks, seem small. Besides it can
be seen from all sorts of experience
that persistent effort finally does win.
I wish I could tell you that we have
at least fifty ready to take the Course,
but our number is not quite that high
as yet. .. ."

Dear Father:
"I wonder if you can realize how
happy I am? As a matter of fact, I
don't believe anyone can unless he has
gone through what I have! Sunday,
December 24, I was baptized, and on
the following day, the birthday of Our
Lord, I was present among others (I
felt like I was the only one there) at

Reverend and dear Father:
"I feel that I need a more thorough
.knowledge of my religion and there is
only one way to acquire it--by study.
I am taking a course at the university
here on "Revelation and the Modern
Mind," and I am igetting a lot out it.
Perhaps I can ainswer everyday questi~ons when I complete this study and
tihat of the Crusade Courses. . . . My
family is still bitter towards me for
becoming a Catholic, but I don't regret
the step I took. The consolation that
I have gained from the Catholic
Church and the quiet peace of mind
is enough in return. . .. . My faith is

my dearest possession!"

Gentlemen:
"This letter is a pleasure to write
because of the information I have to
give you. I was baptized last Sunday
and will receive my First Holy Communion next Sunday .... You will find
enclosed a list of names of persons
who are interested in your Correspondence Course. Although they are baptized they feel that they still need instruction and that your Course will
help them. I have promised to assist
them with the first lesson so that they
will understand what to do. . . . There
is one more favor I am asking of you
and your staff. Please pray that my
three children will be early converts

to the true faith!"
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SISTER MARY ANN
JUBILARIAN

The De ncirei

SISTER JUBILARIANS

Unlooked for honors, were heaped upon the
shoulders of Sister Mary Ann, Director of St.
Vincent's Hospital, Los Angeles, on the occasion of her Golden Jubilee as a member of
the Daughters of Charity, January 15th last.
From the Holy Father came the Apostolic
blessing; from Archbishop Cantwell came a
tribute of the highest praise; and finally
from thousand of friends, clerical and lay,
came messages of congratulations.
Thirty-six years ago, Sister Mary Ann was
sent to Los Angeles and became Superintendent of old St. Vincent's hospital located on Sunset Blvd. Through her efforts, zeal
and prayers, that institution grew into the
$3,000,000 structure at Third and Alvarado
over 'which she now presides. LMuch of the
architecture and designing of the present
edifice was personally supervised by her
from data she had gathered from inspecting
other hospitals all over the country. Sc.
Vindent's is regarded as one of the best organized and best run hospitals in the nation.
Following a Mass of thanksgiving in the
Hospital Chapel, Archbishop Cantwell briefly and pithily summarized her career in these
words: "Everything she has done, has not
been for her own glory but for that of God.
She has made !a great and lasting contribution to the world in the solace and comfort she has brought to those who have come
before her in her ,work. The hospital is a
tribute to her zeal and prayers."
Sister Rose 'of El Paso also celebrated her
Golden Jubilee on the same day as Sister
Mary Ann.
Another Sister Jubilarian celebrated her
Golden Jubilee on February 3. She is Sister
]gnatia, Sister Servant of St. Patrick's
School, Chicago. Our sincere though belated
congratulations to these Sisters in St. Vincent on1 their many years service to God, the
Church, and the Double Family.

SNOW IN ROME
(Excerpt from letter of Fr. Beutler)
Don't form in your mind's eye a
lovely vision of a terrestrial paradise
where one basks in perpetual sunshine,
when you hear Rome mentioned. The
enclosed pictures that I clipped from
the paper will prove that Rome has its
winters, and even severe ones. Everything was beautiful the day we had
the heavy snowfall; and it must have
been exceptional, for the Romans did
not quite know what to make of it.
"Never like this ,before" w:as the remark they kept repeating over and
over again. I really believe they were
a bit afraid of the snow. The streets
in Rome are always crowded, even
when it rains; but while the snow lay
on the ground people went out only
when they had to. Then, too, the street
cleaning department worked like mad
to clear the stuff away. Many extras
were employed, and the last shovel
wias not put to rest in its rack until
every vestige of snow had disappeared
from the streets. I think all Rome
breathed easier when the, to Roman
eyes, unwonted white mantle had
vanished.
.. Rome is a wonderful city, filled with so much to see that I despair
of ever seeing one half of it. Ancient
Rome, Christian Rome, and Modern
(Continued on page 5)

MORE NEWS

LEARNING CHINESE
(Excerpt from letter of Fr. C. Murphy
in Peking)
One thing I'll say, if they would
teach conversational Latin to the fellows one year like they teach this-it
would be a year well spent. We begin
at 8:30 and have a 45 minute class
during which the Professor (Fr. Cabose, S. J.) has a Chinese co-teacher
'write the characters and he explains
them in Latin. Then they pronounce
all the words in the lesson and use
them in short sentences-along with
many cheap acts wvhich help us very
much. After the class, we have half
an hour to study the lesson-then a
Chinese prof comes in and the two of
us run thru words and the idioms composed from the day's work. After this,
ne asks questions (in Chinese, of
course) and we struggle an answer; 45
minutes of this. Then we have a prof
with the five of us and he continues
to talk and ask questions-using all
the words iwe had to date. Thus we
get well acquainted with the sounds.
Tihere are four tones and if you get
hee wrong tone, you'll have a ridiculous
dentence e. g. soap and chair are very
much alike except for tone. If you
get it wrong, you may get a bar of
soap to sit on. At three in the afternoon, we once more have a class with
a prof for thirty minutes. Rehashing
the same day's lesson which has become much easier now. Then follows
a 45 minute public reading class. A
Chinese prof reads a sentence and we
read it after him. The grammar is explained by Fr. Cabose, S. J., as it occurs. At five o'clock we get homehaving private work to do e. g. compose some sentences in Chinese. So
you can see, we really get plenty of it.
I'm convinced that if they'd teach
French and Latin like that for one
year at Cape-leaving other subjects
ride, they'd really have Students who
could read and speak the language.

On January 7th Most Reverend
Archbishop Cantwell formally opened
the new chapel at St. John's Seminary,
Camarillo, with the celebration of
Pontifical High Mass. Frs. Barr and
motorcycle question is okay.
Brennan assisted as Deacons at the WeThe
about 500 miles under our
Throne. Two weeks later the Very belt have
since
we started. Mine can do
Rev. Visitor officiated at the Solemn about 40 miles
per without any trouble
Mass in the same chapel.
and when I put new rings in I expect
Construction work on the library to get as good las sixty. It is a god
building, the generous gift of Countess send going the three miles to school
C. Estelle Doheny, at St. John's Semi- on them especially against a juicy
nary is progressing rapidly. The pour- north wind. It takes ten minutes. We
ing of the concrete is about finished make two round trips per day. So we
and the building is taking form. Plans get practice-even on the rough roads
are being executed for the special they purr along okay. After a rain,
landscaping, a replica of the beautiful we slide all over but have yet to fall.
gardens of the Doheny estate in Ches- It's plenty fun-and I can pass anyter Place, which will be laid out be- thing on the road.
tween the faculty wing and the library
entrance.
CONDITIONS AT LINCHWAN
Father Francis Remler conducted the
retreat for the seminarians of St.
John's Seminary, Collegeville, Minnesota, the end of last month.

Excerpts from a letter from Fr. Steve
Dunker, dated the latter part of November. (Linchwan)
"This place went back ten years
during my year away, as far as traveling is concerned. We are back to the

Father Francis Koeper plans to offer
tiwo classes in religion iat the University of Southern California this semester. These are credit courses, and he
is a member of the university faculty.

days of Clerc-Renaud; not an auto
road entering Linchwan from any direction. Fr. Quinn was here a few'
weeks ago. Before that he was able
(Continued on page 5)
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COMMUNITY NEWS
CHICAGO-DePAUL- Fr. Comerford
O'Malley during the last three days of
RECENT APPOINTMENTS
January gave conferences at St. Vincent's Church in the capacity of re- Eev. Myles Moynihan - St. Joseph's
Church, NeJw Orleans.
treat master for the University students ....
"Excellent reputation'" is Rev. Joseph Steele-Chaplain at CharDe Paul's comment on its Glee Club
ity Hospital, New Orleans.
as directed by Father Barrett.
Rev.
James
Thompson-Chaplain at
LOS ANGELES-JUNIOR SEMINARY
St. Vincent's Hospital, Sher-Father Jourdan, who has been conman, Texas and pastor at IMcfined to the hospital for some time, is
Kinney, Texas.
recovering from his sickness; the same
is reported of Father Devine, who has Rev. John Roche-St. Patrick's Church,
also been in the hospital. . . . Newly
LaSalle, Illinois.
sent from Perryville Fr. Winn, teachRev.
Edward
Cashman -St.
Joseph's
ing Father Jourdan's classes, again
Church, New Orleans.
renders the faculty roster complete.
....
Tallying up the accounts of the Rev. Vincent Winn-Faculty of Los
house expenses is the new procurator,
Angeles College.
Fr. Wm. Ready..... Fr. McNeil ful- Rev. Francis Waterson-St. Catherine's
fills the duties of prefect of studies in
Church, New Orleans.
addition to his superiorship. ....
At
the beginning of the school year one Rev. Ramon Subiron - St. Vincent's
Church, Los Angeles, Califorhundred sixty-seven students signed
nia.
their names to the largest enrollment
list ever boasted by this "prep". . . . .
An Anniversary Mass was offered on at four o'clock until March 2nd Buffathe last day of January for the re- lo's WKBW, affiliated with the C. B.
pose of the souls of two former presi- S., is sponsoring a series of radio addents of the Seminary, Frs. Levan and dresses by Niagara undergraduates.
Corcoran.
Selection and tutorship of the speakers
CAMARILLO - ST. JOHN'S SEMI- are in charge of Frs. O'Driscoll and
NARY-With a probable quota of Morton, C. M.
thirty-five pupils the theologians are ROME - Briefly relaxing from the
beginning CorrespondenceCourse work. steady application to studies necessary
The organization, under the general for a student with hopes of a doctorate
supervision of Archdiocesan Directorof in theology Fr. Newman Eberhardt
the Confraternity of Christian Doc- writes: "As for news, being also stutrine, Fr. Clarke, is called the Con- dents, there is no news: just classes,
fraternity Correspondence C o u r s e. study. One of the professors of last
Dean of studies, Fr. Richardson, is the year, a Dominican, was shot down beexperienced Local Director of the hind the German lines as he zoomed
Seminarist instructors. ....
Five dea- 'over on reconnaissance. Another, also
cons are to be elevated to the priest- a IDominican, Father Stakelum's formhood on 'May 18th.
er professor, Father Dorenski, spent
CAPE GIRARDEAU - President Fr. some months in a German concentraQuinn journeyed to Chicago to con- tion camp. One of our former studuct a retreat opened on February 6th, dents here at the Casa last year is refor the Sisters of St. Joseph's Hospital. ported killed after the war in some
...
Under the guidance of Fr. Frommysterious way. The Double Family
mell the nurses at the Sister's hospital acted heroically in the double invasion
in Alton, Illinois, will spend February 'of Poland but news is practically seallth as wa day of recollection. ....
To ed up. Our Polish confrere here was
be advanced to the Novitiate in June in Warsaw three days during the
the Apostolic School offers a class of bombing and escaped during the night.
nineteen College men.
He struggled thru Roumania and JugoLaSALLE-Father Dillon, pastor of Slavia to get here. Now he is getting
St. Pat's, has reason to rejoice at the ready to go to France. San Silvestro's,
large number of parishioners who form the other Community house in Rome,
the congregation at the weekly Mira- 'was a fine place to watch the Pope go
culous Medal Novena.
to visit the King of Italy in the
NEW ORLEANS- ST. STEPHEN'SQuirinal adjacent . . . . CongratulaAsh Wednesday Missioners Overburg tions on your earthquake. We, to go

and Preston Murphy inaugurated a
three week mission schedule for the
parishioners here.
NIAGARA-On January 25th foreign
missioners Frs. Konen, C. M. and Mottey, C. M. of the Eastern Province
were feted at an entertainment given
by the Niagara U. students and presided over by Fr. Noonan, C. IM., president of the University.
Principal
spealker for the evening was the Buffalo Diocesan Director of the Propagation of the Faith, Fr. McDonald.
Kanchow, Kiangsi, is their destination
-in San Francisco they will be joined
by Father Loefler, C. M., also China

you one better, had snow, the first in
eight years, and the heaviest in a century. The poor Italians did not know
what to do! They are still shoveling
it away. Whereas this is still the
Christmas season, it was appropriate."

bound ....

of its own by reason of the precious

Every Saturday afternoon

Snow in Rome
(Continued from page 4)
Rome. These are the broad classifications under which all the notable
sights can be grouped one sway or another. Think of thaving over three
hundred churches in a single city, with
each church having a history or story

relics kept there or because of its connection with some one or more of the
saints that have trod the streets of
the Eternal City. Add to this the
museums filled with the masterpieces
of the geniuses in painting and sculpture, and also the ruins of pagan Rome
such as the Colloseum, Trajan's Column, the various Forums, etc., and
you'll have some idea of the treasure
house that Rome really is.

Conditions at Linchwan
(Continued from page 4)
to make the trip in two hours by motorcycle. This time it took him two
days in a chair. I have bought myself a horse (for seven U. S. dollars)
and dusted off the old saddle. Otherwise things are pretty much the same
as before I ,went home. The war is
still dragging on with nothing very decisive happening on either side. The
front has not moved any closer to us
than it was in April.
"I have started two new buildings.
One is a new boys' primary school,
which will cost about $1500, and the
other is a school building in one of the
missions which will cost about $150. I
have no fear of the war coming to
these parts, and though material land
labor ;are high now, still the exchange
of the U. S. dollar is so favorable I
felt justified in going ahead with the
building program as we are very much
in need of the room.
"The most useful thing I brought
back with me is a twenty-eight dollar
six tube, long land short wave radio
set. It certainly makes a great difference. We get the American football
scores a, few hours after the games are
played. And also all other news reports. With the Shanghai paper a
month on the way the radio is a Godsend. Treasure Island, San Francisco,
comes in as clear and loud as Shanghai stations. I can also get European
stations and, of course, all the stations
in 'the Orient."

NECROLOGY
64. RENE ALEXANDRE, priest.
Paris; 58; 38.
65. CHARLES ALTON, priest;
Western U. S.; 67; 45.
66. MANUEL SORIANO, priest;
Mexico; 73; 44.
67. JOHN SNEEKER, priest.
Holland; 64; 42.
68. M. H. F. CHARLES SOUVAY, Sup. Gen. Mother
House; 69; 46.
1. FRANCIS CORTASSA, priest.
Turin; 74; 43.
2. JOHN McGUINNESS, priest.
Ireland; 80; 59.
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1891
Feb. 10. "Shrove Tuesday".
Recreation from Moral to 6. P. M.
Feb. 28. Feast of the Conversion of
St. Paul (transferred) Separation in the afternoon til

LO

0

ER

1926
Feb. 19. Regular order. March winds
blowing a month ahead of
time.
Feb. 27. Assignments for St. Thomas
program made only today.

7 P. M.

Feb. 24.

Feb. 25.
Feb. 3.

Feb. 24.
Feb. 8.

Feb. 22.
Feb. 1.

Feb. 2.

1894
Messrs. Dept a, Schlereth
Gregory and McNally having
finished "Zigliara" begin their
course in Dogmatic Theology.
1895
Mr. 'McCabe returned from
St. Louis.
1896
Messrs. Michael Carr, Henry
Murtaugh, and James Lilley
consecrated themselves to God
by Holy Vows.
1897
Messrs. St. Depta and M.
Hanley made their vows.
1901
Rev. Peter Finney is sent to
the Chicago College. Mr.
Remler is made Second Prefect.
1902
Fr. Schlereth arrives, from
California.
1904
Fire in the Prefect's office of
the Boy's House. It was discoveired by Fr. O'Callaghan
about 3 o'clock A. IM.of Jan.
31. Insurance Company repaired damage in full (about
$300).
Fiftieth Anniversary of Fr.
Smith's entrance into the
Novitiate. All the Superiors
of the different Houses of the
Western Province of the U.
S., excepting Fr. Layton and
Fr. Glass, came yesterday afternoon to celebrate this joyful event with the Rev. Visitor.
They

Feb. 3.

were:

Frs. Shaw, La-

Salle; Byrne, Chicago; Nugent, St. Vincent's, St. Louis;
Musson, Kenrick, St. Louis;
Weldon, St. Joseph's, New
Orleans; Ryan, St. Stephen's,
New Orleans.
The Students gave an entertainment in honor of Fr.
Smith. As he could not be
induced to attend, Fr. Shaw
took his place of honor and
at the close of the program,
gave a very beautiful talk.

1909
James O'Malley made his holy
vows.
Feb. 7. Leo, the Dog was killed. He
bit Brother Louis some days
ago.
1912
Feb. 6. No previous mention has recorded in this valuable chronicle the resuming of the Ceremony Class, which once again
holds its weekly sessions in
the Boy's Chapel every Saturady afternoon. Fr. O'Oallaighan presides and it brings
us back to old times--the days
Feb. 2
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... . This is the shortest notice

of our boyhood and his benign prefectship.
Feb. 20. Fr. Keunnen, the pastor of St.
Boniface's Church, was buried
today. Most of the priests
and the entire Ibodies of the
Students and Novices attended the Mass and funeral. Mr.
Coupal played the organ and
we sang the mass from the
gallery. . . . The sermon was

delivered in German and
greatly enjoyed by the Students.
1913

Feb. 22. In the American Style, we
recreate ourselves strenuously.
The Weston Club takes in
Brewer in the morning. Fr.
Imgrund arrives on the noon
train with Dr. Souvay.
1914
Feb.24. (Shrove Tuesday) Off in the
morning to go skating. Afternoon according to the list
of free days. Nuts for lunch.
Feb.26 The "third year" men are
somewhat dejected upon the
withdrawal of their liturgy
class. It seems to indicate
no ordinations this year.
1919
Feb. 12. A campaign started to raise
money for the library books.
The priests and students are
requested to give either books
or money. Fr. Lavelle is the
head of the movement.
1921
Feb. 5. Frs. Hueber, P. Finney and
Gaughan donated candy to
the Students.
Feb. 11. The Seminary heating plant
must have the flu, it is operating very languidly.-In fact
its operations are scarcely
able to be registered by the
sense of feeling. Occasionally
a few curls of black smoke
issuing from the "caminus
celsus" or "lofty chimney" indicate the existence of a
cause of some sort down below in the furnaces, but there
is little practical satisfaction
to be found in speculating,
when one is shivering one's
ideas out of place.
1922
Feb. 15. Repose Iby accident until
the longest repose in the
tory of the Institution.
1923
Feb. 14. Ash Wednesday. About
A. M. the Community

6:30,
his-

4:00
rose

and went over to see the
Novice's Recreation Hall burn
down. Solemn Mass and distribution of Ashes at 8 o'clock.

for such an entertainment
given post memoriam homiOh, well, it's only
num.
scholastic form.
1927
Accustomed
Feb. 4. First
Friday.
order and 'at's all. No arrivals, no departures. Extraordinary!
1928
Feb. 14. Valentine's Day.-When reading the Martyrology, "Spud"
read the demise of St. Bertha
-- an allusion, of course, to
the frequent use of "Titus and
incorrigible
Bertha", those
two, in Moral Class. Fr.
Coyne examined the MartyrolQgy later to discover, of
course, that no Bertha was
recorded. I think he conferred with Mr. Murphy.
Feb. 25. Those Theologians scheduled
for St. Thomas Day's celebration are 1working over their
varied subjects. For his encyclical, "Ducem Studiorum",
Pope Pius: XI recommends
that WMarch 7 be solemnly
celebrated as a holiday with
no class and with a disputation on a question of Dogma,
in all Seminaries. We judge
this to be the only holiday officially accorded to poor students by the Holy See. Would
that that august Father would
would decree a few more!
1929
Feb. 16. We are all surprised with
napkin rings at table tonight.
"They are numbered 1, 2, 3,
4," according to the Superior,
"so it will not be necessary
for you to carve your monogram on them.
1934
Feb. 21. Dr. Prindeville assembled the
Students in the auditorium at
1:30 and explained the New
Deal, N. R. A. (No Relief Allowed) . . . Monthly exam in

every subject got an honorable mention! An average of
80 required. He made no
mention of players being subsidized nor of our new Stadium.
1935
Feb. 28. D. J. Flynn (dinner reader
"The
finished
this week)
Eternal Priesthood"'this noon.
Only Flynn could finish it
It seems that he misthus.
judged the amount of his
reading matter and consequently at about 12:15 he
ended the book; but that

didn't faze Flynn. He just
stood in the pulpit and waitfor the ibell.
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Hell on Earth

With the interest and prayers of the
Such is the summary of a descripmembers of the Double Family so cention of his native land given us by a
Polish confrere. This picture of the
tered today in the cause of Mother
Seton, the DeAndrein has taken the sufferings of the Double Family in
Poland is his.
opportunity of dedicating this issue to
At our seminary in Bydogoszcz Frs.
her Daughters and the many works Szarek, C. M. ,and Wiorek, C. M. to,gether with a student were martyred
and I waited three weeks in Shanghai which they continue to carry out.
before getting a boat going south to
It is the unique distinction of the by the bullets of Gestapo gunmen.
The other priests and seminarians were
Ningpo. From Ningpo in, the trip was
slow and hot, but not dangerous as I American Daughters of Charity to dispatched to prison camps to make
had anticipated. We came in by stages: have two foundresses, seperated by a room for German authorities, who
first on a small steamer, then succes- period of two hundred years. Though wanted to use the newly erected semisively on a junk, raft, truck, train, the Community was founded in the nary as a headquarters. During the
day the seminary church is being used
sam-pan, bicycle, and ended up com- seventeenth century by St. Vincent
for a stable and at night it is desecing into Linchwan on an ass. Fr. Fox
and the Christians and Pagans alike and St. Louise, the community in rated by governmentally protected
gave me a rousing welcome. I felt America had another foundress in the sexual orgies.
mighty happy to be back.
person of Mother Elizabeth Ann Seton.
HOUSES DISSOLVED
. . Fr. Fox kept the ball rolling Having founded her communiy in
very well here in my absence. All our 1809, it was the hope of this holy
In Warsaw our house and church
works are going on in spite of the woman to have Sisters come from the are now war ruins; since there is no
changes and new difficulties brought
of the confreres it is surmised
Mother House of the Daughters of news
on by the war. . . . The biggest change
that they are all in prison. . .. "House
is in traveling. Practically all the auto Charity in Paris and affiliate her
dissolved; confreres in prison," is the
roads in the Vicariate have been blown young community to that of the report for Pabjanice. .. . Cracow Uniup. . . . Another of our new difficulDaughters of St. Vincent.
In 1810, versity, similar to our Catholic U., has
ties is the large crowds of extremely when Sisters were ready to sail for
been closed and its one hundred thirpoor people roaming around the county professors, including the sixty-one
this
country
to
accomplish
the
work,
try, and so many of them calling on
year old ex-rector, Fr. M----, C. M.,
Napoleon forbade their departure and
us for charity. This mission has houshave been sent to a concentration
ed and fed several hundred refugees
so Mother Seton's community, though camp in Germany. Our own seminary
continually for over a year. Since the following a modified rule of the Sisters
in Cracow has been converted into a
cold weather started there have been of Charity, continued to be
sort of prison, wlherein 130 secular and
autonomfamilies, parts of families, women and
religious clergy are confined; yet, the
ous.
Forty
years
later
in
1850,
followchildren, old and young, in rags and
Polish confreres somehow managed to
half-starved calling at the door in ing the desire of their Foundress, the transfer all the seminarians to another
such numbers, that I became desperate Daughters of Mother Seton were rehouse, where the minor seminary
and put in a phone call to Fr. Quinn, ceived under the jurisdiction of the classes are now being regularly conasking him what to do about it. He Superior General of the Daughters
ducted. . . . News from the territory
said, "I can let you have an extra
under Bolshevik rule is scarce: two
two or three thousand and you do of Charity in Paris and assumed the conferes--one is 65 years of age-were
what you can with it." I found an French habit and the rule of St. Vincondemned to hard labor in the Polish
old empty house, bought five dollars cent in its entirety.
forests after they were caught doing
worth of straw for bedding and then
what their fellows are still doing,
But if the foundation of the Amerstarted giving out tickets which are
cautiously caring for souls.
good for ten cents a day (this is less ican Daughters is unique, surely their
POLISH DAUGHTERS
then one cent U. S.). With the ten record of "firsts" in the various fields
cents they take care of themselves. They of endeavor also merits this distinctDaughters of Charity were
Eighteen
will not have to worry about their
their hospitals were bombkilled
when
ion.
Edudation
finds
them,
and
the
waistline on this allowance, but anythe
German air raids on
ed
during
branches of their community, first in
way it will keep them from starving.
Warsaw. In all Poland under the
free
parochial
school
work,
first
in
the
Nazi regime the religious nursing
When the word got around that we
were passing out these tickets the peo- foundation of a Catholic high school, staffs in the hospitals have been replaced by "Hitler Schwestern." And,
ple began swarming in by the hun- and the first to set up a Catholic Coldreds. I tried to pick out the more lege for women. The first Catholic though the latest report of a Sister
ragged looking ones, but after giving Orphanage conducted by religious in
Visitatrix describes the conditions of
out one hundred and twenty tickets I
the Polish Daughters as terrible, the
the
United
States
was
set
up
by
Mothsaw the crowd was swelling to pro(Excerpts from letter of Fr. Steve

Dunker-Jan. 24, 1940)
... I never did tell you about my trip
in here from Shanghai, and if I don't
hurry up Fr. Mahoney will beat 'me
with the story. I was just a few weeks
ahead of him on the same trip. Fr. Ou

portions far beyond which we were
able to cope, so I had to give up and
go into hiding to keep from being mobbed. For two days the crowd kept
milling around the front gate. However,. a cold rain and snow storm came
to my aid to disperse the crowd, say(Continued on page 4)

er Seton in Philadelphia in 1814. In
hospital work, for which they are today so noted, they were pioneers, for
the first Catholic Hospital conducted
by religious in this ,country was opened by the Daughters in 1823 in Balti(Continued on page 4)

Mother General cannot obtain a
necessary permit from the Germans to
bring them all to Paris. The Daughters in the Polish Corridor have been
dispersed, the younger women sent to
their homes and the older women, with
no homes, abandoned.
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SERVING THE POOR
Certainly the work of the Daughters of Charity is a
work of love-deep love for God's poor. St. Vincent's Motto
-"To preach the gospel to the poor the Lord hath sent me"
-animates the hearts of all true Sons and Daughters of
our Holy Founder. ..
The (blue habit and white cornette of the Daughters
is found among a great variety of charitable works in this
country-hospitals, nurses' training schools, orphanages,
homes for the aged, homes for working girls, day nurseries,
infant asylums, technical schools, industrial schools, mental
hospitals, social service centers, colleges, high schools, parochial schools, and the leper home.
By these works they would care for all the needs of the
poor, even as St. Vincent and St. Louise did in their day.
Indeed, these Holy Founders must look down and rejoice
that their self-effacing Daughters are so successfully carrying on this work of serving the poor, this work which is so
dear to the Heart of their Divine Model.

MUSEUM VISITORS
The Sheehan Memorial Museum was happy to welcome,
on February 25th, Mrs. Marguerite Misner Long, sister of
our late Bishop 'Misner. We have been looking toward such
a visit for some time, but this one was so much in the
nature of a surprise and was so short that the promise
of Mrs. Long to come again next summer was gladly received.
Mrs. Long was accompanied by her husband, Mr. Frank
Long, who is associated with Pustet and Company. They
were most kind and most generous in their approval of the
exhibits we are so proud of. Next summer we ihope that a
longer visit will permit a more detailed presentation and
examination of those things which have been collected and
are preserved to excite interest in the China Mission to
which Bishop Misner gave his best years.

THEOLOGIANS-NOT THEOLOGASTERS
The traditional St. Thomas debate showed the Theologians at their best, as represented in the formal Scholastic debate by Rev. Mr. G. Brennan, as Defendens, and Rev.
Mr, J. Danagher and Mr. Dolan, as Arguentes. Fr. Kenneally, director of the program, used Rev. Mr. Brennan's
excellent defense of the thesis: "Auctoritas Dei revelantis
est objectum formale quo Fidei Divi•ae," to demonsftrate
the difference between a true theologian and a "theologaster."
From which we deduced that Rev. IMr. Brennan was decidedly not a theologaster. . . . Mr. Connolly, in opening the
program with his panegyric "St. Thomas and the Dignity
of Man," brought home a refutation of modern Materialism.
. Mr. Fallon pointed out the keen exegetic'al genius of

the Angelic IDoctor, in his paper "St. Thomas, Exegete."
Two choral numbers were rendered (by the Falso Bordoni.
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MISSIONARIES TAKE EXAMINATIONS
One of our young missionaries writing from Peking tells
us of strict examinations in theology, before they could receive faculties to preach and hear confession. These qualifying tests, chiefly on points of Chinese superstition and
Chinese Name of God, hearken back to a controversy that
raged when Vincentians first arrived in China, and the settlement of which played an important part in the firm
establishment of the Lazarists in the Orient.
In 1645, the Sacred Congregation of Propaganda was
asked to settle the controversy of the Chinese Rites, which
had been raging for several years. Early missionaries, in
good faith had granted certain concessions to their converts
in their cult of Heaven, Confucius, and Ancestors, in order
to conciliate prejudices which seemed more or less ineradicable. They allowed their neophytes to continue the practice
of keeping tablets on which were inscribed the names of
the deceased members of the family; to make prostrations
before these; to place candles and eatables ibefore these;
and to prostrate before the biers and corpses of their dead.
The missionaries justified their concessions on the plea that
these rites had a meaning other than a religious one-and
On the strength of
so were not stricty superstitions.
the evidence presented, the Sacred Congregation issued a
decree in 1656 tolerating the ceremonies as purely civil and
political.
But as the controversy only continued to rage, and new
evidence was presented, the Holy See in 1705 condemned
the practices and sent Monsignor de Tournon, Patriarch of
Antioch, to carry the decree to China. Fr. Luigi Appiani,
the first member of the Congregation of the Missions to
labor in China, acted as interpreter to the Monsignor. When
the Emperor was informed of their mission, he ordered the
Monsignor to leave the country and cast Fr. Appiani into
prison. Monsignor de Tournon was seized at Nanking, as he
attempted to enforce the condemnatory decree, and was
thrown into prison where eventually he died, a cardinalelect.
Pope Clement XI then sent a mandate to all the Superiors-General of the Communities laboring in China to enforce obedience to the Papal Decree. At the same time, a
new legate arriving in China, was dismissed by the Emperor
with the threat of a general persecution, if the decree
was published.
Finally the whole knotty question was settled in 1742
by a Bull of Benedict XIV condemning the Chinese ceremonies and choosing the proper expression to be used exclusively to, designate God. Missionaries to China henceforth had to take an oath to obey all the mandates of the
Holy See concerning the Rites before being permitted to
exercise their priestly functions.
Thus was relegated to the realms of history a controversy of more than a century. And yet two centuries later,
five young Vincentian missionaries have experienced in a
tangible way the effects of that great argument which cost
the first Lazarist Father in China, his freedom for 20 long
years. (Portions of this article digested from article appearing in HERI HODIE-student publication of Mary Immaculate Seminary.)

SEMINARY BRIEFS
Fr. John Zimmerman teaching III and IV Moral classes,
replacing Fr. Gregory, who is away for a rest. . . . vir.
Julius H-ann, C. M., received Sulb-diaconate and Diaconate
in St. Louis on Saturday and Sunday, March 9th and 10th.
. . . The "rubber" game in the Theologian-Philosopher
basketball series resulted in a 32 to 19 victory for the Theologians.

MIRACULOUS MEDAL FACULTIES
On November 22, 1939, the Congregation of the Sacred
Penitentiary, in virtue of authority granted it by His
Holiness, Pope Pius XII, has renewed to our Superior General the faculty of sub-delegating to any priest, secular or
regular, the faculties for blessing the Miraculous Medal,

using the form, given in the appendix of the Roman Ritual.
Forms for granting this faculty may be secured from
the Very Reverend Visitor.
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The Vincentian Building
A new address has been added to the
files of many Confreres and (Daughters
of Charity. It is 1405 South Ninth St.,
St. Louis, Missouri. While the address
is new, the building on which the
numbers appear is ivery old. In fact,
it has already celebrated a golden
jubilee. Erected originally for a school,
the three story building that stands
at the corner of Park Avenue and
Ninth Street served many years as
a boys' school under the direction of
the Christian Brothers. Graduates of
old St. Vincent's School are spread
throughout the middle west, the west,
and even to the great city of New
York. In St. Louis, the alumni counts:
Mayor Bernard J. Dickman, Sheriff
James Fitzsimmons, Assistant Fire
Chief Bob Finnegan, Dr. Alois Winterer, and many others. The Reverend
Fathers John 'McWilliams, C. M., Justin Nuelle, C. M., and Henry Burke, C.
M., also are igraduates. About thirty
years ago the Christian Brothers withdrew and the building was no longer
used for educational purposes.
It then became a center for social
activities of St. Vincent's Parish.
Father Maxwell later engaged it as a
home for his Boy's Club. After that
the building reverted to parish activities, but because the parish was yearly
becoming smaller the building was entirely too large for the limited social
functions.
About three years ago Father Robert
Power looked about for space to establish a new department of the Vincentian Magazine organization. He
asked permission to use part of the
basement of the old school building.
In a short time he applied for more
space and then occupied the first
iloor. The following year witnessed
a new increase in activities forcing
Father Power to ask for the second
floor.
Keeping pace with the advances
made by the new Mission Goods Department, the Vincentian Magazine,
and the Religious Article Department
also were forging ahead at 1605 Locust
Street. The two departments were
fast outgrowing the available floor
space and it became evident that more
ample space must be provided. In the
summer of 1939 Father Power decided
to bring under one roof the various
departments of the organization that
he had established sixteen years previously. It was not easy to leave the
Blackwell-Wielandy building for it was
in this building that the Vincentian
Press grew up and with which it was
very intimately associated in the
minds of the many friends of Fr.
Power. Necessity forced the issue; and
on September 1st, 1939, Fr. Power moved the retail store and magazine department to its present home.
Today, the old school (building is
housing the Vincentian Press, the
Vincentian Magazine, the Vincentian
Seminary Auxiliary, the Vincentian

Foreign Mission Society, and the Home
Study Service. All three floors and
the basement are devoted to the activities of these organizations.
(Continued on page 4)
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(Editor's Note: For the next several

issues the "Annals" will consist of
these excerpts from an early diary of
the period following the re-opening of
the Barrens.)

(Continued from page 1)
more. Today there are ninety-one
hospitals in this country run by religious who claim Mother Seton as their
foundress. Another work dear to the
heart of St. Vincent-caring for the
insane-is not being neglected, for six
out of the twelve insane asylums conducted by religious are under the direction of one of Mother Seton's communities. Last, and perhaps the most
important, is the Leprosarium at Carville, La.--tihe only one in the United
States-conducted by the Sisters of
Charity of the Western Province. The
Sisters of the American Province were
the first Sisters of Charity in the
world to enter this work.
Today, there are over two thousand
Daughters of Charity in this country
and about forty thousand in the world.
The five branches which have sprung
from the original community founded
by 'Mother Seton, now number about
five thousand, who continue to carry
on the work and the spirit of their
holy foundress. It is the hope of all
that she may be soon ivenerated on our
altars.

Feb. 18, 1888-Frs. Smith and Weldon
left here this morning for St. Louis.
Fr. Smith is to go -to New Orleans
and to be absent about six -weeks.
Feb. 20, 1888-Fr. Remillion and Fr.
Foley said early Masses and wvere
engaged all day at thie Mill dam.
The boys just now have a mania for
see-saw.
Feb. 24, 1888-We will not have :the
Stations with the people at 7:30 a.
m. but at 4:45 p. m. after Greek, as
our-morning;
it -- interferes with
classes. Refectory bells and napkin
rings for the clerical part of the
Community were used for the first
time this evening.
Feb. 27, 1888-It has been decided that
the missals are to be brought into
sacristy by the server with the priest.
It is to take effect tomorrow.
Feb. 29, 1888-In the afternoon took
,a walk to the Mill and got weighed.
Fr. Barnwell 123, Mr. Hoover, 143,
THE VINCENTIAN BUILDING
Mr. Hueber 142.
just
March 1, 1888 - Mr. Hoover
(Continued from page 3)
brought the news that Mr. George
The first floor has been renovated
King died at the hospital the other
co accommodate the retail department.
day. He made his vows on his New display cases were tailormade for
deathbed.
the two spacious rooms that are deMarch 5, 1888-We have not had a day voted to the sale of religious .articles.
of recreation since we started up on The electrical fixtures, venetian blinds,
Jan. 2d. This morning Fr. Barnwell and a wide assortment of beautiful
brought us a magic lantern and some articles have won the praise and adinstruments for taking daguerreomiration of all visitors.
types. I cleaned up the views and
On the second floor, we have a spacafter supper Mr. Hoover and myself ious office, comprising the editorial,
minutes
ten
lasted
It
had a show.
business, and mailing departments of
when we found that our five candles the Vincentian Malgazine; also the
had melted each other with the executive office of the Vincentian
grease running on the floor.
Press. Fifteen of the twenty-eight
March 6, 1888-We had the magic lan- people employed throughout the buildtern in fine condition and think of ing work in this second floor office.
The stock room and assembly room,
giving an exhibition tomorrw evewhere religious articles for Missions
ning in honor of St. Thomas.
are assembled for shipping, occupy the
March 8, 1888--Fr. Barnwell sent down
to Tom Power a lot of pictures which third floor.
In the basement a printing departwhich we had .selected for a magic
lantern exhibition. He will photograph them on glass. Fr. B. will
give him a present of $5.00.
March 13, 1888-Fr. Weldon has been
appointed in a general way director
of students. Fr. Barnwell put up
the electric generator and after dinner we had some few experiments.
March 15, 1888-Tom Power brought
up the great picture this evening,
i. e., the 12 and 2 prefects.
March 17, 1888-Recreation all day.
Procession in the morning at 8:00,
up and down the board walk and
down French lane ibeyond Monag-

han's-back again up the front drive
to the seminary where Fr. McCarthy
reviewed us.

ment is in operation.
The work of renovation and organization is by no means finished. There
are still many refinements to be made.
Little by little the old school building
will acquire a new spirit, proper to the
new work it is housing to spread the
doctrine of Christ.

NEWS FROM LINCHWAN
(Continued from page 1)
ing me from calling the police. After
that experience I understood better
the Chinese expression "how tzu lan
t'so-it is difficult to do charity." Now
we have the situation pretty well under control and in spite of the difficulties connected with it, through the
charity of our kind benefactors, a few
less war refugees are going hungry.
This is something that should set your
little Crusaders thinking: "The price
of a stick of gum is sufficient to feed
a refugee a day!" And for the grownups: "If I have a U. S. $1.00 Mass Intention to say every day, I can keep
one hundred and twenty people alive!"
S. Fr. Mahoney is now on his way
back to Shanghai. He will visit Peking
for a short time before returning home.
While here he made a pretty thorough
study of the Vicariate, visiting all the
principal missions. When he visits
Perryville I think he will have an interesting story to tell. ...
From the Spiritual Report of the
Vicariate for the year 1938-39, which
Fr. Dunker enclosed with his letters,
we note the following:
Christians, 25,404; Catechumens, 7,730; Baptisms (Infants), 2,668; Baptisms (Adults), 660.

PROVINCE NEWS
DALLAS-Our parish here has been
divided into two, with Mockingbird
Lane as the northern boundary of our
parish. The other parish boundaries
will remain the same. The church for
the new parish, which will include
everything north of Mockingbird Lane,
will be built on Preston Road just
south of the O'Connor estate. This
new parish will be in charge of a
diocesan priest.
"CAPE"-Fr. J. Lewis is preaching the
Lenten Sermons on Wednesday nights
at the church here. Frs. Frommell,
Vidal, Rebenack, Darling, Miller, Cunningham, and Brosnan are taking
turns on Wednesday nights at St.
Mary's here, at Jackson, Kelso, and
Charleston. . . . The boys'
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NECROLOGY
3. PETER WOLTERS,
Holland; 45; 26.
4. CORNELIUS

until the prof gives notice to be seated and not to retire until he gives
the signal. Salutations to all priests
and clerics by removing the hat.

priest.

REGOZINI,

priest. Germany; 69; 49.
5. FERDINAND TADDEI, bishop. Brazil; 73; 56.
6. JOHN RYAN, priest. Ireland; 60; 39.
7. ANTHONY SOLER, priest.
Aquitaine; 72; 48.
8.

March 21, 1888-Fr. Barnwell gave the
boys a lecture on politeness this
morning and enacted a number of
rules regulating their conduct in
class. They are to remain standing

Minstrel

Show was a great success. Fr. Miller
directed it and Fr. Cunningham had
the music.

JAMES

MERDSLIKER,

brother. Barcelona; 60; 44.
Your prayers are requested also
for the repose of the souls of
Fr. Devine's sister, Fr. Kernaghan's sister, Mr. Minogue's
grandmother, and Mr. DeWitt's
aunt.
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AMONG ARCHIVISTS
"Doctor, Lawyer, Merchant, Chief
. " What an interesting thing it
would be to have accurate accounts of
the doctors, lawyers, merchants, and
all the other persons who have been
connected with St. Mary's Seminary
since it opened its doors in 1818!
In efforts to obtain such accounts
the archivists of the DeAndreis-Rosati
lMemorial are searching out and putting in order mounds
of ancient letters and
bills of sale. Already
they have achieved a
considerable success.
For instance, from
old tax receipts they
now have a precise
knowledge of just
which men were attached to this house
in the first years of
its existence. The y
know that the Seminary owned slaves-at
least "one negro boy
ione
P
called Henry',
negro woman," and
"one black family."'
In short, they now
have a pretty clear
background of t he
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Perryville Missouri, April 1940
THE DE ANDREISROSATI MEMORIAL
"What we need is a record of our
early confreres-and a history of this
house." It was early winter of 1938
when the very Reverend William Brennan, C. M., then superior of the Barrens, made this suggestion. It took
time. It took patience and labor to
carry it out, but carried out it was.
Here at the Barrens today, there is

svum

Number 7
MUSEUM PIECES
At the time of the Provincial Assembly last June a temporary display of
Community articles was arranged for
the visiting delegates. Many of the
priests commended the historical work
being done -and urged its continuance.
As proof of their interest several valuable contributions have been received since that time from various confreres and houses of the Province.
The Memorial

now

has found more permanent quarters in
the Student Building.
A suitable room has
been obtained for display purposes where
visiting confreres may
view the items we
have gathered so far.
Perhaps one of the
most valuable articles
sent to us is the crucifix which Venerable
Felix De Andreis gave
to a young) French girl
on the occasion of her
First Communion. It
remained in the immediate possession of
her descendants until
it came into the hands
of our kind benefacSA.r 1v dvs of the
Am e r i can Mission. Upper left-Meap showing Community Houses lighted up (white dots) tor. He had treasurd lower right- ed if for over forty
iscopal effects of Bishop Rosati. Upper anm
Take 1828 for ex- Lower left-Epm
Various documents and museum pieces.
The museum
years.
ample. Bishop Joseph
also possesses a copy
Rosati was superior.
of the decree issued at Rome in 1918
Leo De Neckere was his first assistant. a small museum, the De AndreisJohn Timon and John Mary Odin, Rosati Memorial, under the care of a introducing the cause of Venerable
future bishops as was De Neckere, were student Curator and his assistants. In Felix De Andreis.
it are displayed documents detailing
Close in importance to this precious
just beginning to assume responsibilities. Ferdinand Rozier and Menard the early Ameridan activities of the item is the original copy of the last
& Valle were the chief merchants with Vincentians .as well as personal effects will and testament of Bishop Dubourg
whom the seminary did business. Dr. of some of the missionaries. The who brought our confreres to this
country. This document of historical
R. L. Dorsey 'was the attending physi- memory of the life and labours of
Bishop Rosati, of Fr. De Andreis, and importance is a highly prized possescian and surgeon. Dr. E. A. Puc'ket
was a general practitioner and a pull- of that long list of others from the sion.
The silver chalice presented to the
er of teeth. Wheat was selling at little Company 'who helped evangelize
this wilderness country, is cherished
first Missionaries by Pope Pius IX is
fifty-two cents a bushel that year, and
corn lat sixteen cents. Wages were in a special manner. The spirit and also on display. Until Father Pat Finbeing paid and trade was being car- sacrifices of these pioneers is being ney died he had used it daily in celeried on largely by barter of goods and perpetuated-that the young men of brating Mass. It bears the date 1819
exchange of creditors' notes for values today preparing to set out along the clearly engraved on the base of the
received. Beef had a value of five same paths ,which these first broke chalice.
From among our store of old volcents a pound and pork that of two- may imitate them.
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 4)
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EDITORIAL
The DeAndreis-Rosati Memorial, celebrating its first
anniversary, is growing quite rapidly-as can be seen from
its treatment in the featured articles. This latest activity
of the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit of the C. S. M. C. should
be dear to the hearts of all members of the Community.
For this reason we have seen fit to dedicate this issue to
the Memorial, as a means of publicizing and, perhaps, of
interesting older confreres in the work.
It has been said: "The Vincentians have the most interesting history of all the religious communities of our country."
That this is true is evident to anyone who consults the records in the Archives department of the Memorial. However, there is room in our Archives for more detailed and
numerous records. We call this to the attention of confreres interested in this type of work, and appeal for any
aid they may be alble to give us in this matter.
Not only do we desire documents and information relating to the early history of U. S. Vincentians, but also of
comparatively recent history, i. e. within the memory of living confreres, especially the older men. At present, for instance, the DeAndrein is preparing a "History of the Construction of the Grotto of the Immaculate Conception at
the Barrens," with the very kind help of some of the confreres 'who worked on it . . . . We invite suggestions and
help regarding this project, as well as any others you confreres may think worthy of our research. There may be
some things which we lhave not thought of or have no information about, but we would gladly investigate and treat
these matters with your help.

FR. MAHONEY RETURNING
Fr. Tom Mahoney writes: On Board: S. S. Taksang-Feb. 9, 1940.
"Greetings from somewhere in the middle of the Yellow
Sea. On my way up to Peiping to spend a few days with
Fr. Murphy and company.
On
"Soon write finis to my stay in the Far East. ....
the go nearly all the time visiting the different missions.
Gained some real experience and first hand information
on tihe work here in the interior. Certainly doing a good
job ,and as for the personnel, well take it from me, you
won't find a more zealous and happier crowd than those
at Kiangsi.
"Left Yukiang, ,accompanied by Fr. Yager, for Shanghai
on Jan. 18. It took us ten days. . . .. Stopped in Ningpo

for three days with the French Vincentians, then proceeded
on, . . . . From Shanghai set sail yesterday for Peiping.
....
Plan to sail for the good old U. S. A. around the mid-

dle of March. Be seeing you sometime in April."

On the evening of Easter Monday, "Father Malachy's
Miracle," a three act play was successfully enacted on the
boards of the Seminary stage by fifteen appropriately cast
players under the able direction of Mr. William Gaughan.
Performing the wonderful deeds of good Father Malachy
was Mr. Fallon. Provoker of the miracle (transfer of a
dance hall from Edinburgh to a certain Bass Rock) was that
suave, well-dressed modernist minister, Rev. Mr. Humphrey
Hamilton (Mr. Connolly). With an important fiery zeal for
correction in liturgy and for the conversion of dancers and
heretics, Canon Geoghegan (Mr. E. Roche) vociferously
governed his rectory. Assistant Pastor Fr. Flaherty (Mr.
M. Kane), neither humanist nor liturgist, nearly allowed
the miracle to dislodge his deep-seated football interest. At
one point, Bro. Jonathan (Mr. Pennino) desisted from badgering his humorous companion, Bro. Peter (Mr. Degan),
long enough to give the audience a few melodious bars of
"0 Holy Night" ...

. The Scottish episcopacy was represent-

ed by comfortaJble old Bishop Gillespie (Mr. Casey), familiary known as "Plus Bobbie," whose "Bad Brother" Andrew
(Mr. D. Ryan) was one of the more prominent habitues of
the infamous "Garden of Eden", a palais de dance owned
by morally myopic Jimmy Bell (Mr. Donohoe).
In the supporting roles, the audience approved of Publicity Agent Tim Battle's (Mr. Coerver) proposal to handle
the publicity angle of the miracle; Chorus Manager
Bleater's (Mr. Walker) nervous concern for his profits;
irate parent McNab's (Mr. J. Brennan) efforts to remove his
daughter from hob-nobbing with bums and riff-raff at the
Garden 'where sihe worked. Also noteworthy were "foreign
and slinky-looking" Cardinal Vassena (Mr. Piacitelli), official Vatican investigator; barkeep Mac (Mr. W. Brennan)
of the Garden; and the imperturbable Constable (Mr. Winters) with his lack of -astonishment at the resettling of the
Garden of Eden.
For their realistic sets, and for their speed in changing scenery between acts, the stage hands deserve at least
this notice of public appreciation.
Candid Camera Shots From "Father Malachy's Miracle" * *
Top, left to right-Bro. Jonathan, Bishop Gillespie, Bro.
Peter, Geoghegan; Fr. Malachy, Battle. Middle-Vassena;
Director Gaughan; Mac, Bell, Andrew, Bleater. BottomMalachy, Hamilton; Gillespie, Flaherty.
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"AND UNTO DUST...."
On Monday, the eighteenth of December, 1939, towards
six fifteen in the evening, Our Most Honored Father,
Charles ,Souvay, rendered his soul to God. It was the end
of a life devoted to God and to the Community.
For over a year, the health of Fr. Souvay had been failing. He had been taken to Villabon to rest. When Villabon did not produce the desired results, he was returned
to the Mother House, to a room specially prepared for him
inrthe infirmary.
Thirteen days after his return, his condition was judged so serious that it was decided to administer the last
Seated in an arm
Sacrament.
chair-strikingly reminding those
present of the last days of St. Vincent-he prepared for the reception
of this Sacrament as best his feeble
health would allow. At ten o'clodk,
Fr. Robert, the Assistant General,
came with the Holy Viaticum. Before administering the sacrament,
he tenderly addressed him: "Most
honored Father, we are here to
administer to you the Sacrament
of the dving ....
sickness and death .

This holy Sacra-

ment will strengthen you to bear
patiently the pains and suffering of

FR. SOUVAY
..

.We read in the Mass this morning

in the Epistle of St. Paul, how he likened ihimself to an offering, a sacrifice offered for the glory of God . . . . Offer

your sufferings as the Church admonishes us, in recognition
of the sovereign dominion of God, in expiation of your
sins, for the peace of the world, for the double family of
St. Vincent .

. . We ask pardon for all the grief that we

have caused you and we thank you for all the good you
have done us and we beg for the double family, the precious
blessing of St. Vincent."
Our Most Honored Father then responded slowly, but
in a clear voicee. After thanking ,the Community for the
prayers and the sentiments expressed, he added: "I abandon myself to ,the divine will. I have made many plans
but I leave them to Our Lord who will bring things to pass
better than I could have done. I ask pardon for all my
shortcomings and for the bad example I gave ....

great rapidity, the few members of the Double Family
who cwere permitted to accompany the body were directed to
the cemetery of Montparnasse for the interment. Aftei the
body had been once more blessed by the Vicar General, Fr.
Robert, it was laid to rest in the Comfiunity vault where
repose also the remains of Father Fiat, Verdier, Cazot and
many other missionaries who have preceded our Most Honored Father to the tomb. On the stone, two simple lines
are inscribed: "Beati qui in Domino moriuntur. Opera
illorum sequuntur illos." . A small statue of St. Vincent raising his hand towards heaven-towards the Mission
in heaven-is carved on the front.
'with

Pardon

me. Pray for me. From my heart, I forgive everyone."
During the days following this ceremony, Fr. Souvay improved but little. In the beginning of December, the crisis
of asthma and the state of prostration were intensified,
causing, at intervals, the most serious and painful agitation.
On the afternoon of the tenth, the prayers of the last agony
were again recited by Fr. Piet. On the night of the eighteenth, he received anew the absolution and "entered into
the joy of the Lord."
Messages of condolence and expressions of sympathy
to the members of the double family soon began to arrive at
the Mother-House. From the Holy See came paternal condolences and an assurance of prayers; from Cardinals Veridier, Suhard, and Gerlier came expressions of religious
sympathy; and from every part of the world there flowed in
telegrams and letters.
The ceremony of the obsequies was a wonderful tribute
to the mortal remains of Fr. Souvay. At ten o'clock on the
morning of the 23 of December, Cardinal Verdier presided
at the funeral Mass 'which was celebrated by the Auxiliary
Bishop of Paris, Mgr. Chapel. His Eminence, Cardinal
Baudrillart, also assisted at the divine offices on a throne
opposite that of Cardinal Verdier. Present in the sanctuary
were the Bishops of Versailles Beauvais, Amiens, Mgr.
Beaussart, the second Auxiliary Bishop of Paris, Mgr. Le
Hunsec, Superior General of the Priests of the Holy Ghost,
and a great number of prelates, dignitaries, superiors or
representatives of different religious orders. At the priedieus
placed in b ack of the modest catafalque, were the official
representatives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, of the
Interior, and of the Colonies, as an eloquent demonstration
of affection for the Congregation.
The strict war ruling of the police did not permit a
funeral cortege to pass through the streets of Paris. So,

AMONG ARCHIVISTS
(Continued from page one)
and-a-half cents. Sugar was worth a "shillen a pound" according to a certain Clement Knott.
That was the year St. Mary's College was built. On
August 12 Burrell Johnson presented his bill "for laying
the stone foundation of the College, measuring under
ground 68 8/10 perches ,and above ground 87 Ditto." James
Michael was claiming five dollars "for the cutting of firewood for burning bricks." Ignatius Layton received of Mr.
Paquin $18.25 ."for two months of my negro's work for the
College." Valentine Underwood received "twenty dollars
on account for the wages of my 'black men Beriman and
Benjamin."
Such a complete background could be drawn up for
many more of those early years.
Interesting items in the archives are the contracts for
seminary property; lists of school books for the years
1830-1839; several advertisements for St. Mary's University,
and the curriculum of studies for the year 1840; receipts
for mushroom Catholic periodicals, for example, the New
York Truth Teller of 1828; students', account books for the
years 1854-1869; a list of those present at the reopening of
the seminary in 1886; a receipt for the main altar in the
Church which was bought for $1000 in the year 1889; a receipt for the old eight-day hall clock bought for $100 by Fr.
David'Kenrick on October 7, 1890.
St. Vincent's College, 'Cape Girardeau, is represented by
many ads, by a specimen of the diplomas formerly issued by
that institution; by a list of premiums for the year 1848,
,and by the first issue of The College Message, May 15, 1874.
Other houses likewise have representation, some more,
some less. The archivists hope to have soon a complete
history of every house in the Province.
The Missioners themselves present a problem. Who
*were the confreres 'who worked on the American Mission?
Our printed "Personnels" go back only to the year 1864.
The desirability, in this respect, then, and the goal is to
secure a list of all the men who worked in the United
States prior to that time, to find out the work they did
and the houses in which they lived.
In addition to searching out the .past, the archivists are
keeping on file all available records of present-day Community happenings and accounts of present-day Community men. C. M.'s a ihundred years hence may bet very interested in the missionaries 'who composed the Western Province about the middle of the twentieth century.
Time, continued enthusiasm and encouragement, and,
perhaps, from mounds of debris, an authentic provincial

history may be rescued and written down. Fr. Easterly,
C. M., (Eastern Province) has made a beginning in this
work by his thesis "The Foundation. of the Vincentians
in the United States: 1816-1835."

The De Andrein
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THE DE ANDREIS-ROSATI MEMORIAL

COMMUNITY NEWS

(Continued from page one)
importance than the museum is that work
more
Of even
regarded as the primary work of the De Aqdreis-Rosati
Memorial. It is to gather and preserve suitably and make
available for research work the documents and historicdal
matter concerning the early Vincentians. All such matter
and documents go to form the De Andreis-Rosati Archives.
A student archivist is in charge and under him there is a
group of assistants. Already this division has accomplished a great amount of work filing and indexing such documents and material as was available here at the Barrens,
as well as that which has been kindly donated by others
outside--donfreres and even lay people.

ST. JOHN'S SEMINARY-Typed on attractive buff colored
stationery whose heading in bold brown print advertises
the Confraternity Correspondence Courses, sixty-seven introductory letters, postmarked March 13th, constituted the
promising formal opening of this Seminary's religion-bymail activities. Archdioc'esan Director of the Confraternity
of Christian Doctrine Fr. Clarke had on the previous day
personally brought the stamp money and other materials
On March 12th Archbishop
necessary for the work ....
Cantwell, newly returned from Chicago, attended the Seminary's belated celebration of St. Thomas day. Present in
his company were a dozen or more of the archdiocesan
clergy.

Vincentian history is being made today just as well as
it was in those pioneer days. The staff of the De AndreisRosati Memorial aims to assemble and preserve carefully
a record of the present along 'with piecing together that of
the past. That matter especially will be preserved which
seems likely to be of particular use to coming generations.

LA SALLE-Frs. Preston Murphy 'and Overburg closed a
well attended two weeks mission about the middle of March.

The Barrens will become a center of research in historical matters of this sort. The Museum and Archives
divisions are working hand in hand toward this end. Those
students who first organized and moulded the Memorial's
Constitution must pass on-to the priesthood and other
works. Other men 'will take their places-those who have
been working so enthusiastically with them; and the Novices
who are manifesting such interest in this work and who are
already acquiring a splendid background for future work
,along this line as students.
The entire staff, working in conjunction with the Archivist and Curator of the Museum, now that all is well under
way, ask the prayers of their confreres that this work
might progress and be blessed by God. And they< add: contributions of any sort, documents or articles, will be appreciated and carefully treasured by the various members
of the staff.

MOTOR
MISSION
CHAPEL

TRAILER
Fr. McIntyre explaining to St.
Louis school children about the
traveling chapel,
to be used in connection with the
Motor VMi ssion
work. It is to be
dedicated by special ceremonies at
the Barrens soon.

(Star-Times
Photo).

DE PAUL UNIVERSITY-Chairman of a committee in
charge of all the music for the occasion of Archbishop
Stritch's March 7th installation was the U.'s Social ActiviApproval shown by inties Director, Fr. Ahern, C. M. ....
terested student attendance at the February-March open
forum marriage lectures, presided over by Fr. Edwards and
three lay members of the faculty successively, inclines Frs.
Power, C. M., and Barrett, C. M., of the religion department
to envision an amplification of this new project for next
year . .. . The basket ball team's record: 22 victories, 6
defeats--only two of these latter exceeded two points.
DE PAUL ACADEMY-On March 14th the beloved moderatar of the Dad's Club was honored by the Club's members
and his fellows of the faculty at a banquet styled 'Fr.
Mullen's Corned Beef and Cabbage Difiner.'
EASTERN PROVINCE-MARY IMMACULATE SEMINARY
-Snowbound students, cut off recently from their Northampton, Pa., supply base by drifts that were eight and ten
feet deep in places, were obliged to fare on 'war rations'
for two days.
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planted perhaps 150 trees. When one considers that we
LOO
MERA
had to find them, dig 'them up, wheel them from all
directions and then dig the holes and replant them,
he will know that we did a good day's work.
April 4, 1888-Frank Walsh and John O'Regan are building
a brick wlalk to the pump in front of the school. Continued planting cedars and, in all, plantedc 309 little and
big cedars, six feet apart.
April 6, 1888-Fr. Foley sold 4000 bushels of wheat for 68c
Continuation of 1888 Diary
a bushel.
March 24, 1888-After night prayers we find that we have April 18, 1888-Marks and examination reports read. Signor
no purple humeral veil so I went to work to,make one
Berretti, the artist 'who has been here making an estiand finished it before the High Mass. Six boxes of wax
mate on what it 'would cost to fresco the church, left
candles, 1 gal. of olive oil ,a large and small host cutter
this morning. John O'Regan commenced a brick walk
from one pump to another. He has established 'quite a
and a pair of baking irons arrived here today after bereputation in brick walk making.
ing on their way here for a month.
March 25, 1888-Palm Sunday. Solemn services commenced May 30, 1888-Fr. Barnwell cut and trimmed three young
oaks, about 20 ft. high, carried them home and put
at 9 o'clock-not many people in church. Fr. Leyden
them up in tripod form as a third addition, to the gymcelebrant and preached. Mr. Hueber deac., Fr. Foley
nasium. A large rope hangs from the top on which
sub-deac., J. Moore master, J. Kennedy thurifer. We
boys climb.
got out a few minutes before noon. Mr. Power came June 10, 1888-Fr. Verrini entertained the boys after High
out in the afternoon bringing iwith him 34 photographic
Mass by telling them stories of 'the 'old Barrens .
slides for the magic lantern.
IJu.ne 11, 1888-The old clock in the corridor of the semiMarch 26, 1888-Fr. Barnwell received a letter from Fr.
nary was started up this morning after a silence of
Smith tolerating baseball and requesting.Mr. Hoover
many years.
and Mr. Hueber to encourage handball among the boys. June 13, 1888-In the afternoon the three profs with the
boys went to the Saline for a wash-we call this our
March 27, 1888-We started on the Repository after breakfirst swim of '88.
fast and with Fr. Foley's assistance we succeeded in
making all things necessary. Put up six lace c~rtains, June 19, 1888-Frs. Smith and McCarthy leave tonight for
the Commencement exercises at the Cape.
covered the window and had it almost complete by supper time. A lady came to help us but as we did not June 30, 1888-Frs. Smith and McCarthy left for the river
shortly after breakfast to meet Fr. Fritzgerald. They
wish to have her around, we dismissed her.
arrived home before five p. m.
March 28, 1888-Holy Thursday. Solemn Mass celebrated
by Fr. Foley at 10:00. Fr. Barnwell preached and we July 5, 1888-The chinch bugs are attacking our corn and
Fr. Foley has ibeen fighting them all day.
thought he did very well. Frs. Smith and McCarthy
arrived home from the Cape. Fr. Smith brings 3 bar- July 10, 1888-The old iwooden house which was formerly
rels of apples for the boys and a box of candy.
the college gymnasium and play hall is tbeing torn down.
April 1, 1888-Easter. Fr. Smith said the Mass at 6:00
Frank Walsh made a bird cage for Bro. Joseph's mocko'clock. After breakfast Fr. McCarthy treated the boys
ing bird.
'with candy and gave Mr. Hoover and myself the rest July 24, 1888-Fr. McCarthy ordered the lumber today at
of the pecan nuts. We put them in the bottom of the
Brewerville for 'the new play hall. Bro. Hugh is
3ig cloak but Fr. Barnwell stole them and gave to the
canning peaches.
boys.
April 2, 1888-7After 8:30 Mass all hands proceded to plant July 31, 1888-Fr. Foley and Co. are cutting wood for the new
building Bro. Dan and Co. are getting out stone for
the cedar hedge along the fence. Before dark we had
the foundation. Julian Layton and John Moore returned yesterday evening.
ST. LOUIS AUXILIARY
August 9, 1888-Fr. Foley commended yesterday to build
a 'wooden house back of the Guardian Angel statue, 40
On April 23rd IMsgr. George J. Donnelly, coadjutor ,bisby 16 feet. It is for the lboys exclusively.
be
consecrated
is
to
hop-elect to the St. Louis Archdiocese,
13, 1888-Workmen from St. Genevieve began to reAugust
at the St. Louis Cathedral by Archbishop Glennon with Bis.
pair .the church today.
hops Schulte of Leavenworth and Winkelmann of Wichita August 14, 1888-The boys arrived here shortly after four.
probably assisting as co-consecrators. Bishop-elect DonThey are 19 in number. Frs. More and Neck came with
the Chicago and St. Louis boys respectively. Fr. Barnnelly is titular bishop of Coela.
well with the New Orleans boys. We have seven new
By Papal dispensation Msgr. George Donnelly is to be
ones in the crowd, five from Chicago and two from
his
fifty-first
also
consecrated on his fete onomastique,
New' Orleans.
birthday. Maplewood, a suburb of St. Louis, was the place
(To Be Conrtinued)
of his birth and St. Louis has remained the place
of his life's activities. Studies at the St. Louis Pre- arI~ I
I·
-- UI·llePpll~P~lsB~YC~·~b
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paratory Seminary and Kenrick fitted him for his ordination in 1921. After faithfully fulfilling assignments a. assistant to Holy Angels, St. Rose and Old Cathedral Churches
successively he became assistant Chancellor of the Archdiocese in 1923 and, two years later, secretary to the Archbishop. At the death of Archdiocesan Chancellor, Msgr.
John J. Tannrath, Fr. Donnelly was appointed to the
office, which he has retained from 1929 till now. The
hononary titles of Papal Chamberlain and Domestic Prelate
were conferred on him by the Holy See during his tenure
of this last office.
The coadjutor bishop-elect has been described as 'tall
and erect, with keen blue eyes and wavy grey hair'. Inter-

esting is the fact that Bishop Schulte of Leavenworth was
his pastor while he was assistant at the Old Cathedral.

NECROLOGY
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

GASTON DECHENE, brother. Aquitaine; 55; 28.
LOUIS HORVATH, priest. Hungary; 68; 35.
ROBERT JONES, priest. Ireland; 83; 59.
COSME ALONSO, priest. Madrid; 54; 38.
MICHAEL VILLANNEVA, priest. Madrid; 60; 44.
MARTIN PEUTLER, brother. Austria; 72; 49.
ABRAHAM ELIAS, archbishop. Persia; 47; 23.
ALEXANDER KOVACS, priest. Paris; 72; 29.
ALPHONSUS BERNHARD, pr. Belgium; 73; 54.
JOHN PORTI, brother. Barcelona; 67; 46.
FREDERICK TOBAR, priest. Philippines; 56; 40.
FRANCISCO ROMERO, priest. Madrid; 57; 40.
JOSEPH LUBEIJ, brother. Austria; 89; 70.
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HELP THE MISSIONS!
SAVE STAMPS

Above we see Students of the Barrens sorting stamps in, their Recreation Hall 'during free moments .
The Stamp Department of the Vincentian Foreign Mission Society was
organized several years ago as a means
of helping the Missions. However, it
is only within the last year or so that
our receipt of stamp consignments has
reached such proportions that 'the help
,of all the Students is necessary to sort
them. This does not mean that we
have too many. Par from it! In fact,
due to our large receipts, we are just
beginning 'to get somewhere. So the
more we have, the better the results
for the Missions. We can thus choose
better and more varied selections for
the dealers to whom we sell.
Great as is the volume of stamps
rescued immense quantities of them
are being destroyed daily. Consider
the many large offices where thousands of them go to the incinerators.
Allow us to offer a few suggestions.
SAVE every stamp you possibly can
,by cutting it off the envelope or package, allowing at least one quarter of an
inch of paper all around the stamp.
Wait until you have enough to ship
by parcel post unless you have our
"Stamp saver Envelope", as this is
cheaper for you.
STAMP ALBUMS are especially desirable.
FORM A STAMP CIRCLE. Your
friends will be glad to save stamps for
you and thus help the Missions .
Every time you see a stamp, think of
the •Missions. Now more than ever before they need your help. We feel
;assured that in appealing to your
zealous and kind assistance, our faith
is not misplaced; that you will wish
to work shoulder to shoulder with us
in this all important work of God.

The annual Students' Bazaar
is tentatively scheduled for the
evening of Tuesday, May 14th.
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MUSEUM PIECES
(Continued from page one)
umes here at the Seminary there has
been uncovered the personal New
Testament of Bishop Rosati. An old
Missal bearing the impression of his
episcopal seal and coat of arms was
also found. These two articles together with his mitre, seal and episcopal
ceremonial complete our collection of
his immediate effects.
Another interesting find was a large
volume containing all the early copies
of the College iMessage 'when it was
first edited in 1874. A familiar sight
heading the first copy was the well remembered caption, "Forsan et haec
olim meminisse juvabit."
The original photograph of the first
students attending the Seminary when
it reopened for classes in 1886 is an
object of much c'omment. Father McCabe has given a complete identification of his fellow students of that
memorable year. Lately we have received a group of entertainment programs for the years immediately following the reopening of the Seminary.
These will be a valuable addition to
our program book of Seminary events.
From Father Stephen Paul Hueber
and Father Barr have come picture
albums 'which they must have treasured for years. The albums give a vivid
pictorial account of life in the "good
old days." The life must have been
very pleasant, judging by the pictures.
A final section of the Museum has
been reserved for secular items of historical interest. Though these articles
do not have a direct bearing on our
Community history, they do give a
background of the times in which
our confreres labored.
Prominent
among the articles we have at present
are two pistols dating from before the
Civil War period. Confederate money
and a newspaper account of the assassination of Lincoln fill out the Civil
War section of our secular display.
This part of the Museum promises to
expand considerably when we receive
several articles to be donated to us in
the near future.
The historical project of gathering
articles and preserving the history of
our early confreres is progressing
rapidly. We are making an earnest
effort to assure its continued development. The response and interest has
been very encouraging so far. Our
sincere thanks to those who have aided us by their contributions, and our
gratitude to all who have helped us in
any way.
INTRODUCING
DECREE
ROMAN
CAUSE OF FELX DE ANDREIS (1918)

SEMINARY BRIEFS

Pictured above is Fr. Leo Moore, C.
M., (left) as he bid igood-bye to the
Students upon his departure from the
Barrens Palm Sunday, March 17. We
wish him continued success in his
duties at Yingtan, Kiangsi. He is sailing April 12.

Mr. Cary Newsum, Student baseball
captain, had the boys out for their
first spring warm-up on the afternoon
of April 1. . .. The Novices have been
limbering up for a couple of weeks
already.
April 4 and 5 we were honored by
the presence here at the Barrens of
Very Rev. Edward Sellman, C. M.,
Superior of the Community House at
Germantown, Pa. He was accompanied by our own genial Fr. Lloyd.
Latest word received here from Fr.
Tom Mahoney states that he was still
stranded in Shanghai on March 18.
The trunk containing his data had
been delayed at Ningpo.

BLESSED DE JACOBIS
A novena in honor of Blessed Justin
de Jacobis was begun here on April
6.-The Feast of Blessed de Jacobis
has been fixed by the Sacred Congregation of Rites for July 31, as a
double major in all parts of the Community except Hebo, where his body
rests, the Province of Naples, and the
Prefecture Apostolic of Tigre. In these
places the feast is a double of the
second class.

MUSICAL ANTHOLOGY
From Scarnafigi, in Northern Italy,
we have received a Community publication which should be of very special interest to choir-directors and
musicians of the Congregation. The
"Anthologia Musicalis Vincentiana" is
a -ollection of twenty-six 'genuinely
Vincentian musical selections. These
selections, composed by eleven Italian
musicians of considerable ability, were
gathered together in a single volume
by Lorenzo Cappa!, C. M., professor of
music at the Minor Seminary of
Scarnafigi. The Anthology contains,
in addition to suitable motets, appropriate hymns and the Propers of- the
MIVass for the Feasts of Our Lady of
the Miraculous Medal, St. Vincent, and
St. Louise.- These c'ompositions, arranged in flowing polyphonic style,
may be rendered Iby ,the ordinary choir
of two, three and four voices.
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SOLEMN TRIDUUM HONORS BLESSED JUSTIN
WASHINGTON, D. C. HOUSE OF STUDIES INAUGURATED

TWO ORDINANDS GIVEN APPOINTMENT TO CHINA
COUNTESS DOHENY TURNS
GROUND FOR WASHINGTON HOUSE OF STUDIES
Our ever generous benefactress,
Countess C. Estelle iDoheny, added another inscription on her historic golden trowel when, after the blessing of
the site by the Very Rev. Visitor, she
broke ground for the Edward Lawrence Doheny Memorial House of
Studies on Sunday morning, March
31st, in Washington, D. C. Included
in the party on that eventful morning
were Revs. William G. Ward, C. M.,
Edward Kammer, C. 'M., Jeremiah Lehane, C. M., Miss Rose Kelly, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Hogan, !Mr. and Mrs. Harry Leyden, Mr. Lawrence McNeil, the
contractor, Mr. Wallace Neff, the architect, Mr. William Curelett, of the
McNeil Construction Co., and his wife.
Before the ceremony the entire party
attended Masses celebrated by the Visitor and Father Ward at the National
Shrine.
This building, the gracious gift of
Countess Doheny, will cost approximately $100,000.00. It will be Spanish
Colonial in style with facing of red
brick and Indiana limestone. There
will be three floors. Provision for a
garage, boiler room and laundry will
be in the basement. Situated on the
first floor 'will be the chapel with six
altars, the dining room, breakfast
room, kitchen, quarters for domestics,
recreation room, two parlors and the
rector's office. The next two floors
provide rooms for ten students.
The excavating work has been finished and the foundations are now
being laid. It is planned to have the
building ready for occupancy in the
fall. In our next issue we hope to
print a picture of the building with
more specific details.

Ordinations
His Excellency, Bishop George J.
Donnelly, Auxiliary of St. Louis, will
confer Minor Orders on June 8 and
Sub-Diaconate and Priesthood June 9
here at the Barrens.

BARRENS PAYS TRIBUTE
TO BLESSED CONFRERE

APPOINTMENTS MADE TO
MISSIONARY WORK IN
CHINA
After the Resurrection, on those
beautiful, warm, spring days preceding the Ascension, Christ often waliked with His Apostles on the shores of
Galilee. Those were precious days,
,when the Great High Priest instructed those other Priests who would rule
His church. As the day grew closer,
on which He was to leave them to ascend to the Father, He instructed them
"to feed my sheep." Then on Ascension Thursday, before ascending into
heaven, He commissioned them to "Go
forth and teach all nations . . . . teach-

Blessed Justin de Jacobis, C. ~I.,
titular Bishop of Nilopolis and first
Vicar Apostolic of Abyssinia, was born
at Sanfele, Italy, October 9, 1800. He
entered the Little Company at Naples.
Ordained priest on June 12, 1824, he
immediately became a most zealous
missionary, and was a true angel of
charity during the cholera epidemic
which ravaged Naples in 1836 and
1837. He left for Abyssinia in 1839 as
Missionary and first Prefect Apostolic.
There, laboring unceasingly for the
conversion of those heretics, whom he
converted in great numbers, he was
consecrated Bishop in January, 1849.
Worn out by his labors he died on
July 31, 1860, in the middle of a desert,
resting his head upon a rock. His
whole life is truly a radiant example
of heroic virtue, Apostolic labors, and
imitation of the Divine Model. His
body, venerated by all Abyssinia, lies
buried in the little village church of
Hebo. He was beatified by our present Holy Father, Pope Pius XII, on
June 25, 1939 and the Sacred Congregation of Rites has appointed the day
of his death, July 31, as the day on
which his feast will be celebrated.
(Continued on page two)

ing them to observe all things, whatsoever I have commanded you."
A little more than ninteen hundred
years later, on another spring afternoon, between the feasts of the Resurrection and the Ascension, Christ
walked again in spirit, in our midst.
Once again He instructed His Apostles,
other Christs-to-be, preparing them
for the great Mission of His Priesthood. And to two of them He said:
"Go forth into the Mission fields of
China, for they indeed are white, ready
for the harvest."
It was on Sunday afternoon, April
21 last that two of our conferes, received this mission, in the form of a
letter from the Very Reverend Visitor.
They are Reverend Messrs. Robert J.
Kraff of St. Joseph, Mo., and Norbert
A. Miller of Chicago. It seems a vestige of Apostolic Times, when Missionaries iwent forth two by two.
It is with joy that the message was
received. For them, it was the fulfillment of long cherished desires to give
themselves entirely to Christ, to become wholeheartedly "Other Christs".
Their mission will give them the opportunity "to preach the gospel to the
poor," to manifest in themselves that
sign by 'which Christ iwas to be known
by all. For us, is was an evidence
that Christ still walks with us, requir(Continued on page four)
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CHINA MISSION STATISTICS
Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms and
in the sweat of our brow.
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MARY'S MONTH
We are not going to attempt an editorial qua talis this
month. Rather let us present a thought for the monthMary's Month.
May-which God and nature have endowed with such
beauty.

Flowers-symbol of love and friendship . . . . But

men's hearts are not turned to beauty and love and friendship this May. Their hearts are oppressed by war, rumors
of war, war-scares. We in this country are fortunately
not engasged in these wars-yet. We seem to be in the calm
waters at the center of the storm, with the European warwinds ,on one side and the Asiatic war-winds on the other.
But let us remember we have confreres--'brothers and
sisters in St. Vincent-who are in these war zones. Some
of the French confreres are adtually engaged in the
combat ....

In the Far East, further difficulties may arise

because of Japan's imperialistic tendencies. This may effect the Little Company in these lands.
So then, during Mary's Month, let us beg the intercession of the Queen of Peace that her Divine Son may in His
Wisdom and Providence see fit to melt men's hearts by the
fiery charity of His Sacred Heart-that the glory of God be
promoted in all lands . . . "Fiat voluntas tua." . ..

TRIBUTE TO BLESSED CONFRERE
(Continued from page one)
Blessed Justin was venerated in a special way here at
the Barrens by a Solemn Triduum, April fourteenth to seventeenth. The Very Reverend Superior considered it an appropriate time to afford the confreres here an opportunity
to gain the Triduum Indulgences granted iby the Holy See.
These Indulgences are: a Plenary Induulgence once during
the Triduum, under the usual conditions; and a Partial
Indulgence (100 days) once a day for those visiting the
Church, praying for the Pope's intentions, and being truly
sorry for their sins.
The ceremonies of the Triduum opened on Sunday afternoon 'with Solemn First Vespers. Then followed, on
Monday and Tuesday mornings, Solemn Masses of Blessed
Justin, with Solemn Benediction in the evening; Solemn
First Vespers were repeated Tuesday evening.
Wednesday morninlg, April 17, Solemn Mass was celebrated at 10 A. M. by the Very Reverend Visitor, Fr. Winne.
This was followed by a Solemn Procession to the quadrangle
for the Solemn Blessing of the St. Anthony's Motor Mission Chapel. . . . In the evening Solemn Benediction and

the singing of the Te Deum closed the Triduum.

Impressive achievements in the thirteen vicariates and
prefectures entrusted to the Community in China are revealed in the 1938-39 statistics just published in Peking.
The Congregation has 15 Bishops-five Chinese-and one
Prefect Apostolic in China, together with 367 priest memIbers, of iwhom 143 are Chinese, 34 Chinese clerics and 29
Brothers-20 are Chinese.
Cooperating with the Vincentians in these 13 missions
are 359 Chinese and 13 foreign secular priests, together with
six priests of the Scheut IMission Society. The total membership for other communities having houses in these
several missions, is 363 for the men and 1,162 for the women.
Good promise for the future of the Chinese clergy is provided by the 192 boys in the preparatory schools, 473 in the
minor and 130 in the major seminaries.
Catholics in these missions now total 742,772 in a population of some 53,000,000. Adult converts baptized in the
course of the year number 14,490, including 4,263 baptized
in danger of death. The total of baptisms, including 16,810
children of Christians and 43,005 of non-Christians in danger of death, 74,305.
Pupils in the school total 65,451 with 1,132 men and 635
women teachers, while catechists in all the missions total
1,708, including 589 women.
The charity work done may be gauged from the fact
that 559 boys and 5,688 girls are being cared for in the
several orphanages while 21,870 in-patients were treated in
the mission hospitals and 2,639,902 in the .dispensaries. The
workshops give instruction and employment to 292 boys and
661 girls. (Excerpt from Catholic Daily Tribune--Apr. 4, 1940).

SISTER BRENDAN
(The following item from NOVENA NOTES was pointed out
to us recently. Tt concerns Sister Brendan of St. Paul's
Hospital, Dallas, and we think our readers might find it of
interest.)
In 1906 a free clinic 'was opened on the first floor of St.
Paul's Hospital. Sister Brendan, then a nurse at St. Paul's
was well known in the community as one who untiringly
had given her leisure time to the poor unfortunates of the
city. On her oawn excellent initative she had scraped together clothing, food, other necessities for the poor, all the
while keeping a keen lookout for potential contributors.
Aptly enough, then, Sister Brendan was unhesitatingly
chosen as supervisor of the clinic.
With the aid of a few internes she worked tirelessly
amonog the unfortunate sick, the despairing poor. Meanwhile, despite her exhausting work among St. Paul's unfortunates, Sister Brendan somehow found time to supervise affairs at the Marillac Clinic located in the destitute
Mexican section of Dallas. She fast became a well loved
"mother" to the grateful Mexicans. A devoted servant of
Mary she has had countless favors granted to her. Favors
that made life easier for many an unfortunate invalid.
When Col. A .S. Pires, Dallas broker and philanthropist,
died in 1937 he left money enough to St. Paul's to build a
modern efficient clinic. In 1938 Sister Brendan's long-cherished dream, in the shape of a new, comfortable five-story
brick clinic building, was completed.
Sister Brendan was recently feted at a luncheon at the
Hotel Adolphus. She was presented with the Lenz award
for distinguished social service. Rightly enough, then, was
the now retired "mother" publicly acclaimed for her feat of

building a great social service project out of an original
"operations capital" of $7.50.
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FOREIGN NEWS
Mr. Placier C. M., a student at Dax, is making a weekly
digest of news for our mobilized French clerics, nearly one
hundred strong. Other Dax news items are that ordinations are to be held in July and that the juridical exams
this year are to cover all of Moral and part of Dogma.
*

(Continuation of 1888 Dairy)
Aug. 17, 1888-Regular classes begin today. The boys are
nervous and unruly. Much of it can perhaps be attributed to the rainy weather which Iwe have had.
Aug. 20, 1888-The repairs in the church have started. The
first plaster was torn from the ceiling today.
Sept. 6, 1888-The foundation of the school building is being
laid. Mr. . . . ., a boy from St. Louis who has been here
almost two years, was removed from the school today
to the seminary and sent home after dinner on a load
of lard.
Sept. 10, 1888-Conference on Chap. VIII of Common Rules.
In the evening Mr. John Bertke, C. M., arrived here
from Germantown to help in teaching at the school. He
iwas accompanied to St. Louis by Messrs. Woods, Antil
and Nichols, C. M., wlho went to the Cape.
Sept. 14, 1888-Fr. Sullivan writes that there are only two
students left in Germantown. The rest are in our five
colleges and seminaries.
Sept. 17, 1888-4Mr. Hoover is sick again with those severe
pains in his back. Mr. Bertke had his first theology
class today.
Sept. 22, 1888-All the posts of the new building are up. It
looks like a small shipyard.
Sept. 26, 1888-Mr. Bertke gave the boys first lesson on the
theodolite by taking the height of the church tower.
Sept. 27, 1888-Boys went to the bottoms for paw-paws and
persimmons. We all came together in the evening for
a social talk and a glass of wine.
Sept. 28, 1888-It is rumored that the announcement was
made by mail yesterday that the formal separation of
the Province has been made, making Fr. McGill Visitor of the Eastern Province.
Sept. 30, 1888-The first time in the history of the Church
throughout the whole Catholic world, a Mass of Requiem was offered on this Sunday. It was decreed by
our Holy Father in order that the poor souls in Purgatory could have a share in his Golden Jubilee.
Oct. 6, 1888-Tom Power up this evening. He is going to
move to the Cape.
Oct. 24, 1888-The Brothers have been working all day moving from the old novitiate to their new quarters on the
4th floor. The plasterers are working on the sanctuary

building.
Nov. 5, 1888-A nuptial Mass in the Community chapel this

*

In an April 14th letter Fr. Beutler, after commenting
on the quiet attitude of the Italian populace as regards the
war, writes: "The Holy Week services iwere inspiring, especially the functions at St. Peter's on Holy Thursday and
-on Easter Sunday. The churches of Rome are rich with
relics. For example, on Holy Thursday a threefold blessing
was given at St. Peter's with the lance of St. Lonrginus, the
veil of St. Veronica, and a fragment of the True Cross. St.
John Lateran's contains the boards of the table on which
the Last Supper was celebrated, and in the adjacent chapel
where the Scala Sancta is Ikept there is also a part of the
Crown of Thorns. St. Mary Major's has the wood from the
Crib in which the Child Jesus was born, and so on. ..
Please remember me in your intentions, that I may have a
successful termination to this year's work. The examinations will be held the early part of July."

DE PAUL CHANCELLOR
Archbishop Stritch (of Chicago has consented to become
the third Chancellor of De Paul University, according to an
announcement of Fr. O'Connell, President of the University.
This office was held previously by Archbishop Quigley and
his successor, Cardinal Mundelein.
As Chancellor, Archbishop Stritch acts as guardian of
the University and director of its policies. His Excellency
will also preside at the Baccalaureate Exercises June 9th.

SUCCESSFUL BAZAAR
Due to circumstances the Students' Bazaar was held
May 1 instead of May 14. The Mission Society wishes to
thank all the confreres who contributed to make it such
a success.
morning as the church is not in condition for the ceremony.
Nov. 6, 1888-The general election today for the President
of the Union. After Latin class Tom Power c'alled at
the seminary and drove Fr. Barnwell, Fr. Walsh, John

of the church this week.
Oct. 30, 1888-Work was commenced on the roof of the new
building. Plaster was torn from the Iwalls of the French
chapel.
Nov. 2, 1888-We did not go to the graveyard on account of
the rain. Fr. Weldon received a letter from Fr. Smith
this evening desiring that the large Community chapel
and the novitiate be fixed up as soon as possible. The
novice Brother Frederick is appointed cook. Bro. Hugh,
the retiring cook, will become baker. Fr. Weldon gives a
list of materials needed for the establishment of the
novitiate. First shingles put on the roof of the new

*

*

The Acta Apostolicae Sedis for March 20th, 1940 records
confirmation of the election of Fr. Abel Zayia C. M. as
Metropolitian of Urmia (Chaldean Rite) and Bishop of
Salmas (Chaldean Rite)--both in Iran.

ml

Moore and Stephen Hueber to the polls in Perryville
where Fr. B. and Mr. H. cast their first votes for Cleveland and Sherman and, in general, the straight Democratic ticket. In the afternoon T. P. came again and
took Frs. Weldon and Foley, and Bros. Carr and Louis.
Mr. Hoover refused to vote, !having tasken this resolution some ten years ago.
!
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Your prayers are requested for the repose of
the souls of Fr. Lavalle's Mother, Fr. Phoenix's
Mother, Rev. (Mr. Hymel's Uncle, Rev. Mr. Barr's
Aunt, Sister Alphonsine's Father.
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WHAT GOES ON
When in Washington recently,

the Very Reverend Visitor called upon the Apostolic Delegate who expressed his interest in the cause of Felix
DeAndreis .... ..

Fr. Carl Osthoff, C.

M. is paying a visit to this country in
behalf of the cause of Mother Seton.
. . . Fr. Phillip LeFevre has been

appointed assistant director of the
Miraculous Medal Association to help
Fr. Joseph Finney. ..

. Fr. Paul Lloyd

will remain in this country for at least
another year as Director of the Vincentian Foreign Mission Society. Fr.
Mahoney, expected back from China
very soon, will be his assistant.
. Fr. Sheldon underwent an
operation for thyroid at DePaul Hospital (St. Louis) about the middle of
April

and

is resting well. . . . Fr.

Jourdan, rwho has been confined to
bed in Los Angeles for several months,
is to go to Hotel Dieu in El Paso to recuperate.
. ..Very Rev. Dr. O'Connell conducted the April Retreat for the
Daughters of Charity at St. Vincent's
Sanitarium, St. Louis ... .

Fr. Harvey

is to conduct the IMay Retreat for the
Daughters at St. Elizabeth's, New
Orleans. ...

Fr. Walter Quinn con-

ducted retreats for the St. Vinc'ent de
Paul men in Chicago, ending April
7; and a retreat for the nurses at St.
Mary's Hospital, Milwaukee, the end
of the month.
. At the annual meeting of the
National Catholic Educational Association, held in Kansas City recently,
Fr. Edwards was publicly notified of
his election as vice-president of the
new National Catholic Honor Society,
Delta Epsilon Sigma- established to
give recognition and encouragement to
noteworthy scholars of Catholic universities.

CHINESE APPOINTEES
(Continued from page one)
ing sacrifices, and yet spreading the
message of His love. For countless
Chinese, so needing the consolations
of the Catholic religion, in the midst
of so many afflictions, it betokens possible salvation.
Their mission calls them to make
themselves into "other Christs," to
the motto of St. Vincent
fulfill
C
"evangelizare pauperibus misit me," to
perfectly carry out the fourth vow "to
labor for the salvation of the poor
country people," to imitate the virtues
of our Blessed Confreres Perboyre and
Clet, and to follow in the footsteps of
Bishops Sheehan and MVIisner.
May God give them sufficient
strength, zeal and grace to answer
such a vocation.
May He animate
themselves into
them to transform
other Christs. And may they sow the

seeds of faith and salvation, and bring
forth fruit a hundredfold.

ST. ANTHONY CHAPEL TRAILER DEDICATED
Under the cloudy skies of April seventeenth St. Anthony's Motor Mission
Chapel was solemnly iblessed and dedicated to its future use on Missouri's rural
roads as a part of our Motor Mission Unit. Very Rev. Fr. Winne, C. M., V., celebrant of the immediately preceding Solemn Mass, invoked the blessing; President Fr. Martin OlMalley of Kenrick, a featured speaker on last summer's Catholic Hour radio program, was impressive in the speech of dedication.
Crowding the gravel driveway in the Seminary Quadrangle were confreres
from St. Vincent's in St. Louis and from Kenrick, St. Louis Preparatory and Cape
Preparatory Seminaries. The venerable rural dean, Msgr. Van Tournenhout,
was present together with a goodly number of other diocesan clergy. Present,
also, were four of the men who have been active in Motor Mission work since its
inception, Frs. McIntyre, Darling, Daspit and P. LeFevre. Among the Daughters
of Charity there were seven who came from St.Vincent's Sanitarium in St. Louis
for the occasion ...
"'Not by might, nor by power, but by my spirit', saith the Lord of hosts".
This is the inspired sentence that was first and last emphasized by the eloquent
speaker as he epitomized his dedicatory address from the pulpit-platform of the
Chapel. Repeatedly enlivened by his oratorical style and earnest manner, audience imagination pictured a convincing paigeant of deeds of God's spirit: Peter
founding the Church at Rome; the progress of that Church; the pseudo-Reformation and the efforts of founders of religious orders to bring about a true reformation; St. Vincent's immortal work among the poor; the untiring zeal of the
early missionary sons of St. Vincent, especially of the self-sacrificing pioneer
Vincentians in America. "Other days, other ways" turned all eyes on the new,
white Trailer Chapel and all wills to the wish that it be an effective means for
satisfying the zeal of St. Vincent's American sons of this twentieth century. Expression of this wish iwas given in the invocation to St. Vincent, sung with fervor
by the Seminary choir immediately after the address-"Sancte Vincenti, Ecclesiae
defensor, ora pro nobis!"
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Fourteen Priests Ordained at Barrens
FATHER FOX TELLS OF
LINCHWAN BOMBING
(Details of the. Linchwan bombing,
recorded briefly in the newspapers
about the middle of last April, have
just recently come through in a letter
from Fr. Leo Fox, C. M.)
Linchwan, -Kiangsi,, April 18, 1940.
.-.Saturday; April 13, will be unforgettable- for -me. -- That morning,
after ministering to the needs of one
of our country missions where we have
a school, I hurried back for a good visit
with -Fr-. Yager, .who. had returned
from Shanghai several days before. I
was no sooner in the house and talking
with Fr. Yager, than we noticed a
crowd of people coming into the Mission enclosure. This is nothing unusual since, when the air raid warning is given (by bells set up here and
there in town), many people hurry to
the Residence to be safe.
-I was just thinking of going to our
Refugee Station to see the gentleman
in charge of the refugees-he was helping me in a series of instructions in
which I was starting to prepare a
crowd of the refugee children for
baptism-when we heard the sound of
airplane motors, evidently flying very
high. We finally located three bombers. -They flew over the town, and we
heard the report of bombs landing
about three miles the other side of
town. Almost immediately we spotted
another three bombers flying in formation. They came right over the Residence, and as they got over town they
let fly a string of bombs. Meanwhile
the other three were returning, making a wide circle and. flying directly
towards us. By the time they were almost directly above us I quit watching,
as the 'bombs were just about due
(they are slung forward towards the
objective, you know). As the planes
roared overhead we heard the bombs
explode, the house shake, windows
break, tiles on the roof jump,. etc. . . .
Immediately Frs. Steve Dunker and
Yager and I knew that the bombs had
landed very close.
We hurried downstairs-the air was
full of flying dirt 'and smoke-people
were shrieking and crying. We ran
over to the. women's section, which is
divided into, the orphanage and the
I most sincerely
Refugee Station.
hope and pray that you may never see
or experience what we did there. Before we left, we had'adug out from the
ruins twenty dead, and thirty seriously
wounded.
The dead and seriously wounded
were removed to one place by us three
(Continued on page seven)

ORDERS CONFERRED BY
BISHOP DONNELLY

VICAR APOSTOLIC OF
YUKIANG APPOINTED

Fourteen men were elevated to the
Holy Priesthood on Sunday, June
ninth. His Excellency, Most Reverend
George J. Donnelly, Auxiliary Bishop
of St. Louis, conferred the Orders in
the Church of the Assumption here at
the Barrens. On the same morning,
nineteen Subdeacons were ordained,
while on the previous morning, June
eighth, Minor Orders were conferred.

As we went to press, word was received of the appointment of Fr.
Charles Quinn, C. M., as Vicar Apos-

tolic of Yukiang. May we offer congratulations, in the name of the Community, to Bishop-elect Quinn.
He entered the Community in 1923
and was ordained priest in October
1931. Upon completion of his studies
for the Doctorate in Theology at Rome,
he sailed, January 1934, for China to
labor in the Vicariate of Yukiang
(which he now heads).

MISSION JOURNEYS OF
FR. ALTENBURG

Neo-Sacerdos
Yesterday you were the same as your

fellow-men-

a man -

a Christian-a

follower of Christ. Today you have been
changed-you have been elevated to a
higher plane. An indelible character
has been impressed upon. your soul"Thou art a priest forever"-an "Alter
Christus"-ablending as it were of the
natural with the supernatural. ...
Lux Mundi
Christ came upon earth to teach
man, by word and example, the way of
salvation. "I am the Way, the Truth,
and the Light. He that followeth Me
walketh not in darkness." That was
1900 years ago. Today He sends you
forth to carry on His Mission, to see
that the light of truth burns forth in
this hour of darkness. .
Ad Multos Annos
We congratulate you on your Ordination-and 'we wish you, in taking up
the cares of the ministry, many successful years of service-for the.honor
of God and the salvation of souls. . ..

Our correspondent from Tengkiafow,
Kiangsi-Fr. Henry Altenburg, C. M.
-has supplied us with a mine of information about affairs in his section,
as well as others, of the Vicariate.
Due to limitations of space, however,
we cannot at present use all the interesting items contained in the four letters that he has sent in the past few
months. Accordingly, we thought that
an account of one of his mission journeys would give an insight into the
typical activities of the missionary.
Tengkiafowz-April 7, 1940
"After dismissing the Catholics that
came to celebrate Easter-about 500
came from town and the nearby villages-we started to become concerned about those that couldn't make the
trip for Easter.
So on Tuesday, I
packed up the Mass-'kit, flashlight,
bedding, extra change of clothes and
shoes, and started for the country. I
was gone ten days.
"I spent two nights in the first village, asking catechism of the children
and catechising the older ones-in
that village we have a woman catedhist who does wonderful work with the
grown-ups. There are thirteen families now but about forty years ago there
were only two families. Sixteen went
to the Sacraments.
"The next stop was a village of twenty-seven families. There we have a
chapel-very convenient for the priest
---with altar for Mass, and two rooms
for the priest and his catechist.
(Where there is no chapel, we use the
table for an altar and the Catholics
kneel on chairs.)
Some sixty years
ago here, two families remained faithful, and not only did their own village
become all Catholic, but it-had influence on other villages entering the
Church. One boy from this village is
studying for the priesthood, and it is
hoped through the prayers of others
that he will persevere in his studies
(Continued on page seven)
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The DeAndrein
in some cases, the suggestions seem to lose sight of the
formal ratio for The DeAndrein. A statement of aim might
not !be out of order.
In the first place, The DeAndrein does not purport to
be a news paper;-being published but once a month, it
could hardly hope to be first with the news of the Province.
We merely record the news for those who are not in direct
contact with the various goings-on about the Province, and
for future generations of Vincentians who may be interested
in our Contemporary history.
Neither'does The DeAndrein profess to be a learned review. We do try to publish articles or essays that will be of
interest to readers. It is not for the Students alone, nor
exclusively for the confreres out in the Province. It is for
all. Hence we try to provide items for the interests of all.
In particular, The DeAndrein forms a liaison between
the confreres working in this country and our missionaries
in China. Through our columns they learn about what
goes on here, and we strive in turn to publish news of what
goes on in China, as reported in letters of the missionaries.
Some of the missionaries in China have expressed a personal preference for The DeAndrein, as have also a number
of the confreres in this country. This is indeed gratifying
and makes us feel that our efforts to publish an interesting
paper are not entirely in vain.
It is to such encouragement from those in China, and to
the encouragement and financial assistance of the confreres throughout the Province that The DeAndrein owes its
growth and success, especially during the past year.
So, we take this opportunity to publicly and sincerely
thank all who contributed in any way to the success of
The DeAndrein. Our thanks particularly to the Very
Reverend Visitor for his approval, kind advice, and greatly
appreciated support of our efforts.
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EDITORIALS
Ordinations
Into a world teeming with news of war and strife, poisoned by the false philosophies of the day, filled with political and social unrest, go fourteen young men with the oils
of donsecration newly placed on their fingers. To a world
seeking to uproot the very foundations of Christianity, they
bring the Gospel of Christ. To a world engulfed in wars
and bitter territorial quarrels, they bring the peace of
Christ. To a world indoctrinated with hates and revenge,
they bring the love of Christ. On every side appears opposition to their message, to the "good news". On every
side are powerful men, institutions and countries who advocate the direct contradiction of their doctrine. Does it
not seem that the contest is unequal, that the striving is too
difficult?
Less than two thousand years ago, thirteen other men
set out armed and equipped with the same doctrine. To
the four corners of the earth they spread, and laid the
foundations of Christianity. Undaunted by threats and
physical violence, they labored in season and out of season,
This was their
preaching "Christ and Him crucified."
Model; this was the Ideal 'which upheld them in spite of
all the opposition they met. Hatred surrounded them on all
sides, hatred which was to cause the deaths of twelve of
them for daring to uphold the Gospel they preached.
The secret of success of SS. Peter and Paul and the
other Apostles is the same secret of success that these
fourteen men carry out from the Barrens with them. It is
the same secret of success that has upheld the martyrs and
the saints, the religious and the laity down through the
centuries. What is this secret? It is an absolute trust in,
and love for God. Armed with this weapon, like other
Apostles they, too, can meet the world and conquer. It
gives them an immeasurably stronger advantage over the
enemy, for where they will meet the satanic zeal of the
anti-God and anti-religion forces, they will have a zeal ten
times as strong for the things of God. Where they meet
hate and strife, they will be able to enkindle, with a far
stronger ardor, the doctrines of love and peade.
To the Ordinands, then, we offer our congratulations.
The crown has finally come to those years of sacerdotal
preparation. But with our congratulations we offer our
prayers "that you walk worthy of the vocation in which you
are called," that you may carry on the work of St. Vincent,
and that you may loyally follow in the footsteps of those
other great priests and missionaries who have preceded
you in the Ministry.

Apologia
During the ten years of its existence The DeAndrein

has grown and improved to a great extent, as anyone can
readily see by a comparison of the files. This growth is
notable particularly in the support given by confreres and
Daughters throughout the Province. . . We have sought
for and welcomed constructive criticism from all- sides, in
order to make the paper appealing to all readers. However,

SEMINARY BRIEFS
... At a "gaudeamus" on the evening of May 9, Fr. Tom
Mahoney entertained the Students with a few of his experiences in China. The affair was in honor of Fr. Mahoney, recently returned from China, and of Rev. Messrs.
Robert Kraff and Norbert Miller, this year's China appointees. Like two small boys with new
baseball equipment they expressed neir
joy and happiness at receiving such appointments.
S. .A couple of tweeks later, Fr. Mahoney gave the Sheehan lMuseum the
episcopal effects of our late Bishop Misner. These included his mitre, cassock,
rochet, mantelletta, cappa magna, two
cinctures, two biretta, and the cord of
his pectoral cross. Among the gifts were
also some pictures and spiritual bouquets (from his flock) in hand-embroidered silken covers.
Fr Mahoney reports that, the five men
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that Bishop Paul Yu-Pin of Nanking says that the Church
in China has acquired mudh "face" by reason of priests and
sisters remaining at their posts during present disturbed
conditions .

. Also, there is great need for more Catholic

educational facilities in China, to keep pace with the government program of education.

At present, Frs. Lloyd and Mahoney are directing all

their efforts to securing support and co-operation for the
work of the confreres in the Vicariate.
May 14-Final Mission Society meeting, featuring election of officers for the coming year. Mr. David Pansini
was elected President, Mr. Joseph Brennan, Vice-President,
and lMr. Marion Gibbons, Secretary-Treasurer. All three
were voted in by unanimous acclaim of the assembled
Students.
Several of this year's Third Year Theologians received
word recently that they were to igo on the Motor Missions
beginning June 15. Messrs. William Brennan, Joseph Dyra,
George Dolan, Lee Zimmermann, William Winkelmann,
and Owen Quigley are the appointees.
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Fr. Quinn Silver Jubilee Celebration
This year marks Fr. Walter M. Quinn's
sacerdotal Silver Jubilee. For twenty-five years
Fr. Quinn has been engaged in practic'ally
every work of the Community-retreat-master,
missioner, spiritual director, Novice-Master,
teacher, pastor, and now President of St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau.
The Jubilee was simply but fittingly celebrated on IMay 23 at the College, with confreres
attending from Perryville, St. Louis, and Kansas City. The Vicar Forane and some of the
Archdiocesan clergy were also present.
A Solemn Mass in the lately redecorated
Students' Chapel was celebrated by the Very
Reverend Jubilarian, with Fr. J. J. McWilliams,
C. M., as Deacon, and Fr. J. J. Lavelle, C. M.,
as Subdeacon. The Falso Bordoni Choir under
the direction of the Rev. Mr. Richard Gieselman, C. M., gave a beautiful rendition of the
four-part Mass of St. Theresa and the Gregorian propers. Fr. (Martin O'Malley, C. M.,
preaching on the priesthood, strucik a particularly personal note in Fr. Quinn's faithful fulfillment of his priestly vocation.
A banquet at noon, and in the evening a
musical program, interspersed with various addresses, filled out the celebration. The Students
of the College presented Fr. Quinn with a Spiritual Bouquet and a small token of their appreciation and esteem. ...
In the name of the confreres here at the
Barrens, may we also extend felicitations to Fr.
Quinn, and to Frs. Thomas Navin, Henry Burke
and Frederick Coupal, his classmates, who likewise celebrate their Silver Jubilee this year.

MARY IMMACULATE SEMINARY AS SEEN FROM THE AIR
Below we have an aerial view of our Eastern Province's new Scholasticate, located at Northampton, Pa. A detailed account of the Seminary appeared in the December 1939 DeAndrein. (Allentown Morning Call photo.)
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REV. JULIUS JOSEPH HANN, C. P.M, born
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Ill., began his education at
a country school there, continuing later at Immaculate
Conception School1, New
Madrid, Mo. On April 30,
1932 he entered the Novitiate, after preparatory studies at St. Vincent's College,
Cape Girardeau, and made
his vows on May 1, 1934.
Fr. Hann will celebrate his
first Mass on June 10th at

St. Francis Xavier's Church, Sikeston, Missouri.
REV. RICHARD WILLIAM GIESELMAN, C. M.,
was born on February 28,
1913 in St. Louis. Walnut
Park School in that city was
the place of his primary
education. Years at Beaumont High, St. Louis, and
at St. Vincent's College,
Cape Girardeau, fitted him
for his entrance into the
Novitiate on April 30, 1932.
His vow day is May 1, 1934.
In the Church of the NabtvibO
vit y,

t
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on January 6, 1915. In New
Orleans he attended St.
Joseph's Grade School before beginning his secondary
education at St. Vincent's
College, Cape Girardeau. He
entered the Novitiate on
April 30, 1932 and pronounced his vows on May 8, 1934.
His first Solemn Mass will
be celebrated at St. Joseph's
Churc
-. h

Nowr

OrlepansC

on

June 16th at eight thirty o'clock. Ministers of
the Mass will include Rev. John L. O'Regan, C.
M., as Archpriest; Rev. Oscar Miller, C. M., as
Deacon. The sermon will be preached by Very
Rev. George A. O'Malley, C. MI.
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man will celebrate his first Solemn Mass on
June 16 at eleven o'clock. The Archpriest will
be Rev. Joseph Cruse; Rev. W. Darling, C. M.,
will be Deacon; Rev. E. J. Clohessy, Subdeacon.
Preacher for the occasion will be the Very Rev.
G. C. LeFevre, C. VI.
REV. JAMES VINCENT CONNORS, C. M., was
oUJLL.

in>
i>
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1913. He began his schooling at St. Philip Neri's, condtnued at St. Vitncenit's
Grammar School. After preparatory studies at St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, he entered the Novitiate on April 30, 1932, pronounced vows May 1, 1934.
At eleven-thirty on the
morning of June 16th, he
will

.eleb.hrato his first Sol-

emn Mass in St. Vincent's Church, Chicago.
Rev. Stephen Paul Hueber, C. M., will assist as
Archpriest; Rev. Francis P. Lynn, C. M., will be
Deacon, and (Mr. Paul T. Connors, C. M., brother to the newly ordained priest, will act as Subdeacon. Rev. John Clark, C. M., will preach.

REV. ROBERT JOSEPH KRAFF, C. M., was
ohrn on January 17. 1915. at
St. Joseph, Missouri. He received his early education
at St. Joseph's Cathedral
School in his birth place.
Transferring from Christian
Brothers High, St. Joseph,
to St. Vincent's College,
Cape Girardeau, he was
rightly

instructed

humanities.

in

the

April 30, 1932

saw him enter the Novitiate,

and May 1, 1934, was the
day of his pronouncement of volws. Fr. Kraff
will celebrate his first Solemn Mass in St. Joseph's Cathedral, St. Joseph, Missouri, at ten
o'clock on June 16. Acting as Archpriest will
be Rev. William P. Ponet, C. M.; as Deacon,
Rev. Anthony G. Kraff, C. P. P. S., his brother;
as Subdeacon, (Mr. Lawrence A. Kraff, C. M.,
another brother. The pastor of St. Joseph's
Cathedral, Rev. Leo J. Ruggle, will preach the
sermon.

REV. GEORGE FRANCIS BRENNAN, C. M.,
wa.

ihborn

n March 29

1914.

in Chicago. His grammar
school days were spent at
St. Patrick's School, LaSalle,
Illinois; his secondary education he received at LaSalle-Peru Township High
and St. Vinvent's College,
Cape Girardeau. He entered the Novitiate on April
30, 1932 aid made his vows
on May 8, 1934. In St. Patrick's Church. LaSalle. Fr.
Brennan will celebrate his first Solemn Mass at
ten thirty o'clock on June 16. Very Rev. VMichael Dillon, C. M., will assist as Archpriest;
Frater Louis Flaiherty, O. S. B., a cousin, will
be Deacon; Mr. Joseph Brennan, C. M., his
brother, will be Subdeacon. Rev. Thomas Barrett, C. M., will deliver the sermon.

REV. GLENNON ADOLPH ZOELLNER, C. M.,
Miisccsu±ri
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on September 24, 1912, made
his elementary and secondary studies at St. Boniface's School and St. Vincent's High, Perryville, respectively. He entered the
Novitiate of the Congregation on May 2, 1932 and
pronounced his vows May
12, 1934. At ten-thirty o'clock
on June 16th Fr. Zoellner
wxill

.irng

his

first

Solemn

Mass in St. Boniface's Church, Perryville. Rev.
James M. Huber will be Archpriest; Rev. Otto
W. Meyer, C. (M., Deacon; Mr. Donald J. Fallon,
C. M., Subdeacon. Very Rev. Walter M. Quinn,
C. M., will preach the sermon.

"Thou ...

Yes, thou, "anot]
Art he to whom
The words; who
Whose back rec
"Art a priest . . .
Thine is the di
Above the Sera
To hold the L(
And lead us ui
"Forever."
No passing glol
Which comes u
And seals thy I
Forever, a pries
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)s in aeternum"
REV. JOHN

ROBERT CORTELYOU, C. M.,
was born on January 21,

1914. When he entered the
Novitiate on July 5, 1932, lhe
was an alumnus of St. Ita's
Grade School and DePaul
Academy, Iboth of Chicago.
He pronounced his vows on
July 6, 1934. St. Ita's will
be the Church of Fr. Cortel-

iv
REV. CHARLES JAMES BARR, C. M., was born
May 8. 1914 at Providence,
R. I. Moving to California,
he entered IMary Star of the
Sea School, San Pedro, and
Los Angeles Junior Seminary, Los Angeles. On July
19, 1933 he entered the Novitiate, and pronounced his
vows August 15, 1935. He
will say his first Solemn
Mass at San Pedro, California, in Holy Trinity Church
at

ten

o'clock June 23rd.

Rev. John Sharpe, C. M., will be preacher.
REV. JOHN JAMES LOHR, C. M., was born
ALugusLt

you's first Solemn Mass, to

be celebrated at twelve
o'clock
Riev.

noon on

W.
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Minnesota. He received his
elementary education at St.
Andrew's School, Chicago.
After studying at Quigley
Preparatory Seminary and

16.
Ii.,

his brother, will assist as Archpriest; Rev. J. G.
Phoenix, C. M., as Deiacon; Rev. J. P. O'Callaghan, as Subdeacon. The preacher for the occasion will be Rev. Alexander Thane.

DePaul University, he entered the Novitiate July 25,
1933 and made his vows
July 26, 1935. In St. An-

drew's Church, Chicago, at
12 noon July 16th, Fr. Lohr
will

REV. HENRY FRANCIS GAGNEPAIN, C. M.,
born June 27, 1915 at Perry-

ville, Missouri, received his
elementary education at St.
Vincent's
Grade School,
Perryville, and Chester
(Illinois) Catholic School.
Upon graduation from St.

Vincent's High School, Perryville, he entered the Novitiate on July 5, 1932 and
pronounced
his vows on
July 9, 1934. The historic
Church of the Assumption

here at the Barrens will be the scene of Fr.
Gagnepain's first Solemn Mass at eight-thirty
on the morning of June 16th. Assisting as
Archpriest will Ibe Rev. Oscar L. Huber, C. M.,
pastor, Deacon and Subdeacon ,will be Rev. Eugene E. McCarthy, C. M., and Rev. Otto W.
aer Christ",
is spoke
se lands are tied;
.eiv es the yoke.

Meyer, C. MVI.,respectively. Very Rev. Walter
M. Quinn, C. M., will preach the sermon.

REV. JOHN JOSEPH DANAGHER, C. M., was
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born in Chicago, Illinois, on
August 12, 1914. He attended grammar school at Our
Lady of Victory, Chicago,
and St. Mary's, Los Angeles.
Graduating from the Los
Angeles Junior Seminary,
he entered the Novitiate
July 18, 1933 and pronounced vows in the Community
July 19, 1935.
Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Thomas J. O'Dwyer
will assist as Archpriest at
Fr. Danagher's first Solemn Mass to be celebrated June 16th at ten-thirty. Rev. James W.
Richardson, C. M., will preach, while Rev. Ar-

thur Johnson will be Deacon, and Rev. Thomas
O'Regan, Subdeacon. St. Mary's Church, Los
Angeles, is the place.

inrrY

his

Ronlemn

first

(Mass, assisted by Rev. J. A. Rebedeau, Archpriest, Rev. John B. Murphy, C. M., Deacon,
and Rev. John B. FitzGerald, C. M., Subdeacon.
Rev. Michael iM. Ries, C. M., will preach.
REV. JOHN EDWARD
hnn

Nonvimberhr

Manilla,

Iowa,

1

McDER(MOTT,

C. M.,

11
913

began

his

early education in that city
at Sacred Heart School.
Moving subsequently to Chicago, he there attended successively St. Mary's of the
Lake Grammar School,
Quigley Preparatory Seminary, and DePaul University (for a year). He was
received into the Novitiate
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his vows July 26, 1935. Fr. McDermott's first
Solemn Mass will be celebrated June 10th at
ten o'clock in Sacred-Heart Church, Manilla,
Iowa. Ministers of the Mass will be: Rev. J. J.
Hyland as Archpriest; Rev. D. Clarke as Deacon; Rev. T. Perion as Subdeacon; Rev. T.
Parle as preacher for the occasion.
REV. NORBERT ANDREW MILLER, C. M.,
was born ,atRaine. Wiscon-

con, on November 2, 1907.
St. Joseph's Institute La1range, Illinois, and St.
Vincent's School, Chicago, were the places of hi,

He
training.
elementary
began his secondary education at DePaul Academy and
completed it at St. Vincent's
College, Cape Girardeau. His
Novitiate reception took
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and his vow day is Septemlber 12, 1936. Fr.
Miller will celebrate his first Solemn Muass at
ten o'clock on June 16 in St. Vincent's Church,
Chicago. At the Mass Rev. Michael Ries, C. M.,
will be Archpriest; Rev. Bernard Miller, C. IM.,
his brother, Deacon; Rev. James N. Thompson,
C. M. Subdeacon. Very Rev. Martin Moore, C.
M., will preach the sermon.
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CAPE MEN PAY ANNUAL VISIT TO BARRENS--MAY 8
Messrs. Ruiz and Seiler, Cape tennis experts, are
pictured, right, fighting defeat at the hands of
Messrs. Marsch, C. M., and Kirschten, C. M. The
Barrenites had difficulty

winning, despite

the

scores-6-3, 4-6, 6-2.

Messrs Discon, Ruiz, and Richardson bowed to
the superb handballing of Messrs. Courtney, C.
M., Guyot, C. M., and Saunders, C. M.

Scores:

21-5 and 21-6.

In the afternoon, the Student team made up
for last year's defeat at the hands of Max Hamilton by pounding out a 13-2 victory over the
Cape lads.

"IT HAPPENED IN
WORLD WAR I"
To close happily the Minor Seminarians' annual visit, the Students entertained with a dramatic presentation
-"It Happened in World War I"- directed by Mr. Gibbons, with the assistance of Mr. Graham. A notable
feature of the play was its magnificent
scenery, together with the lighting effects - the commendable work of
Messrs. Fischer, Guyot, Graham, and
Welter.
The plot centered around a battleship crew's temporarily successful
strike for peace which ended in death
for the four leading strikers. Among
the ill-fated strikers was Mate Bernecevic (Mr. Wesner), (who first spread
the idea of revolt among the crew.
Seaman Jerko Sisgoritch (Mr. J. Brennan), also shot for

mutiny, was an

(Continued on page eight)
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FR. FOX TELLS OF LINCHWAN BOMBING

ST. VINCENT'S PREP SEMINARY-YINGTAN

By Rev. Francis Teng, C. M.
Named after our Holy Founder, our (Minor Seminary was
wounded were taken to the Hospital. However, since the started a couple years after the Boxers' troubles, in the
Hospital could not handle such a number of cases, they little village of Tsitou, nine miles from Nanching, then
were carried back here to the Residence. These past four
one of the districts of our vicariate but now the episcopal
days, Frs. Steve, George, and I have done what !we could
city of the Columban fathers. During twenty-seven years
with the little medicine we had. But ten of the cases would
as many priests came out of this seminary-ten of them
tax the skill of the Ibest equipped hospital in Chicago. As are Vincentians.
a desperate chance today, we put the most seriously woundThen came the Red troubles in the winter of '32-'33.
ed on two boats ;and sent them down the river to NanThe priests and seminarians (some of these latter were only
chang, where the Irish Columban priests and sisters have ten years old) were forced to flee in haste before the Coma Hospital. We will pray for a fast trip (two days is the munist menace. Such was the abruptness of their departure
quickest; eight days if there is no wind).
that they took only what they could carry. They sought
refuge at our Linchwan residence for a few trying months
.... The damages to the Residence are very heavy. Practically all the colored glass windows on the iwest side of the before Bishop Sheehan transferred them to his residence
church have been blown out; also, chips out of the church
at Yukiang for the summer. Courageously intending to
wall. Two bombs landed at the Old Ladies Home, just build anew, Fr. Tseng, C. M., praiseworthy director of the
missing the building, landing in the garden-but blowing seminary during these times, and Bishop Misner, then provicar, procured, after a year's hard work, a temporary house
out a wall. Then the refugee section-a total loss. Another bomb just cleared the roof of the orphanage and hit of studies.
in back of the kitchen. Property surrounding the church
As everything here was only meant to be temporary not
also was damaged. Several houses and stores blown down much attention was given to the founding of a seminary
were Residence property.
library, which is of the utmost importance in the formation
(Monday I sang a Requiem Mass for the refugee dead. The of our young missionaries.
Then Bishop Misner built the permanent new home for
absolution after the Mass was over several coffins. At
the time of the bombing, the refugee school had been hav- his seminarians, located in a lovely country side near Yinging class; three young boys were killed. ....
tan and only about twelve miles from Yukiang. But, still
The 'worst part of the situation is for those who are so nothing was done about the library-perhaps the house
terribly wounded and for whom there is no doctor, no hosbuilding had drained the vicariate finances. And now, after
pital. To 'be killed outright is a blessing. . . . The disposifour years of vain hopes and efforts, we are still without our
tions of the poor wounded are really admirable. One sixlibrary. It's need is felt more keenly as year by year our
teen-year-old girl, with her hip blown away (she had been
young men progress in their formation.
But, the Barrens' library gave me a hunch: those good,
preparing for baptism), kept begging for baptism, calling
generous American friends of the missionaries could come
on Our Blessed Mother. Their courage and patience and
trust in God is worthwhile. ....
to our help, too. Why, only ten or five percent of what was
done for the Barrens' library would be a substantial help
towards building up a good and decent library for years to
MISSION JOURNEYS OF FR. ALTENBURG
come at our vicariate seminary.
(Continued from page one)
Therefore, we would thankfully receive the smallest gifts
any
catechhaven't
studied
tots
that
to ordination. Little
from our good benefactors, as they would mean a lot to us.
ism yet, from hearing others recite prayers can recite some
A dime or, even, a nickel means a big, good Chinese book;
themselves-they especially like the Hail, Holy Queen. ...
for instance, the full translation of the Little Flower's life
Here I spent three nights. I find I must take along my
with a lot of pictures in it. This sounds like Ripley, but
Victrola to entertain the children here. There are so many, it's the real truth.
'as restless as bees and as hard to handle in a group as
The most expensive books are English books. Yet, our
buffalo,' that without some extra attraction than just praygood benefactors could come to our help in this matter also.
bore-so
visit
a
the
priest's
find
they
catechism,
ers and
We would be grateful for every kind of books, old and new,
music has its charms. Pray that priests will be plentiful
especially spiritual reading books.
enough to care for this great harvest. . . . Fifty-nine went to
In the reading of a good book can sometimes be found
the Sacraments.
the starting point of a new life. Witness Saint Ignatius
"The third stop was spent at a village also of twentyand many others! It would certainly be a spiritual work of
seven families. On which place hinges a very pretty story. mercy for our American friends to be benefactors to such a
Many years ago, a very poor boy and his wife, a blind girl, cause by giving us some of their old books or sending us
lived in this village. Both were Catholics, always faithful their smallest gifts.
to their duties, and 'were so edifying to the pagans of the
village that no one had the heart to ridicule them for their
Student-Novice ball game, May 12, ended in an 8-1 defeat
religion, since they were of very mean circumstances. In
for the younger brethren.
after years their children became the wealthy ones of the
village, and now twenty-seven families profess the faith
conthere, with prospects of the entire village becoming Catho- here, we welcome these men to the Barrehs. . . . Our Viau,
gratulations also to Messrs. Bumbery, Duffy, P.
lic in time. God has His ways of making known His goodGaydos, Johnson, and Ganel, who pronounced Good Purness and power. . .. Here I spent two nights and twenty(Continued from page one)

.priests. . . . We arranged for coffins for the dead, while the

Many .are still
five Catholics came to the Sacraments.
catechumens and have not prepared enough for baptism.
We Ihave a man catechist in this village, and, since there is
no chapel yet, we say Mass in the homes of the Catholics.
"The last stop of this trip, before returning to Tengkiafow, was only a one night stop. Here thirteen Catholic's
went to the Sacraments. There .are ten families Catholics."

poses on May 31, and to Messrs. Wagner and Parres, who
pronounced Vows on June 5.
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NECROLOGY
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

RECEPTION-GOOD PURPOSES-VOWS
On May 30, eighteen graduates from St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, were received into the Novitiate here.
The new Novices are: Messrs. William McKinley, Roger
Yeraeau. John O'Connor, Vincent Kaiser, Thomas Meik,

William Mahoney, Carl Schulte, Douglass Lange, James
Tighe, John Vidal, Raymond Ross, Albert Seller, Raymond
Ruiz, Max Hamilton, Thomas Munster, Albert Viau, Richard
Walsh, and Arthur Daspit. In the name of the Community

ANTOINE SCARELLA, priest. Argentine; 83;
LOUIS BERGLES, brother. Austria; 73; 48.
ELOI IDOMERGUE, priest. South China; 68;
MANUEL -MARTINEZ, brother. Mexico; 61;
ANTOINE FLOUPPERT, brother. Paris; 72;
ANDRE LIE, brother. South China; 69; 31.
CAMILLO PIROZZI, priest. Naples; 65; 38.

63.
50.
32.
51.

Your prayers are also requested for the repose
of the souls of Fr. C. Connor's Sister, Fr. Osthoff's
Brother, Mr. Foley's Father, and Mr. DeWitt's Father.
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(Continuation of 1888 Dairy)
Nov. 7, 1888-The news came this evening that Harrison and Morton are
elected by 224 to 177.
Nov. 10, 1888-Two more loads of goods
were brought from the river today,
including furniture for the novitiate.
The priests spent their first recreation in the recreation room next to
the library. The plastering in the
church is nearly finished.
Nov. 11, 1888-T. Power sold out yesterday and will leave for the Cape
this week.
Nov. 12, 1888-Fr. Foley and Bros. Dan
and Arthur get new suits of clothes.
The new store room will be over the
bakery.
Nov. 13, 1888-A large supply of new
lamps for the church, seminary and
school were unpacked today. Br.
Arthur calsomined the community
chapel.
Nov. 15, 1888--Fr. Weldon leaves for
the landing after breakfast to meet
the novices. He returns between
five and six in the evening with Wm.
Gorrell, Daniel Hurley and Wm.
Musson. They were covered with
mud as it has rained all day and
the roads are bad.
Nov. 18, 1888-Shortly before six o'clock
John Moore, Frank Walsh and Cormac Lavin were called over to the
seminary preparatory to entry on
their retreat for reception. The new
novices have been very blue and even
went so far as to desire to return
to Germantown. They are, however,
in better spirits now.
Nov. 20, 1888-The new novices were
received in the Community chapel.
The boys are very anxious to see
them in their cassocks.
Nov. 21, 1888-The novices had their
first walk today and went to the Mill.
Fr. Foley left for the Cape today
-where he will be second prefect. He
goes away regretted by all after having spent four years of ,almost continual toil and hard labor as farmer,
carpenter and general worker on al"most every jdb done on the place in
the three last years of daily improvements. Tea was served for the
first time last evening.
Nov. 22, 1888-Fr. Remillion moved upstairs. His old room 'will 'be the Bishop's room and what was the Bishop's room will be the seminary
chapel.
Nov. 25, 1888-The Litany of the
B.V.M. was chanted for the first time
at six o'clock Saturday evening in
the Community chapel.
Nov. 28, 1888-The masons started on
the chimney of the new school building. Carpenters are laying the floors
*and stairs. Bro. Arthur and farm

hands are harvesting an immense
crop of turnips by the wagon load.
Nov. 30, 1888-After supper Messrs.
Hoover and Hueber 'were told to go
on retreat for ordinations.

"Vincentian Press"
Fire-May 13
The "Vincentian Press" building at 1405 So. Ninth Street, St. Louis, was swept
by fire beginning about five-thirty the evening of (May 13. The fire attacked
all three floors and the basement. Fortunately no one was in the building at
the time, but later two firemen and one policeman were injured in fighting
the blaze.
The office furniture on the second floor was badly damaged and the religious
articles on the first and third floors were damaged by either fire, heat, or water.
It appears that about seventy-five per cent of the stock was at least partially
damaged. The building will require a complete going over to restore it. The
work of reconstruction has begun, and the second floor office is being worked on.
Nothing of importance by way of records was completely burned. The stencil file was not damaged. Fire did not enter the printing department, and it did
little damage in the store on the first floor. The report informs us "We are
operating as usual. In fact, the Wednesday following the fire, the magazine
department was in operation. We were very fortunate in many ways."

St. John's,
Camarillo
Minor Orders conferred on twenty-five archdiocesan ordinands May 14 in
the Seminary Chapel by His Excellency, Archbishop Cantwell of Los Angeles. ...
Priesthood for four (a fifth was ordained in San Francisco) and Subdiaconate
for seven was administered Saturday, May 18, at St. Vibiana's Cathedral, Los
Angeles, by Archbishop Cantwell.
S.. The cornerstone for the Doheny Memorial Library at St. John's was laid
Corpus Christi, May 23. Archbishop Cantwell officiated at the ceremonies.

Mary Immaculate SeminaryEastern Province
Twelve men from here ordained to Minor Orders on April 30 and May 1 in
the Chapel of St. Charles Borromeo Seminary at Overbrook, Pa. Subdiaconate
conferred MVay 2 in the same Chapel upon thirteen men. Most Rev. Hugh L.
Lamb, Auxiliary Bishop of Philadelphia, was the ordaining prelate.- . . . On May
18, six men (five for the Eastern Province and one for the Province of Naples)
were elevated to the Priesthood in Philadelphia's SS. Peter and Paul Cathedral
by His Eminence, Denis Cardinal Dougherty.

St. Vincent's
Seminary-Germantown
A serious fire recently damaged the fourth and fifth floors of the Seminary
here. The fire was discovered as the thirty priests of the House were on their
way to Chapel for evening devotions. They rushed to the scene of the blaze
and fought it with water and fire extinguishers, continuing even after the firemen
arrived.

"IT HAPPENED IN
WORLD WAR I"

ley) the sulking crew saw an immediate evil to overcome by revolt.
Striking, but later conforming to the
ship's law, were Sepp Kriz (Mr. McOwen), who entertained the crew and
everyone else by mimicking the Lieutenant; Kuddel Huck (Mr. Zimmermann), a malcontent whose heart was
not really in the mutiny from the beginning; Seaman Alois (Mr. Newsum),
with whom the crew sympathized after his short flogging; youthful Hans
Trulec (Mr. W. Dicharry), who cheered the revolt while it lasted.

(Continued from page six)
outspoken, youthful sailor. Seaman
Toni Grabar's (Mr. North) passionate
desire for peaceful home life with his
child led to his death with the others.
Bosun Franz Rasch ()Mr. Pansini),
leader of the mutiny, stirred all heroworshippers present by his selfless devotion in life and death to the ideal
of peace. Loyal to the mutiny until
their final exit in the ship's seaplane
were Pilot Stonawski (Mr. Rice), who
The Admiral of the High Seas Fleet
reported at intervals the failure to
(Mr. Burroughs) brought the drama
successfully communicate with other
potentially mutinous ships, and En- to its climax by coming aboard to ofsign Sesan (Mr. Roche), who struck fer amnesty to all who would surrender themselves. No part in the mufor peace because of personal ambitiny was taken Iby the ship's marines
tion for a rapid advance in rank.
The Captain (Mr. DeWitt) of the (Messrs. Cook and McHardy). Three
marines of the High Seas Fleet
troubled ship pleased the audience
(Messrs. Marsch, Bentley, and Piaciwith his attempts to subdue the revolutionary crew by quiet psychology. In telli) mamched on deck in the closing
the domineering Lieutenant (Mr. Ri- moments to execute the mutineers.

